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RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine. 
HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE 
MARTY R. ANDERSON 
PO Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Attorney for Respondent/Respondent 
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SCOT M. LUDWIG 
209 West Main Street 
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Page 1 of 13 
Fift judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
User: CRYSTAL 
Robert Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
Divorce without Minor Children 
Date Judge 
-----~---"--------~-·~------~--------~-------------~~-----·-----~~-----------~----~-----·-























Joint temporary restraining order 
Family Case Law Information Sheet 
Document sealed 
Acknowledgment of service by attorney 
Notice Of Service 
Amended Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Notice of intent to take default 
Stipulation for entry of order for change of venue 
Order for change of venue 
Reply to counterclaim 
Order 
New Case Filed - Other Claims 
Fiiing: K1 Order granting change of venue (pay to new county). Paid 
by: Cosho Humphrey Receipt number: 0004588 Dated: 6/29/2011 
Amount $9.00 (Check) For: Kantor, Robert Aron (plaintiff) 
Plaintiff: Kantor, Robert Aron Appearance Scot M. Ludwig 
Change Assigned Judge 
Notice Of Service 
Answer and counterclaim 
Defendant: Kantor, Sondra Appearance Stanley W. Welsh 
Notice Of Service 
Order for scheduling conference 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 07/26/2011 01 :15 PM) 
Notice of scheduling conference by telephonic conference 
Notice Of Service 
Defendants motion to compel discovery responses 
Affidavit of Stanley W Welsh in supoport of defendants motion to compel 
Affidavit of robert aron kantor in support of motion for protective order 
Motion for protective order 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 08/30/2011 02:30 PM) 
Notice of taking deposition 
Notice of taking deposition 
Robert J. Eigee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 07/26/2011 01 :15 R Ted Israel 
PM: Hearing Held Mr. Kantor initate telephone conference 
Affidavit of scot m. ludwig in support of motion for protective order R Ted Israel 
Date: 
Time: 02:47 PM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge Robert 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 




















Divorce without Minor Children 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing 
Affidavit of scot m. ludwig in support of motion to compel 
Motion to compel 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Order setting trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/08/2011 09:30 AM} 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 01/24/2012 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 02/02/2012 09:00 AM) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Hearing 
Judge 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/11/2011 02:00 PM) motion for temporary R Ted Israel 
orders 
Notice Of Service 
supplemental affidavit of robert aron Kantor in support of motion for 
protective order 
Defendants 2nd Motion to compel plaintiffs discovery responses to 
defendants 2nd and 3rd sets of requests for production of documents 
Notice Of Hearing RE: Defendants 2nd motion to compel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
Affidavit of staniey w. welsh in support of defendants motion to compel R Ted Israel 
Affidavit of Sondra Kantor in response to Pit's motion for protective order R Ted Israel 
Affidavit of stephen robbins R Ted Israel 
Affidavit of harriet parker bass R Ted Israel 
Affidavit of robert aron kantor in response to defendants motion to compel R Ted Israel 
Affidavit of Ayako Quitoriano R Ted Israel 
Notice Of Service 
Affidavit of Debra adams 
Supplemental affidavit of robert aron kantor 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled on 08/30/2011 02:30 PM: R Ted Israel 
Continued & motion for protective order 
Pit counsel appear by telephone 
Amended Notice Of Hearing R Ted Israel 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 10/11/2011 02:30 PM) R Ted Israel 
Notice Of Hearing 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Second Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Motion for temporary orders 
Affidavit in support of motion for temporary orders 
Notice of intent to cross examine and produce testimony 
Notice Of Sen,ice 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
User: CRYSTAL 
Date: 
Time: 02:47 PM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court· Blaine 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge: Robert Elgee 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 

















Divorce without Minor Children 
Notice Of Service 
Continued (Motion 10/11/2011 02:30 PM) motion for temporary orders 
Notice of continued deposition 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 10/11/2011 02:30 PM: Hearing 
Vacated motion for temporary orders 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled on 10/11/2011 02:30 PM: 
Hearing Vacated & Protective Order 
Substitution Of Counsel 
Stipulation 
Notice Of Service 
Protective Order 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 11/8/2011 
Time: 9:30 am 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Tape Number MC 
Party Robert Kantor 
Party Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Stanley Welsh 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 11/08/2011 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Held 
Minute Entry and Order 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/29/2011 01 :00 PM) 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 11/29/2011 
Time: 1 :05 pm 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Tape Number: 
Party: Robert Kantor 
Party: Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Stanley Welsh 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 11/29/2011 01 :00 PM: Hearing 
Held 
Minute Entry and Order 
Notice of continued deposition 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 12/21/201 02:00 and 
temporary orders 
Notice Of Vacating Hearing 
Judge 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 




Time: 02:47 PM 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Page 4 of 13 Case CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge: Robert 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
Robert Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 










Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled on 12/21/2011 02:00 PM: 
Hearing Vacated and temporary orders 
Disclosure of witnesses 
Plaintiffs witness disclosure 
Motion to vacate and reset trial 
Affidavit in support of defendants first and second motion to compel and 
motion to vacate and continue trial 
Defendants Motion to shorten time 
Notice Of Hearing RE: defendants motion to vacate trial and reset and 
motion to compel 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to vacate 01/24/2012 09:00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Shorten Time 01/24/2012 09:00 AM) 
Motion to compel, and sanctions and objection to vacating trial 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Affidavit of robert aron kantor in support of objection to vacating trial and in R. Ted Israel 
response to motion to compel 
Objection to vacating trial R. Ted Israel 
Affidavit of robert aron kantor in support of motion to compel and sanctions R. Ted Israel 
Motion to compel and sanctions 
Motion for order shortening time 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 1/24/2012 
Time: 9:00 am 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: ANDREA 
Tape Number: MC 
Party: Robert Kantor 
Party: Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Stanley Welsh 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 01/24/2012 09:00 AM: R. Ted Israel 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion to Shorten Time scheduled on 01/24/2012 09:00 R. Ted Israel 
AM: Hearing Held Motion to compel, and sanctions and objection to 
vacating trial 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 02/02/2012 09:00 AM: R. Ted Israel 
Hearing Vacated 
Supplemental affidavit in support of defendants first and second motion to R. Ted Israel 
compel and motion to vacate and continue trial 
Supplemental disclosure of witnesses 
Minute Entry and Order 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 03/06/2012 10:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 03/22/2012 09:00 AM) 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
User: CRYSTAL 
Date: 5 
Time: 02:47 PM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge Robert 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 


















Divorce Filing without Minor Children 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 04/26/2012 09:00 AM) 2nd setting R. Ted Israel 
Supplemental Affidavit of Robert Aron Kantor in Opposition to Defendant's R. Ted Israel 
Motion to Compel 
Affidavit of stanley w. welsh 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Notice of intent to appear by telephone 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 3/6/2012 
Time: 9:53 am 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Tape Number: 
Party: Robert Kantor 
Party: Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Stanley Welsh 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 03/06/2012 10:00 AM: R. Ted Israel 
Hearing Held telephonic 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 04/17/2012 10:00 AM) 
Minute Entry and Order 
Notice of Continued Deposition 
Affidavit of sondra kantor in response to plaintiffs supplemental affidavit in 
opposition to defendants motion to compel dated february 16, 2012 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 03/22/2012 09:00 AM: 
Continued 1st setting 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Notice of continued deposition R. Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 04/17/2012 10:00 AM: R. Ted Israel 
Hearing Vacated/Settlement reached per S. Welsh 
Order (confirming trial setting) 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 04/26/2012 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Vacated 2nd setting 
Stipulation for Entry of Judgment 
Judgment 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Civil Disposition entered for: Kantor, Sondra, Defendant; Kantor, Robert 
Aron, Plaintiff. Filing date: 4/30/2012 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The 
Clerk. Per Page Paid by: Kantor, Sondra Receipt number: 0003743 Dated: 
5/9/2012 Amount: $4.00 (Cash) 
Miscellaneous For Certifying The Sarne Additional Fee For 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Kantor. Sondra Receipt number: 0003743 
Dated: 5/9/2012 Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Stipulation for Entry of Supplemental Judgment 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 




Time: 02 47 PM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge Robert J Elgee 
Robert Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
















Divorce Filing without Minor Children 
Judge 
----" "--~--"-" ---
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Cosho Humphrey, LLP Receipt number: 
0004175 Dated: 5/24/2012 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
Supplemental Judgment 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Verified Petition to divide omitted assets and enforce property settlement R. Ted Israel 
agreement 
Family Case Law Information Sheet R. Ted Israel 
Document sealed 
Filing: B2b - Motion to reopen or modify divorce - No Minor children R. Ted Israel 
Paid by: Scot Ludwig Receipt number: 0008691 Dated: 10/31/2012 
Amount: $84.00 (Check) For: Kantor, Robert Aron (plaintiff) 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 10/31/2012 to Sondra Kantor: R. Ted Israel 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons Issued 
Acknowledgement Of Service by Attorney 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Summons: Document Returned Served on 11/7/2012 to Sondra Kantor: R. Ted Israel 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Defendant Kantor, Sondra Appearance Edward Simon 
Notice of substitution of counsel 
Answer 
Notice of Intent to Take Default 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 01/22/2013 09:30 AM) 
Notice of Telephonic Appearance at Scheduling Conference 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 01/22/2013 09:30 R. Ted Israel 
AM: Hearing Held Counsel for Plaintiff will appear telephonically 
Order Setting Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 05/17/2013 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 05/07/2013 09:00 AM) 
Continued (Pretrial Conference 04/30/2013 11 :00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Continue Trial Setting 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Motion To Continue Trial Setting and Notice of Hearing R. Ted Israel 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/26/2013 10:00 AM) Motion to Comtinue R. Ted Israel 
Trial Setting-Oral Argument Requested 
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Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
vs. Sondra Kantor 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type Motion 
Hearing date: 3/26/2013 
Time: 9:12 am 
Divorce Filing without Minor Children 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Tape Number: 
Judge 
R. Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 03/26/2013 10:00 AM: Hearing R. Ted Israel 
Heid Motion to Continue Trial Setting-Oral Argument 
Requested/Telephonic 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/04/2013 11 :00 AM) R. Ted Israel 
Order 
Stipulation For Substitution Of Counsel 
Defendant: Kantor, Sondra Appearance Daniel E. Williams 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 4/4/2013 
Time 11 :00 am 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Tape Number: 
Party: Robert Kantor, Attorney: Scot Ludwig 
Party: Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Daniel Williams 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 04/04/2013 11 :00 AM: Hearing 
Held counsel appearing via phone 
Minute Entry and Order 
Continued (Court Trial 07/25/2013 09:00 AM) 
Continued (Pretrial Conference 07/16/2013 09:00 AM) 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partiai Summary Judgment 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Robert Aron Kantor 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 07/16/2013 
02:00 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary Judgment scheduled on 
07/16/2013 02:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Notice of vacating hearing R. Ted Israel 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 07/16/2013 09:00 AM: R. Ted Israel 
Hearing Held 
Minute Entry and Order 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 07/25/2013 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Vacated 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
User CRYSTAL 
Date: 






















Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 
User CRYSTAL 
Case: CV-201 -0000525 Current Judge: Robert 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
Sondra Kantor 
Divorce without Minor Children 
Order 
Hearing Scheduied (Clerk's Status 08/26/2013 04:59 PM) 
Stipulation for Entry 
Judgment and Decree, Re: Omitted and Unallocated Personal Property 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Affidavit of Daniel E. Williams 
Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Notice of Submission of the Property Settlement Agreement and Motion 
that it be Incorporated as a Supplemental Judgment of the Court 
Affidavit of Sondra Louise Kantor in support of motion to incorporate 
agreement as a supplemental judgment 
Stipulation for substitution of counsel 
Defendant: Kantor, Sondra Appearance Aaron J. Woolf 
Judge 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
Defendant Kantor, Sondra Appearance Dennis P Wilkinson R Ted Israel 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The R. Ted Israel 
Clerk. Per Page Paid by: Dennis Wilkinson Receipt number: 0007699 
Dated: 11/1/2013 Amount $69.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Dennis Wilkinson R Ted Israel 
Receipt number: 0007699 Dated: 11/1/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Order (Recusal) R Ted Israel 
Order of Assignment 
Change Assigned Judge 
Objection to Motion to Incorporate 
Order to Shorten Time 
Notice of Telephonic Hearing 
Motion to Shorten Time 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 12/20/2013 01 :30 PM) At 




Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit of Scot M. Ludwig 
E-mail exchange between Marty Anderson and Scot Ludwig 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Notice Of Withdrawal of Objection to Motion to Incorporate 
Memorandum Re; Date of lncmporation 
Response Brief 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
8 
Date: 3/27/2015 
Time: 02:47 PM 
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Fifth Judicial District Court Blaine 
ROA Report 
Case CV-2011-0000525 Current Robert J. Elgee 
Robert Aron Kantor Sondra Kantor 
User: CRYSTAL 













Divorce Filing without Minor Children 
Judge 
----~ 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 12/20/2013 01 :30 PM: Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing Held At Jerome: Defendant's Motion to incorporate ; Plaintiffs 
Objection to incorporate 
Motion for Order Shortening Time 
Motion for Entry of Supplemental Judgment, Re: Property Settlement 
Agreement 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Supplemental Decree of Divorce (incorporated Property Settlement Thomas H. Borresen 
Agreement) 
STATUS CHANGED: closed Thomas H. Borresen 
Affidavit of Sondra Kantor in Support of Motion for Contempt and Motion Thomas H. Borresen 
for Entry of Judgment 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Contempt and Motion for Entry Thomas H. Borresen 
Judgment 
Motion for Entry of Judgment 
Motion for Contempt 
Rule 12(b)(1) Motion to Dismiss Contempt 
Memorandum in Support of Rule 12(b)(1) Motion to Dismiss Contempt 
Order to Appear on Charge of Contempt 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 03/21/2014 11 :45 AM) 
Arraignment/Contempt (at Jerome County) 
Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 04i25/2014 10:30 AM) 
Evidentiary/Contempt (at Jerome County) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/21/2014 11 :45 AM) Motion to Dismiss 
Contempt (at Jerome County) 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Objection to Motion to Dismiss Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 03/21/2014 11 :45 AM: Hearing Thomas H. Borresen 
Held Motion to Dismiss Contempt (at Jerome County)/DENIED 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 03/21/2014 11 :45 AM: Thomas H. Borresen 
Court Minutes Arraignment/Contempt (at Jerome County) 
Motion for order allowing permissive appeal and motion to vacate hearing Thomas H. Borresen 
Notice of telephonic hearing Thomas H. Borresen 
Affidavit of Daniel A Miller Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/16/2014 10:00 AM) motion for permissive Thomas H. Borresen 
appeal & vacate hearing to be held telephonically in Jerome County 
Notice of affirmative defenses 
Order 
Notice of telephonic hearing 
Motion to vacate and reset trial to proper location 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
9 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 
Case CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge Robert 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
Sondra Kantor 
Divorce without Minor Children 
User CRYSTAL 
Judge 
Motion for entry of protective order Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 04/16/2014 10:00 AM) hearing to Thomas H. Borresen 
be held telephonical!y in Jerome County 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Compel 
Motion To Compel 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Notice Of Service Thomas H. Borresen 
Objection to Motion for Order Allowing Permissive Appeal and Motion to Thomas H. Borresen 
Vacate Hearing 
Notice of Telephonic Hearing 
Objection to Motion for Entry of Protective Order 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Response to Motion to Vacate and Reset Trial to Proper Location Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled on 04/16/2014 10:00 AM: Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing Held hearing to be held telephonically in Jerome County 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/16/2014 10:00 AM: Hearing Thomas H. Borresen 
Held motion for permissive appeal & vacate hearing to be held 
telephonical!y in Jerome County 
Court Minutes Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on 04/25/2014 10:30 AM: Thomas Borresen 
Continued Evidentiary/Contempt (at Jerome County) 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/28/2014 10:00 AM) contempt and entry of Thomas H. Borresen 
judgment 
Notice of taking deposition duces tecum 
Order on Various Matters 
Notice Of Taking Telephonic Deposition Duces Tecum 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 5/28/2014 
Time: 9:47 am 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Tape Number: 
Party: Robert Kantor, Attorney: Scot Ludwig 
Party: Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Aaron Woolf 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 05/28/2014 10:00 AM: Hearing Thomas H. Borresen 
Held contempt and entry of judgment (in Blaine) 
Notice and Agreement Re Purchase of Audio Recording of Magistrate Thomas H. Borresen 
and/or District Court Proceedings 
Miscellaneous Payment: Copy CD Fee Paid Ludwig, Shoufler, Miller. Thomas H. Borresen 
Johnson LLP Receipt number: 0003935 Dated: 6/26/2014 Amount: $6 00 
(Credit card) 
Date: 
Time: 02:47 PM 
Page 11 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge: Robert J. 
User CRYSTAL 
Robert Kantor 
















Divorce without Minor Chiidren 
Judge 
Miscelianeous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Ludwig, Shoufler, Thomas H. Borresen 
Miller, Johnson LLP Receipt number: 0003935 Dated: 6/26/2014 Amount: 
$3.00 (Credit card) 
Judgment Re: Contempt 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Civil Disposition entered for: Kantor, Sondra, Defendant: Kantor, Robert 
Aron, Plaintiff. Filing date: 9/12/2014 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Filing: L2 - Appeal, Magistrate Division to District Court Paid by: Ludwig, Thomas H. Borresen 
Scot M. (attorney for Kantor, Robert Aron) Receipt number: 0005712 
Dated: 9/19/2014 Amount: $81.00 (Check) For: Kantor, Robert Aron 
(plaintiff) 
Appeal Filed In District Court 
STATUS CHANGED: Reopened 
Notice Of Appeal 
Procedureal Order Governing Civil Appeal from Magistrate Division to 
District Court 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Robert J. Elgee 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Robert J. Elgee 
Motion to Reconsider/Motion to Correct Clerical Error Robert J Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/19/2014 02:00 PM) to Reconsider/Motin Robert J Elgee 
to Correct Clerical Error 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing 
Notice of Change of Address 
Notice of lodging reporter's transcript 
Appeal from Magistrate Division Transcript Filed 
Continued (Clerk's Status 11/07/2014 04:59 PM) settlement transcript 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP Receipt 
number: 0006442 Dated: 10/28/2014 Amount: $36.00 (Credit card) 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Ludwig Shoufler Robert J. Elgee 
Miller Johnson, LLP Receipt number: 0006442 Dated: 10/28/2014 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Appellant's Brief 
Notice of Settlement of Reporter's Transcript 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 11/19/2014 02:00 PM: Hearing 
Held to Reconsider/Motin to Correct Clerical Error-Jerome County Court-
Defendant to appear telephonically 
Court Minutes 
Amended Judgment Re: Contempt 
Motion for extension of time to file brief on appeal 
Notice Of Telephonic 
Motion to shorten time 
Order to shorten time 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Thomas H. Borresen 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Date: 3/27/2015 
Time: 02:47 PM 
Page 12 
Fift Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
User CRY ST AL 
Robert Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
Divorce Filing without Minor Children 
Date Judge 
12/5/2014 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/08/2014 04:00 PM) motion for extension Robert J. Elgee 












Objection to Respondent's Motion for Extension of Time to File Brief on 
Appeal 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 12/8/2014 
Time: 4:04 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Robert Kantor, Attorney: Scot Ludwig 
Party: Sondra Kantor, Attorney: Marty Anderson 
Respondent's Appellate Brief 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 12/08/2014 04:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: motion for 
extension of time to file brief on appeal less 100 
Order Extending Time to File Brief on Appeal 
Appellant's Reply Brief 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Decision On Appeal 
No Longer U/A 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 03/09/2015 04:59 PM) remittitur 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs; Alternate Petition for Rehearing 
Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs 
Affidavit n Support of Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs 
Notice of Appeal 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Robert J. Elgee 
STATUS CHANGED: inactive Robert J. Eigee 
Filing: L4 - Appeal. Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Robert J. Elgee 
by: Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson LLP Receipt number: 0000866 Dated: 
2/13/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Kantor, Robert Aron (plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 867 Dated 2/13/2015 for 200.00) Robert J. Elgee 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs 
Notice Of Cross Appeal 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid 
by: Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson Receipt number: 0001343 Dated: 
3/5/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Kantor, Sondra (defendant) 
Bond Posted Cash (Receipt 1344 Dated 3/5/2015 for 100.00) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Date 3/27/201 










Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 
User CRYSTAL 
Case CV-2011-0000525 Current Judge Robert J. Elgee 
Robert Aron Kantor vs. Sondra Kantor 
vs. Sondra Kantor 
Divorce Filing without Minor Children 
Request to Appear Telephonically 
Order Granting Request to Appear Telephonically 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney fees and Costs 03/30/2015 02:30 Robert J. Elgee 
PM) telephonic 
Request to Appear Telephonically 
Order Granting Request to Appear Telephonically 
Amended Request to Appear Telephonically 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Clerk's Record For Appeal Robert J. Elgee 
Per Page Paid by: Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson LLP Receipt number: 
0001623 Dated: 3/19/2015 Amount: $73.75 (Check) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 121 dated 3/19/2015 amount 
200.00) 
Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Clerk's Record For Appeal Robert J. Elgee 
Per Page Paid by: Blaine County Warrant Receipt number: 0001692 




401 West Front Street, Suite 401 






Attorney for Plaintiff 
LLP JAN 2 5 
o. 
By ELYSHIA HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Defendant. 
C v-\ t-5 'LS' 
CASE NO. CV 
COMPLAINT FOR DIVORCE 
Category: B.l. 
Fil Fee 129.00 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, and for cause of 
action against the Defendant SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, complains and 
alleges as follows: 
T 
J. • 
Plaintiff and Defendant were married on the 8th day of June, 
1968 in Houston, Harris , State of Texas and since that time 
have remained Husband and Wife. 
CO.lvfPLAINT FOR DIVORCE - l 
Clerk 
14 
been res of the 
than six weeks to commencement of this action. 
III. 
Irreconcilable differences have arisen between the parties 
making a continuation of the marriage impossible. 
IV. 
All children born as issue of this marriage, are over the age 
of majority. 
V. 
During the marriage of the parties, they have certain 
personal and real prope , which personal and real property should 
be divided equally between the parties hereto. 
VI. 
the ma of the ies, have a red oerta:\_ri 
comm.unity indebtedness, which indebtedness should be divided 
between the parties hereto. 
VII. 
The parties's respective separate property should be confirmed 
as their sole and separate property. 
VIII. 
The parties should execute any and all documents necessary to 
effectuate the division of the assets and debts in this divorce. 
COMPLAINT FOR DIVORCE· 2 
15 
Plainti prays that be ente the 
as 
1. For an absolute decree of divorce on the of 
irreconcilable differences; 
2. For relief consistent with the foregoing Complaint; and 
3. Fbr such other and further relief as the Court deems just 
and proper in the premises. 
DATED This .2 "111. day 
LUDWIG• 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County o f 13'\ A,..Ll'\Q 
ss 
Att 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, 
and says: 
That he is the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that he 
has read the above and foregoing Verified Complaint, knows the 
contents thereof' and that the statwts therein contained are true 
to the best of his knowledge a~efL t ~Ji 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR 
I"\ I S,"r 
before me this Ql\ day of January, 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: "B~ ~ lO 
My Commission ExpireS::Mlo1pbl3 
I 
COMPLAINT FOR D1VORCE - 3 
16 
From: Cosho Hump LP To: 12087885527 2/5 /1/201 2:52:20 PM 
JUL 0 
STANLEY W. WELSH ISB #1964 
COSHO HUMPHREY. LLP 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
800 PARK. BL VD., STE. 790 
BOISE, ID 83712 
Cl rk District 
JoLynn Dragec, ~ Idaho 
Court Blaine ou , 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAil',."E 
ROBERT ARON KA~1TOR., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV 2011 
v. ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR., 
Defendant. 
The above-named Defendant answers the Complaint as foHows: 
I 
Defendant denies each and every allegation in the Complaint unless specifically admitted 
herein. 
II 
Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraphs I, II, III. and IV. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM, P -1-
SV+'W/sww 21579.001/699658 7/1/l I 8:07:26 AM 
HI 
From: Cosho Hum LP To: 12087885527 3/5 7/11201 2:52:20 PM 
In answer to paragraph V, Defendant reserves the right to request that she be awarded more 
than one half of the net community estate. 
IV 
In answer to paragraph VI, Defendant reserves the right to request that Plaintiff be ordered 
to pay more than one half of the community debts. 
V 
Defendant admits the allegations of paragraphs VII and VIII. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
As and for a Counterclaim, Defendant alleges as follows: 
I 
Plaintiff and Defendant were married to each other on the gth day of June, 1968, in 
Houston, Texas. and ever since have been and now are husband and wife. 
II 
Plaintiff has been been a resident of the state of Idaho for more than six weeks prior to the 
commencement of this action. 
ill 
The parties have no minor children. 
IV 
During the marriage of the parties hereto, irreconcilable differences have arisen, creating 
substantial reasons for not continuing the 
dissolving the marriage. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM, P -z-
SWW/sww 2l579-00l/69965S 5/16/ll 7:51:09 AM 
establishing sufficient grounds for 
18 
From: Cosho Hum LLP To:12087885527 4/5 711/2011 2:52:20 PM 
V 
Du.ring the parties marriage they have incurred debt and acquired property, all of which 
should be divided equitably between them. 
VI 
Plaintiff should be ordered to pay Defendant's attorney fees and costs incurred in this 
action pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 32-704 3. 
VII 
Plaintiff should be ordered to pay to Defendant an amount of spousal support to be 
determined by the court. 
set forth in the Counterclaim, and for such other and further relief as the court deems just and 
proper. 
DATEDthls \{a dayofMay,2011. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM. P ..J-
SWW!sww 21579--001/69965& S/16/l l 7:51 :09 AM 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Attorneys for Defendant 
From Cosho Hum LP To 12087885527 5/5 /11201 2:52:20 PM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 1h day of May, 2011, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Scot M. Ludwig 
Ludwig, Shoufler, Miller, Johnson 
401 West Front Street, Suite 401 
Boise. Idaho 83702 
Served by: Fax to 387-1999 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAJM, I' 4-
SWW/sww 2!579-001/699658 5116111 7:51:09 AM 
20 
From 208 726 0454 Page 3!5 
Fl LED ~·!~I ........ ,.,.....,.. 
STANLEY W. WELSH lSB #1964 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790 
.BOISE, ID 83 712 
PO .Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338~3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN TI1E DISTRICT COURT OF THE FTFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF rDAHO, IN ANO POR TI-IE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
V. 
SONDRA LOUJSE KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-20 I 1-0000525 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT 
APR 2 6 20f2 
The above-named parties, and the attorney for Defendant, stipulate that the court may enter 
the Judgment in the form attached hereto. The parties waive entry of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. 
DA TED this~ day of April, 2012. 
Cosho ~hrey, LLP 
[/'(_____----
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorney for Defendant 
STfPfJLATION F'OR ENTRV OF ,IUOOMENT, P-1-
SWW/rn 21579-0011823999 4/24/12 2:36: 13 l'M 
-tf_ 




From 208 726 0454 Page 215 Date 4/2512012 i 58·32 PM 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County or"f>\'::tt' ;"· 
On thisJ5 day of April, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said 
State:, personally appeared Sondra Kantoi-, known to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within and foregoing instniment, and acknowledged to me that she executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS \VHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above written. 
DA TED th is iS"" day of April, 2012. 
Rob~'~ 
STA TE OF IDAHO 





On this~day of April, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said 
State, personally appeared Robert Kantor, known to me to be the penion whose name is 
subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same. 
lN WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above written. 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRV OF JUDG~ll:NT, !' •l-
SWW/rn 2!519-001/823999 4/24/122:.36:13 PM 
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STANLEY W. WELSH ISB #1964 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790 
BOISE, ID 83712 
PO BOX 9518 
BOISE, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 




BASED UPON the stipulation of the parties, JUDGMENT IS ENTERED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: Plaintiff (hereinafter referred to as "Robert") and Defendant 
(hereinafter referred to as "Sondra") are granted a divorce from each other on the grounds 
irreconcilable differences. Each is restored to the status of a single person. 
2. SEP AR,\ TE AGREEMENT: The parties have a separate agreement resolving all 
property and debt issues. 
this ___ day of April, 2012. 
The Honorable Ted Israel 
JUDGMENT, P-1 
SWW/rfl 21579-00!/823997 4/2012012 10:02:00 AM 23 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of April, 2012, a true and correct copy 
the within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Robert Kantor 
PO Box 1271 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
JUDGMENT, P-2 
SWW/rJ121579-00l/823997 4/20/2012 1002:00 AM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83 707-9518 
Served by: U. S. Mail 
Clerk of the Court 
24 
STANLEY W. WELSH ISB #1964 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 PARK BLVD., 790 
BOISE, m 83712 
PO BOX 9518 
BOISE, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
APR 3 0 2012 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 




Case No. CV-2011-0000525 
JUDGMENT 
BASED UPON the stipulation of the parties, JUDGMENT IS ENTERED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: Plaintiff (hereinafter referred to as "Robert") and Defendant 
(hereinafter referred to as "Sondra") are granted a divorce from each other on the grounds of 
irreconcilable differences. Each is restored to the status of a single person. 
2. SEPARATE AGREEMENT: The parties have a separate agreement resolving all 
property and debt issues. 
DA TED this L 1 day of April, 20 
(\_ 
JUDGMENT, P-1 
SWWlrfl 21579-001/823997 4/20/2012 IO 02:00 AM 
-
25 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the :P day of April, 2012, a true and correct copy 
the within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Robert Kantor 
PO Box 1271 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Served by: S.Mail 
JUDGMENT, P-2 
SWW/rfl 21579-00 l /823997 4/20/2012 I0:02:00 AM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
PO Box 9518 
83707-9518 
26 
STANLEY W. WELSH ISB #1964 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
800 PAR.K BLVD., STE. 790 
BOISE, ID 83712 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY BLAINE 
ARON KANTOR, 
V. 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL ,JUDGMENT 
The above-named parties, and their attorneys, stipulate that the court may enter the 
Supplemental fodgment in the form attached hereto. The Social Security Administration has 
requested from Defendant a copy of the marriage certificate which cannot be located and has 
agreed to accept a judgment of this court indicating the date of marriage. The attached 
Supplemental Judgment does set forth the correct date marriage of Plaintiff and Defendant. 
STIP!JLA TION }<'OR ENTRY OF SUPPLEMENTAL "RG?1f1· 'T,_f 
SWW /rt1 2 l 579-002/832806 5/2 l /l 2 2:07 30 PM U K I 27 
DATED this __ day of May, 2012. 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorney for Defendant 
DATED this __ day of May~ 
onLLP 
~ 
DATED this __ day of May, 2012. DATED this __ day of May, 20I2. 
Robert Kantor 
STIPULA TrON FOR ENTRY OF SUPPUMENT Al, JUUGMENT, r -2° 
t:;WW/rll ?l <;7Q-Of'l?lltt?!Ul1' ',/11,WJ Hhil.':\S'.> AM 
28 
DATED this __ day of May, 2012. 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorney for Defendant 
DATED this_ day of May, 2012. 
Sondra Kantor 
, DATED this~ day of May, 2012. 
Soot M. udwig /mey for Plaintiff 
~~yofMay, 2012. 
~~ 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF SlJPPLEMEl\'T AL JUDGMENT, P ·2· 
SWW/rll 2!579--002/ll32806 5!i7/12 1:36,l I PM 
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STANLEY W. WELSH ISB #1964 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
800 PARK BL VD., STE. 790 
BOISE, ID 83712 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, Case CV-2011-0000525 
SONDRA KANTOR, 
Defendant. 
The above-named parties were married to each other on June 8, 1968, and divorced from 
each other in a Judgment of divorce entered on April 30, 2012. 
DATED This day of May, 2012. ---
SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT P -1-
SWW/rfl 21579-002/832804 5/21/12 2:04:56 PM 
The Honorable R. Ted Israel 
30 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the_ day of May. 2012, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Robert Kantor 
PO Box 1271 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
Scot M. Ludwig 
Ludv,rig, Shoufler, Miller, Johnson 
209 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
Sl:PPLEMEl'<TAL .HIDGMENT P -2-
SWWirfl 21579-002/832804 5/21/12 2 04 56 PM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
Clerk the Court 
31 
STANLEY W. WELSH ISB #1964 
COS HO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
800 PARK BLVD., STE 790 
BOISE, ID 83712 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2011 
Defendant. 
above-named parties were married to each other on June 8, 1968, and divorced from 
each other in a Judgment of divorce entered on April 30, 2012. 
/10 
SUPPLE.\1E:"iTAL JlJDGMENT J'-l-
SWW/rll 21579-002/832&04 5/2l/i2 2:12 52 PM 
ofMav. 2012 . 
.. (\~~ 
The Honorable R. Ted Israel 
32 
CERT[FlCATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the~ day of May, 20 l a true and correct copy of 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Robert Kantor 
PO Box 1271 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT P -2-
SWW/rfl 2 l 579-002/832804 5/21/12 2: 12:52 PM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
33 





Attorneys for Plaintiff 
LLP 
. FILED C:~:::i:5!: \ 
OCT 2 6 2012 J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
vs. 














VERIFIED PETITION TO 
DIVIDE OMITTED ASSETS AND 






COMES NOW the Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, and for cause of action against the 
Defendant, SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, complains and alleges as follows: 
1. Plaintiff and Defendant were married on the gth day of June, 1968. 
VERIFIED PETITION TO DIVIDE OMITTED ASSETS AND 
- 1 
34 
2. Judgment and 
on 2, Blaine 
3. The Judgment of Divorce recites that the parties had resolved their property 
disputes by way of a separate agreement 
4. The separate agreement (Property Settlement Agreement) referred to in the Judgment 
of Divorce was entered into by the parties on April 24, 2012. 
5. A Property and Debt Schedule (PDS) was attached to the agreement entered into by 
the parties on April 24, 2012. The Property Settlement Agreement and the PDS are attached to 
Petition as Exhibit I and are incorporated herein as if set forth in full. 
6. Paragraph l 0.06 of the Property Settlement Agreement states that if an of 
personal property is not listed on the attached PDS the parties shall either agree to a value and 
allocation of the item or sell the item. 
7. Upon information and belief, during the marriage of the parties numerous of 
personal property were acquired by the community but not listed on the Those 
but are not limited to, dinning room furniture, paintings, books, jewelry, silver place settings, home 
furnishings. 
8. During the divorce proceeding Defendant was specifically asked about some of the 
property. She denied knowing its whereabouts or even its existence. Also, upon information and 
belief Defendant had another individual ship numerous items of personal property from Idaho to 
California. During the divorce Defendant came to the parties' residence and removed a number of 
items of personal property that have not been accounted for. 
VERIFIED PETITION TO DIVIDE OMITTED ASSETS AND 




of Plaintiff against Defendant an amount equal to one-half of the 
omitted assets. 
10. Plaintiff has retained the law firm of Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, and 
requests an award of costs and fees pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 12-120, 12-121 and 32-704. 
In the event default is taken, an award of $2,500.00 is appropriate. 
WHEREFORE Plaintiff prays that Judgment be entered against the Defendants as follows: 
l. For relief consistent with the foregoing Verified Petition to Divide Omitted Assets and 
Enforce Property Settlement Agreement; and 
2. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper in the premises. 
2--. / 
DATED This _1 day of October, 2012. 
+ JOHNSON, LLP 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
DIVIDE OMITTED ASSETS AND 
- 3 
36 
0/23/2012 15:34 208- JOHN ALAN P PAGE 06/07 
IDAHO 
of (b\ 0-..'.i ......Q.. 
) ss 
) 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR., being first duly sworn upon oath, deprn,es and says: 
That he is the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that he bas read the above and foregoing 
Verified Petition to Divide Omjtted Assets and Enforce Property Settlement Agreement. k11.ows the 
contents thereof, and that the statements therein conta..in.ed are true to the best of hi~~owledge and 
belief. ~ 
__ _._ ___________ ld----
R OBERT ARON KANTOR 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thi~ay of October, 2012. 
Res.1dmg at:~ . __ _ 
Not~r PubUc,.fohid~ho ~ 
My Commission F.:xpires: 
VERIFIED PETITION TO Dl'VIDE OMITTED ASSETS AND 
ENFORCE PROPERTY SETILEMENT AGREEMENT - 4 
37 
---------------------- --- -------
Vet. 10. 20 12 4:30PM No. 8723 P. 17 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this 24m day of April. 2012, by and 
between Sondra Kantor, hereinafter referred to as "Sondra, n and Robert Kantor, hereinaffer 
referred to as "Robert." 
1. RECITALS: This Agreement is made with reference to the following facts :· 
1.01 The parties hereto were married on the 8th day of June1 1968, in Houston, 
Texas, and ever since have been and still are Husband and Wife. 
1.02 The parties have three adult children. 
1.03 Unhappy differences have arisen between Robert and Son~ra, as a result 
of which they have agreed to separate and enter into th is Agreement. 
2. ROKAN PARINERS: The parties own 11!'1 interest in Rokan Partners, an Idaho 
limited partnership. The parties agree that the ownership in Rokan Partnm shall be as follows: 
• Rokan Corporation, a Deiaware corporation: 6% 
• Robert: 44% 
• Sondra: 44% 
• Geoffrey F, Kantor: 2% 
• Aron B. Kantor: 2% 
• Joshua M. Kantor: 2% 
2.01 Rolasn Corporation is the sole general partner ofRokan Partners, 
2.02 Robert is the president ofRokan Corporation. 
2.03 All stock in Rokan Corporation is owned by Century Trus,t {in 11 trust 
agreement dated January l, 2006). 
2.04 Rokan Partners owns an inttrest in PK Ventures LLC reflected in the 
operating agreement dated. January l, 20 J 2. 
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lOS Rokm Partners shall own any interest in all of the entities attached In the 
described Property and Debt Schedule {hereinafter .. PDS") where the remarks have the 
initials RP. 
2.06 It ls the intent and the agreement of the parties that except as specific ally 
provided herein, all interest in all other real estate including but not limited to 
syndications where the parties have direct or indirect ownership interest shall be assigned 
to Rokan Pa.'tners. 
2,07 Robert and Sondra shall not sell, transfer, encumber, or in any_ way convey 
their interest ln Rokan Partners unless both parties agree to the sal~ or conveyance. 
2.08 The parties shall make such changes to the Rak.an Partners agreement 
necessary to ensure that no members can be admitted to Rokan Partners without the 
written consent of both Robert and Sondra during their Jives. 
2.09 Other than ordinary and necessary expenses in connection with the as:sets 
of Rokan .Partners, neither Robert nor Sondra shall receive directly or indirectly any 
compensation from Rokan Partners other than as stated in this agreement. Funner, 
Robert and Sondra shall ensure that aU documents reflect the fact that other than as stated 
in this Agreement, no one else shall directly or indirectly receive any payments from 
Rokan Partners. Robert mil)", under this Agreemen~ employ and pay such maintenance 
personnel and attorneys, . accountants and bookkeepers as he deems necessary for 
operations of Rokan Partners. It is specifically provided tlllit except as provided herein, 
no one shall employed by Rokan Partners without the written consent of Sondra, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
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2.J O Ayako has prepared and shalt continue to prepare the books and records 
and tax returns for Rokan Partners. Ayako shall continue to receive reasonable 
compensation for performing the services that have been performed in the past. A 
replacc:ment for A yak.a shall be a person agreed upon by Robert and Sondra. 
2.11 The management of Rokan Partners is by Rokan Corporation. Robert is 
the president ofRokan Corporation and is thus managing Rokan Partners. There shall be 
no other person or entity managing Rokan Partners without the written consent of Sondra 
and Robert. 
z.n Ex.cept for what is reasonably n!Y'...essary for operations ofRokan Partners, 
Robert shall cause Rokan Partners to distribute the available cash ofRokan Partners. The 
parties acknowledge that there is a requirement for pro rata distributions to aU partners. 
Notwithstanding, Robert agrees that each month cash available to be distributed to Robert 
or Sondra shall be distributed as follows: the first $6,000 available shall d!stribut..'"d to 
Sondra, the next $6,000 available shall be distributed to Robert, the next $4,000 available 
shall be distributed to Sondra, the next $4,000 available shall be distributed to Robert and 
thereafter available cash shall be distributed equally to Robert and Sondra. Provided 
further, that if in a month Sondra has received more than Robert, the next mont, before 
going through the priority of distribution set forth herein. Robert shall receive the first 
amount to equalize the distribution from the prior month. Further notwithstanding the 
above provisions, Robert shalt use best efforts to ensure that Sondra receives $6000 from 
Robin Partners on the first day of each month beginning June 1, 2012. 
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2,13 Prior to sale of any asset of Rokan Partnel"3, Robert shall provide written 
notice to Sondra, as much In advance as possible under ihe cim.uustaoces, including all 
details of the proposed sale. 
l.14 When Robert (whenever a reference is made to Robert the parties 
understand and agree that the reference Is to Robert acting in his individual capacity. his 
capacity as president cf Rokan Corporation, or his capacity as a member or partner ln any 
other entity where the parties directly ,or indirectly have some ownership interest) 
receives any financial reports on any of the entities, he shall forward those financial 
reports to Sondra. 
2.15 Anytime Ayako or any substitute bookkeeper prepares reports, monthly 
ledgers or general ledgers of Rokan Partners, those reports shall be forwarded to Sondra. 
l,16 The parties shall cause the first amendment ~d the second amendment to 
the Rokan Partners agreement to be signed The form of the second amendment is 
attached to this Property Settlement Agreement. 
2.17 Attached hereto is a listing of known contingent liabilities. If Robert 
believes a contingent liability should be paid, Sondra shall not unreasonably deny consent 
to Rokan Partners making a deemed distribution to Robert and Sondra to pay said 
liability. Such deemed distribution shall not be considered a distribution for purposes of 
the distributions pursuant to 2.12. 
2.18 Rokan Partners shall continue to pay the parties' son. Shalom's loan for 
graduate school. 
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2.19 The parties acknowledge that. the parties' son Aaron owes Rolcan Partners 
$90,000. 
l.20 Coincident with the signing of this Agreemen~ Rokan Partners. shall 
distribute $10,000 to Scot Ludwig and $10,000 to Cosho Humphrey to be applied on 
attorneys fees and cost of each party. Any remaining fees and cost shall be the obligation 
of the respective parties. 
3. PK }'ENTORES, LLC: 
3.01 Rokan Partners owns an interest in PK Ventures, LLC. 
3.02 Robert shall receive no compensation, directly or indirectly, from PK 
Venture.si LLC. Robert acknowledges that with regard to the operation of PK Ventures, 
LLC, he has the same fiduciary obligation to Sondra that he owes with regard to Rokan 
Partners or any other entity In which the parties have a joint ownership interest. 
4. CENTURY TRUST: . 
4.01 Century Trust will receive funds through its ownership interest in Rokan 
Corporation. 
4.01 Any funds avai]able for dist.nbution from Century Trusr to Robert (or his 
successor upon his death) shall be distributed equally to Robert (or his successor upon his 
death) and Sondra. There are presently 2 Genworth Term Life Insurance Policies in 
effect and held by Century Trust Policy #5,984,6 J 5 shall be discontinued as of Robert's 
70'"' birthday. Poiicy #8266031 shall be continued, and the premiums shall be paid by 
Century Trust, for the 10 years following Robert's 70u, Birthday. 
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4.03 Funds distributed from Rokan Corporation to Century Trust, in excess of 
the amount needed fur payment of the premiums on the policy set forth above, may be 
distributed quarterly in equal amounts to Robert and Sondra. These amounts shall not be 
considered in the calculations set forth in Section 2. rz. 
4.04 Robert agrees that the Century Trust documents shall b~ amended to 
provide that the only trustees of Century Trust shall be Robert, Sondra, and their three 
children. The amendment to be signed by the parties. entitled First Amendment to the 
Century Trust, is attached hereto. Neither Robert nor Sondra shall have the power to 
make an appointment or g!ve their Interest in the Century Trust to anyone other than their 
three children. 
5. REAL PROPERTY: The parties own real property located at 265 Golden Eagle 
Drive, Hailey, Idaho. 
5.01 This real property shall be sold as soon as reasonably possible. 
S.02 Pending the sale or disposition of this real property, Robert shall maintain 
the property and pay all utilities provided to the property. Any capital improvements will 
be paid one half by each party. Capital improvements will only be made if agreed upon 
by both parties in writing or ordered by the court 
5,03 Each party shall provide to the other any information either party receives 
that may be relevant to the ownership, sale, rental or other disposition of said property. 
6. US DIGIT AL GAMING: AU present or future interest of either Robert or 
Sondra in US Digital Gaming, Inc. (USDG), a Delaware corporation, shall be assigned to R.okan 
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Partners. Sondra shall be promptly provided with and informed of any available information 
received by Robert regarding USDG or our interest therein. 
7. KF,LLC: 
7,01 The.parties own KF, LLC. 
7.02 Neither pany shall receive diiectly or indirectly any compensation from 
KF. LLC except as stated herein. 
7.03 All funds available to be distributed from KF, LLC shall be divided 
equally between Robert and Sondra. 
8. KANTOR FAMILY, LLC: 
8.04 Robert and Sondra shaU have an equal ownership interest in Kantor 
Family, LLC. 
8.05 Robert shall not receive directly or indirectly any compensation from 
Kantor Family, LLC. 
8.06 Any funds available to be distributed to Robert and/or Sondra from Kantor 
Family, LLC, shall be divided equally between Robert and Sondra. 
9. OTHER OWNERSHIP INTERJlT: On the attached PDS under business 
interests1 there are other entities in which Robert and Sondra personally own an interest. The 
parties shall ea.ch continue to own one half of the interest in the entities where there is an "X" 
under both the column entitled "To Husband'' and the column entitled "To Wife". To the extent 
either party receives financial information concerning these entitles1 or any other entity where the 
parties have on ownership interest (such as described in paragraphs 3, 61 7, and ! of this 
agreement), that party shall immediately forward the information to the otheq1mty. 
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10. HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND FUR.'1'<1SHINGS AND OT.HER TANGilJ!I 
PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
10.01 On the attached PDS, commencing at Item 119 is a listing of tangible 
personal property. 
10.02 Robert is awarded the Items under the column entitled "To Husband"' as 
indicated with an "X11 or a dollar amount. 
10.03 Sondra is awarded the items under the column entitled .. To Wlfe" as 
indicated with an "X" or a dollar amount. 
10.04 Where there is an item that does not include an allocation to Robert or 
Sondra. that item shall be sold in a manner agreed to by the parties in writing. The first 
$35,156 of proceeds shall go to Sondra. The proceeds in excess of $35,156 shall be 
divided equally between Robert and Sondra. in the event the items do not produce at 
least $35, 1.56, Robert shall immediately pay to Sondra one half of the difference between 
the proceeds received and $35,156. For ~mple, if the proceeds a.re only $30,156, 
Robert shall immediately pay to Sondra the sum of$2,SOO. 
10.05 Prior to a sal~. either party may elect to take an item of persona! property 
to be sold at a value agreed upon by the pllrtles in writing. 
10.0o If an item of property is not listed on the attached PDS .the parties shall 
either agree to a value and allocation or sell the item in the manner de.scribed ln this 
paragraph 10. 
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11. EXCLUSIVE RESORTS: 
11.fH The parties have an ownership interest in Exclusive Resorts (held in the 
names of their children). 
11.02 Sondra shall be given the password to Exclusive Resorts. 
11.03 Robert shall use best efforts to sell Exclusive Resorts. Any net proceeds 
shall b~ paid one half to Robert and one half to Sondra. lf Robert has a buyer for 
Exclusive Resorts, Sondra shall not unreasonably withhold consent to the sale. 
12. ~011 TAX RETURNS: The parties shall file married filing joint tax returns for 
13. MEADOWS STOR)l; ROOM: Sondra shall be given a key to and be allowed to 
use the Meadows store room. To the extent the parties ha,re any property in the Meadows store 
room that is.not listed on the att.ached PDS, those Items shall be equally divided between Robert 
and Sondra. 
I4. j:ALLEY CLUB MEMBERSHIP: The Valley Club membership owned by 
Robert and Sondra is up for sale. Upon sale1 the parties shall each receive one half of the net 
proceeds. Pending the sale, Robert shall be obligated to make the required minimum payments 
and any payment for his use of said membership. 
1S. AIRLINE MILES: The parties agree that as of January 1, 2011 the mileage or 
points balances on Robert's credit cards were as follows: 
• American Express Centurion Acct lf. .•• 6-81004 - 6 l 0,234; 
• Delta SkyM1les Amex Acct#.:.S-3002-10,800; 
• Wells Fargo Visa. Acct # .. .46SZ- 390,461 
Total: 1,011,495 points 
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February 1, 2011 1 Sondra had ,000 miles ·h:1 her Delta Sky Miles Accounts. 
Robert shaU transfer to Sondra one-half of the difference, which is 470,248 (l,01 J,495 less 
71,000"' 940,495 divided by 2 and rounded up). 
16. RO KAN yENTUR.ES: 
16.01 Rokan Partnors owns 25% ofRokan Ventures. 
16.02 Any new commerciai real estate syndications or other commercial real 
estate activities that Robert intends to, or doesi become involved in shall be done in 
Rokan Ventures provided that any activity that Rokan Ventures declines shall not be 
done in Rokan Venrures. 
16.03 To the extent agreed upon with the other members of Rokan Ventures, 
Robert may receive a. salary or guaranteed payment from Rokan Ventures. Any salary or 
guaranteed payment in excess of$60,000 paid or payable to.Robert by Rokan Ventures 
shall be paid to Rokan Partners and become an asset ofRokan Partners. 
17. PAYMENTOFDJtBTSBYROBERT: Robertshall pay the following debts: 
17.01 The debts described as Items A, B, C, E, F, and P on the attached POS. 
17.02 One half of the contingent !iabillties including attorney fees related to the 
contingent [iabiUties. 
17 .03 Any other debts incurred by him. 
18. p AYMEN1 O'F PDTI l?Y ,oNDRA: Sondra shall pay the following debts: 
18.01 The debts described as Items D, Q, T, V and W on the attached PDS. 
18.02 One half of the contingent liabilities including attorney fees related to the 
contingent liabilities. 
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18.03 Any other debts incurred by her. 
19. ;JOINT DEBTS: The debt described as Item U on the attached PDS shall be paid 
from Rokan Partners. Payments on this Joint debt shall be a deemed distribution to Robert and 
Sondra and such deemed distributions shall not be considered a distribution for purposes of the 
distributions pursuant to 2.12. 
20. DONOR ADVISED F"QNit: Robert shall make arrangements so that Sondra can 
designate $1,000 per year from Donor Advlsod Fund to a. qualified charity. 
:zt. ROBERT'S AlVlJ:jUCAN EXPRESS CENTURION CA.RD; Sondra shall 
have a gold card that is associated with Robert's American Express Centurion card so long as 
Robert mairnains his membership and Sondra shall be solely reasonable for arty charges she 
makes. 
22. 1JISPOSITION OF PROPERTY: Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, 
each of the parties hereto may in any way dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, real 
or personal; and rhe parties hereto, each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the 
respective heirs, legal representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, he~by v1raives 
any right of election which he or she may have regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
take against any last wUI and testament of the other. and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right er clalm that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country. 
23. BlNDUfG EFFECT: Al! of the provisions of this Agreement shall be binding 
upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, personal representatives and assigns. 
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24. AGREEMENT M.A Y BE SUBMITIJD TO COURT: The parties agree that 
this agreement shall not lnltia!ly be submitted to the court but shall be kept private between the 
tvvo parties, However, if either party believes there is a need to seek court involvement With · 
regard to any prov!slon, that party may submit this agreement to the court and upon request the 
court shall incorporate this agreement as a supplemental judgment of the court. 
25. ADDITIONAL DO<;YME{!!TS: The parties hereto agree to make, execute and 
deliver such deeds or other documents as may be requested by the other to carry out the full 
performance of this Agreement. 
26. A'QVIgj OF COu"NSEL: Tne parties hereto stipulate that he or she has been 
represented by counsel and is familiar with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
27. SEPARATE PROPERTY/INCOME AITER S1Grf1NG OF AGREEMENT: 
The parties hereto stipulate and agree that from and after the date of the signing of this 
Agreemen~ any and al! property or income acquired or earned by either party hereto shail be the 
separate property of the party who has acquired or earned it and the other party shall have no 
claim thereon. The parties agree that any income earned by either party after the date of signing 
this Agreement shall be the separate property of the party earning the income, and any income on 
separate property shall be separate property from and after the date of signing this agreement. 
28. DEBTS 4JTER SIGNING OF AGREEMENT: The parties hereto stipulate 
and agree that from and after the date of the signing of this Agreement, any debts incurred by 
either party hereto shall be the separate debt of the party incurring the debt and shall not be a 
community debt. The parties hereto agree not to incur any debt for which the other party may be 
liable, In the event Robert shall obtain refinancing of any debts for which Sondra has liability, 
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From: 208 n.e 0454 Pqe: 415 Offl': 412S'201.2 1:58:33 ?Iv! 
Sondra shat! ~ In any manner ru,eded to oonciude such re:f.lnancin1 after iwic:w of the 
refinancing documents and terms by her attorney and/or accountant 
l8.0l The parties hereto both stlpula.to and agree that they htvi, read and fo Uy 
understand this Agreement. 
28.02 Tho parties hereto agree that they bave entered lnr:o this Agreement 
without uodue tnflllcnce or fra11d or coercion or mimiprescntation er for any other like 
:28.0.3 1f action is instituted fl! enforce any of the terms of this A~ent, then 
28.04 Each of the parties hereto repre,ents to the other that they have made fuJl 
disclosure of all community ;sse::., and community UabiHties of which they me ;wan:. 
28.05 The parties hereto :stipulate and agree that tl1e division of community 
asseu provided for in this Agreement is fair and equftab!e . 
. 
TN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have ex=c1,1ted this Agreement on the da;, 
.. .!Ii . .. . ~ 
- •, 
and year firit above ;wri~..Q,, , · . 
. . ·.. . ~ ;. ; . . . 
so 
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S1A1EOF::t:.ie.bo ) 
l )ss. 
County of J!>~ ) 
On flt~~ o~ , 2012, beftn mc, 1h< •ndfflllntd not,,y public in llld 
for said State~ personally a ~liPM t,QUIS'E. '\<Al:!TQR. knawt1 to me to be the person 
whose name is subecribed to the withm and foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me !bat 
sbe exccute:d th.e same. 
rN WITN""cSS WH.EltBOF, ·r hilve hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year :ti~ abov11 written. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of.Blaine ) 
On this 2£_ day of~ , 2012. !more me, the undersigned notary public in and 
for said State, personally appeared 2,0:BERT AB,ON MfilQ&. !mown to me to bl the person 
wbosa name is !JUbser!bod ta the within and foregoing Instrument. and aoknowledged to me that 
he exeeutr:d th~ same. 
tN WITNESS WHE!U!OF, l have hereunto !et my hand and affi;ied my official seal thts 
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PROPERTY Al'<!"'D DEBT SCHEDULE 
Robert Kantor r. Sondnr Kantor 
CV~2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 
CH FILE NO,; 21579--001 
COMP\..AlNT FLED: 112512011 
I CH'S EVALUATION ANO "1 
I 
rn'ATION 
MARK!Tl 'l'O 10 
WlR 
'1/A!.UI! UEHS IQllm ell HV$BAHC flSIAIUCS . 
I 
. (; 
. C $ 75,000 
. 
$ 1,GIIO,UW ,.1,11n,141 722.:le3 1w,, O'Mllllfflilp , Piw 
$ 2.,200;000 $ 766,185 1,444.1114 1()0% Q'Wlltlil!!p • l'IW 
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Attorney for Defendant 
SIMOH LA~·.J 
FILED P. 
-r,,, 1 1 
i • 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF BLATNE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
















COMES NOW, the Defendant above named, by and through her attorney ofrecord, Edward 
Simon, and answers Plaintiff's Complaint as follows: 
I. Defendant denies each and every allegation of Plaintiffs Complaint not specifically 
admitted herein. 
2. Defendant admits the aHegations of Paragraphs 1-6 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
3. The Defendant denies the allegations contained in Paragraph IO of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
4. Defendant admits that the parties acquired numerous items of personal property 
during their marriage as alleged in Paragraph 7 of the Complaint but is without sufficient knowledge as 
to the balance of the allegations. and thereby denies the same. 
,crcma,a:m:, on or about November 2012. a and list of personal 
62 
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true correct ls attached hereto 
6. upon information and belief, Plaintiff has of omitted personal 
property in his possession. which should be disclosed and equitably divided as well as those items set 
forth in Paragraph 5 above. 
7. Defendant has been required to retain the services of Edward Simon, and 
an award ofreasonable attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 1 120, 2-121 32-
704. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That Piaintiff s claim fails to state a cause of action against the Defendant upon which relief 
may be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRM.A TJVE DEFENSE 
That by reason conduct the Plaintiff, 
Plaintiff has failed to mitigate any damages for which the Defendant would Hable. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
By reason of the knowledge, statements, and conduct of the Plaintiff, his agents and/or 
employees, Plaintiff is estopped to complain of any of the acts or omissions on the part of the Defendant. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
By reason of knowledge, statements~ and conduct of the Plaintiff, has waived any 
rights against the Defendant as asserted in the Complaint herein. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff not suffered any economic loss, and that if Plaintiff did suffer an 
economic it was not caused conduct of the 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for judgment as 
1 :03 13 SIMON LAl,,J PAGE 04/08 
reason 
costs 
3, That Defendant be awarded reasonable attorneys 
4. such other and further relief as to the 
DATED this _jJ__ day of December, 
I 
64 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY that on th.et/day ofDecember, 1 I ca.used a true and correct copy 
of the ANSWER1 to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below~ to 
the following person(s): 
Scot M. Ludwig, Esq. 
Daniel A. Miller, Esq. 
Ludwig, Shouffier, Miller, Johnson, LLP 
209 West Main St. 






/201 5:03 208-7 SIMCiN LA(,J 
Fi rsr Street 
80 West First Street 
Suite 202 
P.O. Box 540 
Ketchum. Idaho 83340 
PAGE 05/ 08 
Telephone: (208) 726-2200 
Facsimile: (208) 726· 7313 
E-mai!;edsimon@sunvallcylegal.com 
Scot M. Ludwig, Esq. 
Ludwig, Shouffier, Miller, Johnson, LLP 
209 West Main St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
Via Facsimile 387-1999 
November 26, 2012 
Re: Kantor v. Kantor 
Magistrate Case No. CV-2011-525 
Dear Scot: 
ram attaching a list offumiture and furnishings in my client's possession, along 
the values provided by Norm Halladay, the parties former interior designer. 
Determining the items in the possession of ourrespective cUents', and the fair market 
values, would seem to be the most expeditious and cost e:ffectjve way of proceeding. If you 
the filing of an Answer, please let me kno ~ would prefer to attempt a resolution a more 






1 £.. 1 208-7 &. :.::1 
OOOOOOltems in Sondra's 
& Barrel 
6 chairs,Crate & Barrel 
2 McGuire Chairs + Ottoman 
Bookend Table 
Sofa, no back pillow, clearance center 
Game Table 
Small end Table, clearance center 
Buffet and 2 dressers, warehouse outlet 
Round side table 
Bench, end of bed 
Old Green Upholstered chair 
Campaign chest, consignment store 
TV, small, Costco 
Bedside lamps, 4 
Small Chinese end table 
2 wooden Buddhas, both cracked 
Art: 
Fake Christo glass pieces, 3 
NZ "Broken Cups" paintin 
Silver: 
Italian flatware, service for 12, silverplate 
Silverplate tea service, from Berkeley 
Assorted small silverplate bowls and nut 
dishes, wedding gifts 
English silverplate flatware, partial set 
Small re silverplate tray 
China: 
16 Monbotte dinner plates 
Williams Sonoma green plates etc .. for 8 
8 Soup/pasta bowls 
S Vietri dessert bowls 
SIMCIH 

























1 208-72 13 
wooe1i:m salad 
serving tray 
Reidel wine glasses 
8 Vietri buffet plates 
OOOOOOltems Sondra's 
Carpets: None of the carpets I have fit 
the descriptions & sizes on the Property 
& Debt Schedule. The valuations and 
descriptions for the carpets i have, listed 






Persian antique Rose/Navy/Rust 



















LUDWIG • SHOUFLER + MILLER • JOHNSON, LLP 
Attorneys at Law 
209 West Main Street 





Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
VS, 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Defendant. 









STIPULATION FOR ENTRY 
COMES NOW The Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorney of 
record, Scot M. Ludwig of Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP, and the Defendant, SONDRA 
LOUIS KANTOR, by and through her attorney of record Daniel E. Williams of Thomas, Williams 
& Park, LLP, and hereby stipulate and agree thar the Court may enter the Judgment and Decree, re: 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY - l 
69 
DATED of 2013. 
Seo t M ,'1-l.l.t»ltrffi 
Attorneys for flaintiff 
,-, l) 
DATED This a( day of July, 2013. 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY - 2 
Daniel E. Wi !Iiams, 
··-·-·-··· for Defendant 
70 
• • WUJ.,/1...,._,,n. 
rrnn,,,,,., at 
209 West Main Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: 208-387-0400 
Facsimile: 208-3 87-1999 
ISB 3506 
ISB 3571 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR1CT 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 













CASE NO. CV-2011-0000525 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE, 
RE: OMITTED AND UNALLOCATED 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
BASED UPON the Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and Decree, re: Omitted and 
Unallocated Personal Property filed contemporaneously herewith, it is hereby Ordered that 
omitted personal property not described in the Property Settlement Agreement in this matter, and all 
JUDGMENT AND OMITTED AND 
UNALLOCATED PERSONAL PROPERTY - J 
7" , I 
Aron 
made 
at a time certain for a single sale as agreed upon between parties and David 
an Auctioneer in Twin Falls. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein is a list of 
omitted personal property that the parties have identified as being in their respective possession. ln 
the event there are additional items of omitted personal property not described in Exhibit ''A'', then 
those additional items of personal property shall be made available for the described auction. 
For purposes of definition, an item of omitted personal property is an item of personal 
property in the possession or control of a Party to this proceeding from and after the effective 
of the subject Property Settlement Agreement. 
The Court shall retain jurisdiction over the method of sale and distribution of proceeds. Both 
parties shall cooperate with the Auction process. 
Any deviation from the requirements of L"2is Judgment shall be in a writing 
Each party shall bear own respective costs and attorney fees incurred herein. 
DATED This day of July, 2013. 
JUDGE R. TED ISRAEL 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE, RE: OMITTED 
UNALLOCATED PERSONAL PROPERTY - 2 
I hereby that on this __ day of July, 2013, caused a true correct 
foregoing document to be upon the following as indicated: 
Scot M. Ludwig 
LUDWIG+ SHOUFLER • MILLER 
• JOHNSON, LLP 
209 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Daniel E. Williams 
Thomas, Williams & Park LLP 
P.O. Box 1776 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
U.S. Mail 





_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission 
(208)345-7894 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
JUDGMENT DECREE, RE: OMITTED AND 
UNALLOCATED PERSONAL - 3 
Entryway: 
ITEMS TO BE SOLD 
FROM GOLDEN EAGLE 
Abstract art above Chinese medicine chest 
2 pear sculptures by Brad Huntizinger 
Abstract art in gold frame adjacent to medicine chest (Petresco) 
Vertical bronze sculpture on "marble" base 
Nathan Kane "Pencil", per Suzy Locke 
Red White Blue tin heart by Tom Weisel's sister 
17th Century clock 
Cut Loose by Dan Snyder 
Silver Mezzuzah, Jerusalem scene 
Brass Mezzuzah, front door 
Three smaller oriental carpets 
Kitchen/Pantry: 
lee cream cloth art 
3 Antique Annamese/Vietnamese plates 18th century - only 2 
Chinese Porcelain tea pot and 4 cups 
Black Turkey tureen 
Pewter ice bucket 
Red leather ice bucket 
Moroccan ceramic tagine 
Indian brass oval bowl, laundry room cabinet - not in house 
room 
Various vases and flower 
Pair of French crysta1 decanters w /stoppers - only one remains, the 
other was broken and discarded 
3 Additional crystal decanters 
Breakfast table and 8 chairs 
French chandelier 
Glass art on wall by Nguyen - on PDS 
Serving trays & serving baskets 
Set of dinnerware, cream color 
Flatware - only plastic handled picnicware 
takings 
Shorter bar stools - On PDS as part of (7) + desk chair 
GREAT ROOM: 
June 2011 
Gorman Blanketed Woman standing with turquoise necklace 
Large basket for logs 
Set of 10 contemporary Russian doll pieces - unknown 
description 
Russian silver antique Menorah 
Tzedakah box, wood and sterling 
Spice shaker, sterling, English 
Misc Judaica 
Christo Lithograph/etching - lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
"Face" by New Zealand artist- lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Steinway piano and bench 
2 Living room sofas 
Living room love seat, ottoman and 2 large chairs 
2 floor lamps 
Sleigh cocktail table 





YeHowmetal by J, Kinnebrew 
JOSH'S ROOM: 










Stretch trainers (PRECOR AND SST) 
Vectra Total Gym 
OFFICE (Upstairs) 
porcelain vases 
Black leather blotter, file 
Shredder 
house 
2 floor lamps 
Sleigh cocktail table 
ottoman 
NZ Metal and Rock sculpture 
STEREO EQUIPMENT 
TV Flat Panel 
Carpet, Tibetan refugees 
DINING ROOM: 
Brown iron flowers mirrored centerpiece 
Electric triangle art piece 
Painting, Cornelius Petrusco, pinks/reds/blues, gold frame 
French Buffet 
Murano Glass pedestal vases 
Dining room table and 8 chairs 
Vintage wood buffet 
Murano Glass chandelier 
Green Square Dishes 
Orrefors crystal 
Various serving trays/bowls 
Various wine glasses 
VHleroy and Boch dinnerware 
Oriental carpet 
LIBRARY: 
2 "game table" chairs 
2 floor reading lamps 
7"7 
! I 
African primitive carved masks 
Pre-columbian bowl, black 
Pre-Columbian pieces 
African standing female figure 
Shadow box of Peruvian dolls 
12 bronze or ebony African figurines 
One standing day ceramic African piece 
Ebony carved !Ilask topped w /figurine 
Brass shofar shaped piece on wan 
African tan figurine on wood pole ( on floor) 
Bronze Unicorn 
African Bronze sitting man with dangling feet - in sondra's possession 
Art Glass plate, Dan Kany's receipt/email 
Mediterranean village oil painting 
Victorian Brass postal scales 
Antique English Partner's desk 
Charcoal by HC Davies 
Heriz carpet, large 
Carpet under Partner's Desk, S'x7'3" (#270, PSA) 
Desk chair 
Library ladder steps 
"Calder" maquette, unauthenticated 
MEDIA ROOM: 
African totem pole 
Standing African figurine, about4 feet tall 
TV 
78 
Blue denim ottoman - chair is on PDS at 
column 
Large in front of sofa 
Side table 
Oak table in wine cellar - belongs to the Hill family 
Framed movie posters (aprox. 10) - lines 225 and 
Oriental large 
BACK HALLWAY TO GARAGE: 
Bayer etching - lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
White dancer back hall 
Basket and hand towels 
Fake Flower arrangement - unknown 
Coat rack by back 
Picnic scene art 
double exposure painting 
Grandfather dock, 17th century 
GARAGE AND SHED: 
Gun safe - Costco 
Garden tools 






Copper Bird House 
Sofa - in storeroom 
Large cement round table 
Chairs around cement table 
GUEST SITTING AREA: 
Neda Halali wall hanging 
Blue wood box on tan legs 
Antique French ferris wheel 
2 table lamps 
Coffee table 
Wood bowl with baseballs 
"Couple returning to home", DeJort- not in house 
Multi-color sofa 
Pine armoire62x18x78 
2 Guest area side tables 
GUEST SITTING AREA CLOSET: 
Antique sterling Polish candlesticks ... 
*Victorian brass candlesticks 7" tan pair, 4" tall pair plus 5 singles 
Antique Chinese ... lidded container 
Multi color bulbous ceramic vase - not in house 
2 pear sculptures by Brad Hunzinger 
80 
Akkah basket 
Red Peonies litho, Dai Chang - lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
African food basket, 
Black base table lamp- unknown from description 
Wood frame chair 
Wood desk/primitive top 
Pair of hammered brass & ceramic lamps 
Pair of ceramic geese 
Wicker side table in bat 
Wooden duck with dried flower arrangement 





Antique skis and poles 
King mattress 
Pine armoire 
Pine 5 drawer chest, wood knobs 
Pine king bed 
Back guest room desk 
Desk chair 
Blue upholstered chair 
Hawaiian beach/pool scene 
UPSTAIRS HALLWAY: 
MASTER BEDROOM AREA: 
Two-piece NZ ties/landscape 
Afghan in orange/green 
Massage table and masseuse chair 
Contemp. Long arm floor lamp 
Contemp. Long arm table lamp 
Green massage chair 
Collage on blue background 
. Water dispenser 
Microwave 
King size mattress/box spring 
English regency mahogany chair 
English footbath 
King bed frame and headboard, Huntzinger 
King bed coverlet and pillows and bedskirt -
Indonesian 
Antique English Sheraton chair 
Coffee in sitting room (Tibet/Nepal?) 
Heather Hansen painting 
TV cabinet in sitting room 
Pine corner cabinet 
NZ mountain scene 
Gorman "Mother and Baby" framed chalk sketch 
Cat on Checkerboard painting - unknown 
SHARED STOREROOM: 
82 
One carousel horse 
One large cement outdoor tab1e 
Stark carpet 
English George Ill scale model sailing ship 
Antique wing chair 
5 Piece child's mission oak set 
Game tabie 
Oriental bar cabinet 
Grey sofa 
Outdoor sofa 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN GE: 
2 Sailing ship Shannon engravings - lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
\i\lhale engraving-lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Botanical engraving ofleaves- lines 225 and ofPDS 
Engraving of trout flies - 2 and 232 PDS 
Engraving of trout with green mat-lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Engraving of trout jumping towards fly -lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
83 
Green upholstered chair 
Chinese end table 
2 wooden buddhas 
Broken cups painting 
2 Silver trays 
Stainless silvervvare 
Teapot set 
Ceramic shoes by NZ artist 
Mattress/box spring 
Japanese Kutani vases 
Silver plate oval tree platter 
Chinese oval porcelain plaque 
Dinnerware set 
Silver bucket 





pine 2 drawers 
Silver plate tea set 
Rugs-8 oriental carpets, smaller sizes--
Folk art sheep 
Carousel horse 
Blue and white vase 
Chinese Yellow Vase 
Gay Odmark art 
Dining room e 
6 dining room chairs 
Small end table 




plate Italian Flatware, svc. For 12 




16 Monbotte dinner plates 




Attorneys at Law 
209 West Main Street 





Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




JUDGMENT AND DECREE, 












RE: OMITTED AND UNALLOCATED 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Defendant. 
BASED UPON the Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and Decree, re: Omitted and 
Unailocated Personai Property filed contemporaneously herewith, it is hereby Ordered that all 
omitted personal property not described in the Property Settlement Agreement in this matter, and all 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE, RE: OMITTED AND 
UNALLOCATED PERSONAL PROPERTY - 1 
86 
made 
available at a time certain for a single sale as agreed upon between the parties and David Hutchins, 
an Auctioneer in Twin Falls. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein is a list of 
omitted personal property that the parties have identified as being in their respective possession. In 
the event there are additional items of omitted personal property not described in Exhibit "A", then 
those additional items of personal property shall be made available for the described auction. 
For purposes of definition, an item of omitted personal property is an item of personal 
property in the possession or control of a Party to this proceeding from and after the effective date 
of the subject Property Settlement Agreement 
The Court shall retain jurisdiction over the method of sale and distribution of proceeds. Both 
parties shall cooperate with the Auction process. 
deviation from the requirements of this Judgment shall be in a writing signed by both 
parties, dated, and Notarized. 
Each party shall bear their own respective costs and attorney fees incurred herein. 
DATEDThis 10 day of July, 2013. 
{l~~ 
JUDGE R. TED ISRAEL 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE, RE: OMITTED AND 
UNALLOCATED PERSONAL PROPERTY - 2 
87 
I hereby certify that on this li::!. day of July, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy 
foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated: 
Scot M. Ludwig 
LUDWIG + SHOUFLER • MILLER 
• JOHNSON, LLP 
209 West Main Street 
Idaho 83702 
Daniel E. Wiliiams 
Thomas, Williams & Park LLP 
P.O. Box I 776 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
~.Mail 
_ Hand Delivery 




_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Courier 
Fa imile Transmission 
(20 )345-7894 




Abstract art above Chinese medicine chest 
2 pear sculptures by Brad Huntizinger 
Abstract art in gold frame adjacent to medicine chest (Petresco) 
Vertical bronze sculpture on "marble" base 
Nathan Kane "Pencil", per Suzy Locke 
Red White Blue tin heart by Tom Weisel's sister 
17th Century dock 
Cut Loose by Dan Snyder 
Silver Mezzuzah, Jerusalem scene 
Brass Mezzuzah, front door 
Three smaller oriental carpets 
Kitchen/Pantry: 
Ice cream doth art 
3 Antique Annamese/Vietnamese plates 18th century - only 2 
Chinese Porcelain tea pot and 4 cups 
Black Turkey tureen 
PeV1.rter ice bucket 
Red leather ice bucket 
Moroccan ceramic t.agine 
Indian brass oval bowl, laundry room cabinet - not in house 
EXHIBIT , 
I A 
Various vases and flower containers 
Pair of French crystal decanters w /stoppers - only one remains, the 
other was broken and discarded 
3 Additional crystal decanters 
Breakfast table and 8 chairs 
French chandelier 
Glass art on wall by Nguyen - on PDS 
Serving trays & serving baskets 
Set of dinnerware, cream color 
Flatware - only plastic handled picnicware remained after 
takings 
Shorter bar stools - On PDS as part of (7) + desk chair 
GREAT ROOM: 
Gorman Blanketed Woman standing with turquoise necklace 
Large basket for logs 
Set of 10 contemporary Russian doll pieces - unknown by this 
description 
Russian silver antique Menorah 
Tzedakah box, wood and sterling 
Spice shaker, sterling, English 
Misc Judaica 
Christo Lithograph/etching - lines 225 and 232 PDS 
"Face" by New Zealand artist- lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Steinway piano and bench 
2 Living room sofas 
Living room love seat, ottoman and 2 large chairs (Tan suede) 
2 floor lamps 
Sleigh cocktail table 
NZ Metal and Rock sculpture 
90 
painting 2 
Unidentified art piece in brown, tan, blue 
File cabinets 
YeHow metal sculpture by J. Kinnebrew 
JOSH'S ROOM: 







Pop Art mural -Aron's 
Barbells 
Ab scissor 
Stretch trainers (PRECOR AND SST) 
Vectra Total Gym 
OFFICE (Upstairs) 
Chinese porcelain vases blue/white - notin house 
Black leather blotter, file box and pen holder - pen holder not house 
Paper Shredder 
91 
2 floor lamps 
Sleigh cocktail table 
NZ Metal and Rock sculpture 
STEREO EQUIPMENT 
TV Flat Panel 
Carpet, Tibetan refugees 
DINING ROOM: 
Brown iron flowers mirrored centerpiece 
Electric triangle art piece 
Painting, Cornelius Petrusco, pinks/reds/blues, gold frame 
French Buffet 
Murano Glass vases 
Dining room table and 8 chairs 
Vintage wood buffet 
Murano Glass chandelier 
Green Square Dishes 
Orrefors crystal 
Various serving trays/bowls 
Various wine glasses 
Villeroy and Boch dinnerware 
Oriental carpet 
LIBRARY: 
2 "game table" chairs 
Z floor reading lamps 
92 
African primitive carved masks 
Pre-columbian bowl, black 
Pre-Columbian pieces 
African standing female figure 
Shadow box of Peruvian dolls 
12 bronze or ebony African figurines 
One standing clay ceramic African piece 
Ebony carved mask topped w /figurine 
Brass shofar shaped piece on wall 
African tall figurine on wood pole ( on floor) 
Bronze Unicorn 
African Bronze sitting man with dangling feet- in sondra's possession 
Art Glass plate, Dan Kany's receipt/email 
Mediterranean viHage oil painting 
Victorian Brass postal scales 
Antique English Partner's desk 
HC 
Heriz carpet, large 
Carpet under Partner's Desk, 5'x7'3" (#270, PSA) 
Desk chair 
Library ladder steps 
"Calder" maquette, unauthenticated 
MEDIA ROOM: 
African totem pole 
Standing African figurine, about 4 feet tall 
TV 
93 
Blue denim chair and ottoman - chair is on PDS at line 172 Bob's 
column 
Large blue ottoman in front of sofa 
Side table 
Oak table in wine cellar - belongs to the Hill family 
Framed movie posters (aprox. 10) - lines 225 and 232 
Oriental carpet, large 
BACK HALLWAY TO GARAGE: 
Bayer etching- lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
· White dancer back hall 
Basket and hand towels 
Fake Flower arrangement - unknown 
Coat rack by back door 
Picnic scene 
NZ double exposure painting 
Grandfather dock, 17th century 
GARAGE AND SHED: 
Gun safe - Costco 
Garden tools 





Copper Bird House 
Sofa - in storeroom 
Large cement round table 
Chairs around cement table 
GUEST SITTING AREA: 
Neda Halali wall hanging 
Blue wood box on tan legs 
Antique French ferris wheel 
2 table lamps 
Coffee table 
Wood bowl with baseballs 
"Couple returning to home", Delo rt - not house 
Multi-color sofa 
Pine armoire62x18x78 
2 Guest area side tables 
GUEST SITTING AREA CLOSET: 
Antique sterling Polish candlesticks ... 
*Victorian brass candlesticks 7" tall pair, 4" tall pair plus S singles 
Antique Chinese .. .lidded container 
Multi color bulbous ceramic vase - not in house 
2 pear sculptures by Brad Hunzinger 
95 
Apache basket 
Dark Akkah basket 
Red Peonies litho, Dai Chang- lines 225 and 232 of POS 
African food basket, coiled 
Black base table lamp- unknown from description 
Wood frame chair 
Wood desk/primitive top 
Pair of hammered brass & ceramic lamps 
Pair of ceramic geese 
Wicker side table in bat 
Wooden duck with dried flower arrangement 





Antique skis and poles 
King mattress 
Pine armoire 
Pine 5 drawer chest, wood knobs 
Pine king bed 
Back guest room desk 
Desk chair 
Blue upholstered chair 
Hawaiian beach/pool scene 
UPSTAIRS HALLWAY: 
96 
MASTER BEDROOM AREA: 
Two-piece NZ ties/landscape art 
Afghan in orange/green 
Massage table and masseuse chair 
Contemp. Long arm floor lamp 
Contemp. Long arm table lamp 
Green massage chair 
Collage on blue background 
Water dispenser 
Microwave 
King size mattress/box spring 
English regency mahogany chair 
English footbath 
King bed frame and headboard, Huntzinger 
King bed coverlet and pillows and bedskirt- removed/stored 
Indonesian desk 
Antique English Sheraton chair 
Coffee table in sitting room (Tibet/Nepal?) 
Heather Hansen painting 
TV cabinet in sitting room 
Pine corner cabinet 
NZ mountain scene 
Gorman "Mother Baby" framed chalk sketch 
Cat on Checkerboard painting - unknown 
SHARED STOREROOM: 
2 folding chairs from Piedmont dining set 
One carousel horse 
One large cement outdoor table 
Stark carpet 
English George Ill scale model sailing ship 
Antique wing chair 
5 Piece child's mission oak set 
Game table 
Oriental bar cabinet 
Grey sofa 
Outdoor sofa 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN GE: 
2 Sailing ship Shannon engravings - lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Wha]e engraving-lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
lines 225 and 232 PDS 
Engraving of trout flies - lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Engraving of trout with green mat- lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
Engraving of trout jumping towards fly -lines 225 and 232 of PDS 
98 
Round side table 
Bench at end bed 
Green upholstered chair 
Chinese end table 
2 wooden buddhas 
Broken cups painting 
2 Silver trays 
Stainless silverware 
Teapot set 
Ceramic shoes by NZ artist 
Mattress/box spring 
Japanese Kutani vases 
Silver plate oval tree platter 
Chinese oval porcelain plaque 
Dinnerware set 
Silver bucket 
American Indian Food Basket 
Diamond band deep woven basket 
Bedside chest pine 2 drawers 
Ink holder 
Silver plate tea set 
Rugs-8 oriental carpets, smaller sizes--
Folk art sheep 
Carousel horse 
Blue and white vase 
Chinese Yellow Vase 
Odmark art 
Dining room table 
6 dining room chairs 
Small end table 
chest 
99 
Fake Christo glass pieces 
Paul Adams custom table 
Chinese Lamp 
Silver plate Italian Flatware, svc. For 




16 Monbotte dinner plates 
Green Williams Sonoma square plates 
100 
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AARON J. WOOLF, ESQ. 
Idaho State Bar #5791 
DENNIS P. WILKINSON, ESQ. 
Idaho State Bar #6023 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone: (208) 525-8792 
Facsimile; (208) 525-5266 
Attorney for Defendant. Sondra Kantor. 
No. P. 
e 
1 7 2013 
TN THE MAGISTRATE COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
Plaintiff, I Case No. CV-2011 - '5 d-'5 ,.,l 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR 
vs. 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF THE 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
, A.'ND MOTION THAT IT BE 
INCORPORATED AS A SUPPLEMENT AL 
J{JDGMENT OF THE COURT 
COMES NOW, Aaron J. Woolf, Esq. and Dennis P. Wilkinson, Esq., of the law 
finn of Thompson Smith Woolf & Anderson, PLLC, and hereby submit the attached Property 
Settlement Agreement dated April 24, 2012, pursuant to paragraph 24 of said agreement. The 
Defendant respectfully requests that the Property Settlement Agreement be incorporated as a 
supplemental order of the Court. This Motion is supported by the Affidavit of Sondra Kantor. 
DATED this / 7 dayofOctob~~ 
DENNIS P ~ . .J ,. 
NOTICE OF Fil.lNG AGREEMENT A1'ID MOTION TO INCORPORATE-1 
101 
CT :57 0' P. DC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
am my 
Falls, and that on the ( 7 day of October, 2013, I served a true and correct the 
following-described document on the parties listed below, by mailing, with the correct postage 
thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
PARTIES SERVED: 
Scot M. Ludwig, Esq. 
LUDWIG SHOUFLER 
209 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999 
NOTICE OF Fil..ING A..T\ID MOTION TO 
IN CORPORA TE 
0 Mailed O Hand Delivered G(Faxed 
NOTICE OF FILING AGREEMENT AND MOTION TO INCORPORATE -2 
3480 Merlin Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone: (208) 525-8792 
Facsimile: (208) 525-5266 
Attorney for Defendant, Sondra Kantor. 
PLLC 
IN THE MAGISTRATE COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Defendant. 













Case No. CV-201\.., '5 d'? 
AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA. LOUISE 
KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO IN CORPORA TE AGREEMENT 
AS A SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT 
SO!\TDRA KANTOR, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes ai,d 
1. That I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge the facts contained 
herein. 
2. That I am the Defendant in the above entitled action. 
3. That on or about April 24, 2012, the Plaintiff and I entered into a Property 
Settlement Agreement resolving issues associated with our divorce. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is the Property Settlement Agreement entered into 
AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO INCORPORATE AGREEMEI\.'T AS 
SUPPLEMENT AL JUDGME!si"T 
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sent by 4079389341 RICOH BC 10-17-13 01:09 Pg: 2/2 
to 
seek court involvement with regard to any provision. the party may 
court and that the court shall incorporate the agreement as a supplemental judgment of the court 
6. controversy presently exists between the Plaintiff and I with to 
provisions of the Agreement. 
7. I now seek, pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Agreement, that the Court incorporate 
the Agreement as a suppiemcntal judgment. 
FURTHER YOUR Aff!ANT SA YETI! NAUGHT. ~ 
\LbkA- )pJ 
Sondra Kantor 
SUBSCRIBED AN!) SWORN lO before me this~ day o~~OI~ 
~~-=-~~-
Notary Public for Florida 
Commission Expires: J.........:..Y-:;c.::::i--_;::_::,,...::+-=-__.:..--
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209 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999 
SERVICE 
:J Mailed O Hand Delivered 
For Thompson, Smith, 
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PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this 24th day of 2012, by and 
between Sondra Kantor, hereinafter referred to as "Sondra," and Robert Kantor, hereinafter 
referred to as "Robert." 
1. RECITALS: This Agreement is made with reference to the following facts: 
1.01 The parties hereto were married on the 8th day of June, 1968, in Houston, 
Texas, and ever since have been and still are Husband and Wife. 
1.02 The parties have three adult children. 
1.03 Unhappy differences have arisen between Robert and Sondra, as a result 
of which they have agreed to separate and enter into this Agreement. 
2. ROKAN PARTNERS: The parties own an interest in Rokan "''"'m"''"" an Idaho 
limited partnership. The parties agree that the ownership in Rokan Partners shall be as follows: 
• Rokan Corporation, a Delaware corporation: 6% 
• Robert: 44% 
• Sondra:44% 
• Geoffrey F. Kantor: 2% 
• Aron B. Kantor: 2% 
• Joshua M. Kantor: 2% 
2.01 Rokan Corporation is the sole general partner of Rokan Partners. 
2.02 Robert is the president of Rokan Corporation. 
2.03 All stock in Rokan Corporation is owned by Century Trust (in a trust 
agreement dated January 1, 2006). 
2.04 Rokan Partners owns an interest in PK Ventures 
operating agreement dated January 1, 2012. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, 
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own in 
described Property and Debt Schedule (hereinafter "PDS") 
initials RP. 
in the 
the remarks have the 
2.06 It is the intent and the agreement of the parties that except as specifically 
provided herein, all interest in all other real estate including but not limited to 
syndications where the parties have direct or indirect ownership interest shall be assigned 
to Rokan Partners. 
2.07 Robert and Sondra shall not sell, transfer, encumber, or in any way convey 
their interest in Rokan Partners unless both parties agree to the sale or conveyance. 
2.08 The parties shall make such changes to the Rokan Partners agreement 
necessary to ensure that no members can be admitted to Rokan Partners without the 
written consent of both Robert and Sondra during their lives. 
2.09 Other than ordinary and necessary expenses in connection with the assets 
of Rokan Partners, neither Robert nor Sondra shall receive directly or indirectly any 
compensation from Rokan Partners other than as stated in this agreement Further, 
Robert and Sondra shall ensure that all documents reflect the fact that other than as stated 
in this Agreement, no one else shall directly or indirectly receive any payments from 
Rokan Partners. Robert may, under this Agreement, employ and pay such maintenance 
personnel and attorneys, accountants and bookkeepers as he deems necessary for 
operations of Rokan Partners. It is specifically provided that except as provided herein, 
no one shall employed by Rokan Partners without the written consent of Sondra, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
AGREEMENT, 2 
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to 
and tax returns Rokan Partners. Ayako shall continue to receive reasonable 
compensation for performing the services that have been performed in 
replacement for Ayako shall be a person agreed upon by Robert and Sondra. 
A 
2.11 The management of Rokan Partners is by Rokan Corporation. Robert is 
the president of Rokan Corporation and is thus managing Rokan Partners. There shall 
no other person or entity managing Rokan Partners without the written consent of Sondra 
and Robert. 
2.12 Except for what is reasonably necessary for operations of Rokan 
Robert shalJ cause Rokan Partners to distribute the available cash of Rokan Partners. 
parties acknowledge that there is a requirement for pro rata distributions to all n<>r1rnP~ 
Notwithstanding, Robert agrees that each month cash available to be distributed to Robert 
or Sondra shall be distributed as follows: the first $6,000 available shall be distributed to 
Sondra, the next $6,000 available shall be distributed to Robert, the next $4,000 available 
shall be distributed to Sondra, the next $4,000 available shall be distributed to Robert 
thereafter available cash shall be distributed equally to Robert and Sondra. Provided 
further, that if in a month Sondra has received more than Robert, the next month before 
going through the priority of distribution set forth herein, Robert shall receive first 
amount to equalize the distribution from the prior month. Further notwithstanding the 
above provisions, Robert shall use best efforts to ensure that Sondra receives $6000 from 
Rokan Partners on the first day of each month beginning June l, 2012. 
3 
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to written 
notice to Sondra, as much in advance as possible under the circumstances, including all 
detaiis of the proposed sale. 
2.14 When Robert (whenever a reference is made to Robert the parties 
understand and agree that the reference is to Robert acting in his individual capacity, his 
capacity as president ofRokan Corporation, or his capacity as a member or partner in any 
other entity where the parties directly or indirectly have some ownership interest) 
receives any financial reports on any of the entities, he shall forward those financial 
reports to Sondra. 
2.15 Anytime Ayako or any substitute bookkeeper prepares reports, monthly 
ledgers or general ledgers of Rokan Partners, those reports shall be forwarded to Sondra. 
2.16 The parties shall cause the first amendment and the second amendment to 
the Rokan Partners agreement to be signed. The form of the second amendment is 
attached to this Property Settlement Agreement. 
2.17 Attached hereto is a listing of known contingent liabilities. If Robert 
believes a contingent liability should be paid, Sondra shall not unreasonably deny consent 
to Rokan Partners making a deemed distribution to Robert and Sondra to pay said 
liability. Such deemed distribution shall not be considered a distribution for purposes of 
the distributions pursuant to 2.12. 
2.18 Rokan Partners shall continue to pay the parties' son Sha lorn' s loan for 
graduate school. 
PROPERTYSETTLEMENTAGREEMENT, 4 
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that Aaron owes 
$90,000, 
2.20 Coincident with the signing of this Agreement, Rokan Partners 
distribute $10,000 to Scot Ludwig and $10,000 to Cosho Humphrey to be applied on 
attorneys fees and cost of each party. Any remaining fees and cost shall be the obligation 
of the respective parties. 
3. PK VENTURES, LLC: 
3.01 Rokan Partners owns an interest in PK Ventures, LLC. 
3.02 Robert shall receive no compensation, directly or indirectly, from PK 
Ventures, LLC. Robert acknowledges that with regard to the operation of PK Ventures, 
LLC, he has the same fiduciary obligation to Sondra that he owes with 
Partners or any other entity in which the parties have a joint ownership interest. 
4. CENTURY TRUST: 
to Rokan 
4.01 Century Trust will receive funds through its ownership interest in Rokan 
Corporation. 
4.02 Any funds available for distribution from Century Trust to Robert .( or his 
successor upon his death) shall be distributed equally to Robert (or his successor upon his 
death) and Sondra. There are presently 2 Genworth Term Life Insurance Policies in 
effect and held by Century Trust. Policy #5,984,615 shall be discontinued as of Robert's 
70th birthday. Policy #8266031 shall be continued, and the premiums shall be paid by 
Century Trust, for the IO years following Robert's 70th Birthday. 
P.5 
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Drive, 
4.03 distributed from Rokan Corporation to in excess of 
amount needed for payment of the premiums on the policy set forth above, may 
distributed quarterly in equal amounts to Robert and Sondra. These amounts shall not be 
considered in the calculations set forth in Section 2.12. 
4.04 Robert agrees that the Century Trust documents shall be amended to 
provide that the only trustees of Century Trust shall be Robert, Sondra, and their three 
children. The amendment to be signed by the parties, entitled First Amendment to the 
Century Trust, is attached hereto. Neither Robert nor Sondra shall have the power to 
an appointment or give their interest in the Century Trust to anyone other than their 
three children. 
5. REAL PROPERTY: The parties own real property located at 
Idaho. 
Golden 
5.01 This real property shall be sold as soon as reasonably possible. 
5.02 Pending the sale or disposition of this real property, Robert shall maintain 
the property and pay all utilities provided to the property. Any capital improvements will 
be paid one half by each party. Capital improvements will only be made if agreed upon 
by both parties in writing or ordered by the court. 
5.03 Each party shall provide to the other any information either party receives 
that may be relevant to the ownership, sale, rental or other disposition of said property. 
6. US DIGITAL GAMING: All present or future interest of either Robert or 
Sondra in US Digital Gaming, Inc. (USDG), a Delaware corporation, shall be assigned to Rokan 
AGREEMENT, 6 
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received by Robert regarding USDG or our interest therein. 
7. KF, LLC: 
7.01 The parties own KF, 
7.02 Neither party shali receive directly or indirectly any compensation from 
KF, LLC except as stated herein. 
7.03 All funds available to be distributed from KF, LLC shall be divided 
equally between Robert and Sondra. 
8. KA.NTOR FAMILY, LLC: 
8.04 Robert and Sondra shall have an equal ownership interest in 
Family, LLC. 
8.05 Robert shall not receive directly or indirectly any 
Kantor Family, LLC. 
8.06 Any funds available to be distributed to Robert and/or Sondra from Kantor 
Family, LLC, shail be divided equally between Robert and Sondra. 
9. OTHER OWNERSHIP INTEREST: On the attached PDS under business 
interests, there are other entities in which Robert and Sondra personally own an interest The 
parties shall each continue to own one half of the interest in the entities where there is an "X" 
under both the column entitled "To Husband" and the column entitled "To Wife". the extent 
either party receives financial information concerning these entities, or any other entity where the 
parties have on ownership interest (such as described in paragraphs 3, 6, 7, and 8 this 
agreement), that party shall immediately forward the information to the other party. 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, 7 
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HOUSEHOLD GOODS AN'I> FURNISHINGS AND OTHER TANGIBLE 
PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
10.01 On the attached PDS, commencing at Item 119 is a listing tangible 
personal property. 
10.02 Robert is awarded the items under the column entitled "To Husband" as 
indicated with an "X" or a dollar amount. 
10.03 Sondra is awarded the items under the column entitled "To Wife" as 
indicated with an "X" or a dollar amount. 
10.04 Where there is an item that does not include an allocation to Robert or 
Sondra, that item shall be sold in a manner agreed to by the parties in writing. The first 
$35, I 56 of proceeds shall go to Sondra. The proceeds in excess of l 56 shall be 
divided equally between Robert and Sondra. In the event the items do not produce at 
least $35, l 56, Robert shall immediately pay to Sondra one half of the difference between 
the proceeds received and $35,156. For example, if the proceeds are only $30,156, 
Robert shall immediately pay to Sondra the sum of $2,500. 
10.05 Prior to a sale, either party may elect to take an item of personal property 
to be sold at a value agreed upon by the parties in writing. 
10.06 If an item of property is not listed on the attached PDS the parties shall 
either agree to a value and allocation or sell the item in the manner described in this 
paragraph 10. 
AGREEMENT, P. 8 
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lL EXCLUSIVE RESORTS: 
11.01 The parties have an ownership interest in Exclusive 
names of their chiidren). 
11.02 Sondra shall be given the password to Exclusive Resorts. 
in the 
11.03 Robert shall use best efforts to sell Exclusive Resorts. net proceeds 
shall be paid one half to Robert and one half to Sondra. If has a buyer for 
Exclusive Resorts, Sondra shall not unreasonably withhold consent to the sale. 
12. 2011 TAX RETtJRNS: The parties shall file married filing joint tax returns for 
2011. 
13. MEADOWS STORE ROOM: Sondra shall be given a key to and be allowed to 
use the Meadows store room. To the extent the parties have any property in the store 
room that is not listed on the attached PDS, those items shall equally divided between 
and Sondra. 
14. VALLEY CLUB MEMBERSHIP: The Valley Club membership owned 
Robert and Sondra is up for sale. Upon sale, the parties shall each receive one half of net 
proceeds. Pending the sale, Robert shall be obligated to make the required minimum payments 
and any payment for his use of said membership. 
15. AIRLINE MILES: The parties agree that as of January l, 20 l l 
points balances on Robert's credit cards were as follows: 
• American Express Centurion Acct # ... 6-8 l 004 - 610,234; 
• Delta Sky Miles Amex Acct # ... 8-3002 - 10,800; 
• Wells Fargo Visa Acct # ... 4652 - 390,461 
Total: 1,011,495 points 
AGREEl\-1ENT, P. 
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mileage or 
71,000 miles in 
shall transfer to Sondra one-half of the difference, which is ( less 
71,000 = 940,495 divided 2 and rounded up). 
16. ROKAN \'E1''TURES: 
16.01 Rokan Partners owns 25% of Rokan Ventures. 
16.02 Any new commercial real estate syndications or other commercial real 
estate activities that Robert intends to, or does, become involved in shall be done in 
Rokan Ventures provided that any activity that Rokan Ventures declines shall not be 
done in Rokan Ventures. 
16.03 To the extent agreed upon with the other members of Rokan Ventures, 
Robert may receive a salary or guaranteed payment from Rokan Ventures. Any 
guaranteed payment in excess of $60,000 paid or payable to Robert by Rokan 
shall be paid to Rokan Partners and become an asset of Rokan Partners. 
17. PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY ROBERT: Robert shall pay the following 
17.01 The debts described as Items A, B, C, E, F, and Pon the attached 
17.02 One half of the contingent liabilities including attorney fees 
contingent liabilities. 
17.03 Any other debts incurred by him. 
to 
18. PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY SONDRA: Sondra shall pay the following debts: 
18.01 The debts described as Items D, Q, T, V and W on the attached PDS. 
or 
18.02 One half of the contingent liabilities including attorney fees related to the 
contingent liabilities. 
P. 
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her. 
19. JOINT DEBTS: The debt described as Item U on the attached PDS shall be paid 
from Rokan Partners. Payments on this,joint debt shali be a deemed distribution to Robert and 
Sondra and such deemed distributions shall not be considered a distribution for purposes of the 
distributions pursuant to 2. 
20. DONOR ADVISED FUND: Robert shall make arrangements so that Sondra can 
designate $1,000 per year from Donor Advised Fund to a qualified charity. 
21. ROBERT'S AMERICAN EXPRESS CENTURION CARD: Sondra shall 
have a gold card that is associated with Robert's American Express Centurion card so long as 
Robert maintains his membership and Sondra shall be solely reasonable for any charges she 
makes. 
22. DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY: Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, 
each of the parties hereto may in any way dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, 
or personal; and the parties hereto, each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the 
respective heirs, legal representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waives 
any right of election which he or she may have regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
take against any last will and testament of the other, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country. 
23. BINDING EFFECT: All of the provisions of this Agreement shall be binding 
upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, personal representatives and assigns. 
11 
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24. AGREEMENT MAY BE SUBMITTED TO COURT: that 
this agreement shall not initially be submitted to the court but shall be kept private between the 
two parties. However, if either party believes there is a need to seek court involvement with 
regard to any provision, that party may submit this agreement to the court and upon request the 
court shall incorporate this agreement as a supplemental judgment of the court. 
25. ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto agree to make, execute and 
deliver such deeds or other documents as may be requested by the other to carry out the full 
performance of this Agreement. 
26. ADVICE OF COUNSEL: The parties hereto stipulate that he or she has been 
represented by counsel and is familiar with the terms and conditions of this Agreement 
27. SEPARATE PROPERTY/INCOME AFTER SIGNING OF AGREEMENT: 
The parties hereto stipulate and agree that from and after the date of the signing of this 
Agreement, any and all property or income acquired or earned by either party hereto shall be the 
separate property of the party who has acquired or earned it and the other party shall have no 
claim thereon. The parties agree that any income earned by either party after the date of signing 
this Agreement shall be the separate property of the party earning the income, and any income on 
separate property shall be separate property from and after the date of signing this agreement 
28. DEBTS AFTER SIGNING OF AGREEMENT: The parties hereto stipulate 
and agree that from and after the date of the signing of this Agreement, any debts incurred by 
either party hereto shall be the separate debt of the party incurring the debt and shall not be a 
community debt. The parties hereto agree not to incur any debt for which the other party may be 
liable, In the event Robert shall obtain refinancing of any for which Sondra has liability, 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, 
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Sondra shall co-operate In any manner needed to conclude such refinancing after review of the 
refinancing documents and terms by her attorney and/or accountant 
29. MlSCELLA.."I\TEOUS PROVISIONS: 
l8.0l The parties hereto both stipulate and agree that they have read and fully 
understand this Agreement. 
28.02 The parties hereto agree that they have entered into this Agreement 
without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other like 
cause. 
28.03 1f action is instituted to enforce any of the terms of this Agreement, then 
the losing party agrees to pay to the prevailing party an costs and attorneys' fees incurred 
in that action. 
28.04 of the parties hereto represents to the other that they have made 
disclosure of all community asset.<i and community liabilities of which they ru:e aware. 
28.05 The parties hereto stipulate and agree that the division of community 
assets provided for in this Agreement ts fair and equitable. 
TN W~S :WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day . : . . 
and year first above ~~iti;!;Q" . · 
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From: 208 726 0454 Page: 5/5 Date: 4/25/2012 58:33 PM 
STA TE OF-;Fbbc; ) 
t 
)ss. 
County of:].: ~ ) 
On this~ o~ , 2012, before me, the under,igned notary public in nnd 
for said State, personally appeedf ONDRA LOUISE KAljTOR, known to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the withih and foregoing instrument., and acknowledged to me that 
she executed the same. 
IN WITNESS Vv1-IEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above wrilten. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 




On this{;£;_ day of~ , 2012, before me, the public in and 
said State, personally appeared ROBERT ARON KANTOR) known to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that 
he executed the same. 
fN WITNESS WHEREOF, J have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above written. r 
Residing at~~~ 
Comm.issio~ 1/fo.ct)JO}J...., 
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CASE TITLE: 
CASE NO: 
DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
JTEM 
NO. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
1 REAL PROPERTY: 
2 265 Golden Eagle Dr. S .. Heiley, ID 
83333-5130 
3 Mackey Cabin 
4 INVESTMENT PROPERTY: 
---g -Heim Station, Ketchum, ID 
6 US West (340 Lewis), Ketchum. ID 
I 1 ne Meadows, Ketchum, 10 • mobile 
home park (The Meadows, LlC) 
-8 The Meadows (Ciear Creel<. • 
Development Land). Ketchum, ID 
9. Broadford Road (Clear creek), 
Haiiey, ID 
'10 The Ketchum Depot, Ketchum, ID 
11 Ent11rprise Business Park, Flagstaff, 
p.z 
12 200 Partners, LLC (Staples), 
Wenatchee, WA 
13 I H & R (540 N. 2nd Ave), Ketcum. ID 
(R & R, LLC) 
I 
14 Gateway, Wenatchee, WA 
(Gateway Properties. LLC (WA)) 
15 Shucks Auto, Boise, fD 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 




! CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
MARKET! T0
1 TOI 
HUSBAND! WIFE' vAt.uel LIE.NS EQUITY CIS REMARl(S 
I 
' 
C I I I 
. C $ 75,000 
I $ i .800.000 . I $ 1.077,737 722,263 100% ownership . PKV 
S 2,200,000 $ 755,186 1,444,814 100% ownership. PKV 
$10,822,709 $ 5.500.000 5.322,709 I RP 
i I I 
S 2.500,000 $ 2.200,000 300,000 ! KF,LLC 
1$ 350,000 $ 400,000 {50,000)1 KF, LLC 
S 1,900,000 $ 1,212,139 687,861 
' 
RP 
s 1,750.000 I $ i,106,552 643,448 Kr' 
$ 2.730,000 $ 848,952 1,881,048 Kr' 
S 1,250,000 $ 900,000 350,000 Kr' 
$ 350,000 $ 250,325 99.675 I RP 
I i 









! 16 CE:, LLC (1221 Airport Way, Halley, I$ 500,000 500,000 I RP 
! 
ID) 
17 ORE House, Ketchum. ID (OR!:. 
House, LLC) 
18 HP 28. Boise, ID 
19 
20 Lot 7, Block 4, Hailey, ID (Lot 7. 
Block 4, LLC) 
21 Valley Center, Bellevue, ID (Valley 
Center, LLC) 
22· Broadway Bob, Boise, ID 
23 Mack Center, Hailey, ID 
·--u Friedman Park. Hailey, ID 
25 Americar,a, Boise, ID 
26 311 Land. Ketchum, ID 
27 31 i Building, Ketchum, ID 
28 RSK Annex, Boise. ID 






711 N. Main Street, Hailey, ID 
St Lukes, Boise. ID 




$ 1,100.000 s 247,194 




$ 1,062,483 s 490.346 
$ 3,000,000 $ 3,000,000 
$ 1,100,000 $ 1,100,000 
$ 7,008.824 $ 4,289,006 
$ 300,000 s 600,000 
$ 1,400,000 s 1,050,000 
$ 1,000,000 $ 600.000 
S 1,200,000 $ 878,uoo 
S 4,150,000 s 4.1so.ooo I 
$24,200,000 S 15,337,939 




(137) RP I 
i 
RP 
200,000 I RP 
I 
500.000 I I RP 
I 
I 





{300,000) I RP 
350,000 RP I -
400,000 I RP I I 
322,000 RP l --, 
. i RP H --s.ss2.os1 I RP ·- --5.500,00() I RP I I I I 
Page 
I\ 










DATE OF MARRIAGE· 
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
33 210 Capitol, Saiem,OR 
34 Boise Bend. Boise, ID 
35 9390 Golden Trout St.. Boise, 1D 




39 The Century Trust 
40 KF. U.C 
41 SLK.LLC 
42 SLK Develomen!. lLC (75% 
onwership by KF. LLCJ 
43 Double Diamond Partners. LLC 
44 SC Ranch, LlC 
45 VRP, LLC 
46 Ramon Park Associates, Ltd. 
47 HCC, LLC 
48 Kantor Family, LLC (CO) 
49 Spring Creek Investors. LLC 
50 SVR-Managernent, lLC 
51 Rokan Property Services. LLC 
52 Mid Valley Water Company. LLC 
53 Mid Valley Sewer Company, LLC 
54 Bullion Square, LlC {ID) 
55 Sage Cliff, LLC {ID} 
I 561 H.K. Marine. lnc. (100% ownership 
by KF, LLC} 
!57 ... KFi. LLC • LIQUIDATED 
I 
I 
58 Rokan Corporation (6% interest in 
Rokan Partners) 
~9 Rokan Partners 
60 
61 
62 Broadway Bob, LLC 
63, Highlands Station. LLC (ID) 
64j 1SI Homes, LLC {llC} 










Rokan Oregon. LLC 
RVL, LLC 










Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
6i8/1968 









VALUE UENS eourrv HUSBAND I REMARKS 
$ 900,000 s 850,000 50,000 RP 


















X X as divlded 
I gone 




. ! RP a 
X X KF, LLC 25% 
. X X 
i 
. 1 Gone 
I f 
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CASE TITLE: 
CASE NO: 
DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
I I 
ITEM 
NO, PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
73 RV Hood River. LLC (65% 
ownership by Rokan Partners) 
! 74 Hood River center. LLC (ID) 
75 John Alan Partners, II, LLC 
~an Ventures, LLC 
Partners, LLC (10) 
78 311 First Avenue Managers, LLC 
I 79 Medical Building Investment Group. LLC I 
80 PK Ventures 
~ Eastman Investors, L.P. 
82 
83 I 
84 RETIREMENT, BANK ACCOUNTS, 
lNVESTMENTS, CA$H AND LIFE 
INSURANCE: 
i-85 Zions Sank Acct # .•. 4$44 (in 





86 US Bank Acct # ... 6836 (in Robert's 
name only} 
! 
87 Wells Fargo Savings Acct 
#1634032237 {in Robert's name 
only} 
187a Wells Fargo Checking Acct#, .. 1653 
I {in Robert's name only) 
Bank of America Checking Acct 
I 236 (in Sondra's name only} 
89 Bank of America Savings Acct 
·# ... 5236 (in Sondra's name) 
90 BanK of America Checking Acct 
# ... 0188 (in Sondra's name only) 
91 Bank of America Savings Acct 
# ... 0188 (In Sondra's name only) 
:!.! Bank of the West. Acct#?? 
93 Oppenheimer Acct #G:24• 1647036 
' 
!{KFI LCC • Robert Kantor Trustee. 
jPAS Cambiar) 
! 
94' Oppenheimer Acct #G24·1645840 
(KFI lCC. Robert Kantor Trustee) I 
I 
I 95 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647044 (KFI LCC • Robert KantorTrustee. 
I PAS P!MCO COMM) l 
785058_7 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
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COMPLAINT FILED: i/25/2011 
CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION I I MARKEi I TO I w,:~, I I Exh#j VALUE 1.IENS EQUITY c,sl HUSBAND' REMARKS 
. RP I 









s 420 420 C I 
. as o! 9/19i11 Robert i 
I I 
/stopped depositing his 
I ,Social Security checks in10 ltn1s account after S/18110 
! 
$ 4,755 4,755 C as of 9i1 5111 Only 
Robert's social security 
checks deposited to this 
I account 








C X as of January 2012 
! 
I closed i 1 i 
. C X as of January 2012 
s . C I / Closed i I 
i I i 
. 1c I Closed I I 
! I 
$ l t · Closed I I I I I I. I 
~ 
Page:! 4/i 6/2012 3 34 PM ~'(" 
CASE TITLE: 
CASE NO: 
DATE Of MARRIAGE· 
PROPERTY AND 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 




I CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
ITEM/ 
NO. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
00 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647051 $ 
(KFI LLC • Robert A Kantor Trustee • 
PAS Van Eck) 
97j Oppenheimer Ace! #G24-1647069 $ 
(KFI LLC - Robert A Kantor Trustee -
I I Siar-Schafer) 
~-Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647077 $ I (KFI LCC • Robert Kantor Trustee • 
, PAS NFJ) 
99 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647093 $ 
{KFI LCC • Robert Kanlor Trustee -
STAR NEW PATH) 
i 001 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647101 s 
l(KFl LCC • Robert Kantor Trustee • 
. PAS ACORN) 
101 #G24-1647i 19 $ 
j(KFI LCC • Robert Kantor Trustee -
IPAS GS) 
102 Schwab Account 
103 Schwab Acct #9164-9408 (in $ 
Joshua's Name) 
104 Schwab Acct #2224-8757 (in Aron's $ 
name) 
105 Schwab Acct #5138-7096 (in $ 
Shalom's name) 
106 Schwab Acct #51~5397 (In 
Sondra's name) 
t07 Schwab Acct #3240-1359 (in 
Sondra's name) 
108 First Colony Term ife lnsurance 
I Policy No. 5,984,615 (death benefit j $2.5M) issued August 1, 2002 -
Insured: Robert 
1109) Genworth Tem1 Lile Insurance 
Poficy #8266031 (Century Trust 
!Agreement did 8/6/02) issued August I j 14, 2003 (death benefit $1.5M) -
Insured: Robert 
I 110 Air Miles • Delta 
I 111 American Express Centurion Ace! #1 M409S6736 (American Express 
I 
Ace!#, 8-1004) Membership 
Rewards Points • Total: 409,238 
t 12! Wells Fargo Bank Ace! #0291 $ 
(Rokan Partners) ,-mi wells Fargo Money Market Acct I $ 






















ro' TO ! 
HUSBAN~ 
WIFE 
le.xh# LIEN$ EQUITY CIS REMARKS 
C Closed I I I 
I I 
2291C I 
Closed i i 
I I I ' 
. C l Closed 
I 
I 










I as o! 9130111 
2,261 nla I j as of 1:1r.;u111 
3,937 nla I as oi 9130/t 1 
i 
. C $ 1,434 as of 9130111 
I 
C $ 224 ! as of 9/30/11 
C no cash value 
I 
I I I 
I I i 
I 
. C no cash value I 
I I 
I I 
I I . C X 




I i I I 
31,577 I , RP I I 
I I I 43, I ' 17040 j I I RP I "' I I I 420 I X I I as of 12130/10 I i I 441 ! 




DATE OF MARRIAGE· . 
ITEM 
NO. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
115 Bank of the West Acct (in Sondra's 
name) 




119 2008 Red Jeep Cherokee. VIN 
# ... 152175 
120' 2007 GMC Denali, VIN # ... 256594 
121 1979 Mercedes 450, VIN # ... 057978 
""122 
123 HOUSEHOLD GOODS & 
FURNISHINGS: 
124 Household: 
1251 Bench. upholstyered Navaio rug-
i jdamaged 
1 1281 Chinese apothecary cabinet 
! 127 Apache basket round 28"x7'deep 
12$ Pine chesl, black knobs 6 drawer 
I 129 Oriental 4 door cabinet 
130 Wood frame chair, woven seat & 
back --· 131 Wood desk with primitive top 
'"1121 Native American basket, round 17 I 112" X 10-deep 
133 Pair of hammered brass & ceramic 
lamps 
134 Amer. indlan basket 15X14" 
135 Amer. Indian basket 16xi2" 
136 Pair of geese ceramic 
137 Cabinet. Pine 62x18x78 
138 Coffee table Guest sitting area 
139 Pine clock 
1 140 Pine 5 drawer chest. wood knobs 
1141! Armoire,pine 




Headboard Bed.Aron. Huntzinger 
Antique wood bench, mudroom (2} 
785058_7 
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! I ' I
. Lj 
. 
s 21,000 21.000 C 
$ 24,000 24,000 C 





$ 850 850 
JS 1,800 1,800 
$ 2,800 2,800 
$ 550 550 
$ 950 950 
s 185 185 
$ 450 450 
$ 650 eso I 
$ oOO 600 
$ 225 225 
$ 450 450 
$ 300 I 300 
$ 1,200 I 1,200 
s 285 285 
$ 200 200 
s 850 850 
$ 1,000 1,000 
$ 1,000 1,000 
$ 4,000 I 4,000 



















I I info obtained from Idaho 
OMV Web-site 
I info obtalne,;t from le!ahO 
joMV Web-site i sell to Richard Baskin and 
tivide proceed equally l 
! I 
Personal property I 
appraisal by David i 





















~s ·Bob· one in his
1 
~2. i 












DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
DEBT 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
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6/811968 













CIS HUSBANC REMARKS lexh# 
145 Partner's desk $ 8,250 8,250 II Insurance list; Hutchins 
I ~~ 
146 French Buffet $ 3,000 3,000 Hutchins 
147 Murano pedestal vases $ 250 I 250 ' Hutchins 
148 17thcenturyclock $ 3.100 3,100 Hutchins 
1 49 Vintage wood buffet S 850 850 Hutchlns 
150 Steinway piano $ 30,000 30,000 Hutchins-Set! 1 
;-.,1""5 .. 1.....,.Ja_c_o .. be_a_n-. c.,.h-es_t _______ ...,$_,, .. -s"""o,..,o-+------1----5-0..,0,......_,+..,s..----c-50-0+----..;..,.H.,..u"'"tc·h0.,..1n-s-s""'aid..,...,,S""'so""'o,....'""10-u-nd-.....1--
one onfine in UK for 750 I 
I 
I Pounds/$12001$2350 I 
I insurance !is! 1 1 i 52 -=Ec-n"""gl .. is.,..h-=F,..o .. otbe"'""at""h------+$,----..2·""',s""oo=-+------,1---....,,.2'"'.s,.,oo...+--+-----1-----...,..,n_su_ra_n_c_e""'li,...st,...-A"""s...,.k""'D,..e-a-nn-a-11----. 
I M~ 
1531 Huntzinger bed-master bedroom $ 10,000 10,000 L.A. Design Concepts, 
,__ __ J::pl!lcement value Ironies rep. 
154 · Oriental bedstand tabie-left- $ 645 645 $ 645 i Hutchins 
155 Fu;isn Bedside table right $ 450 450 ' $ 450 Hutchins 
1'-_1_5 __ 6+-U-pr-ig_h_l _P_ia-no---------..J-$ ___ 45-0-i-----+---45(f!---f-----+-----+-s-o,..,ldc--------..---l 
! 157 Hawaiian pool table $ 2.000 2,000 $ 2 .000 Hutchins valued at 
$2,COO//nsurance valued at 
S7,000 on 4113191 
30D 
225-1---l-------'-i --
X X Hutchins 158 Precor Stretch trainer , $ 300 
159 Barbells $ 225 
160 Tectrix exercise bike $ 950 950 X 
161 Ab Scissor $ 80 80 
1162 SST Stretch trainer $ 95 95 
163j Vectra Tota! Gym $ 3,000 3,000 " i 
164 Precorwafker s 1,200 1,200 X 
65 Prccor AMT Stepper $ 4,500 4,500 $ 1,500 
Fishlng rod collection I . X 
Fishing flies • X 
I 





172 Blue Sofa and Chair {Movie Room) 
173 Green Sofa (Upstairs Sitting Room) 
174 Living Room Suede Love Seat and 
Chai!'$ 
175 1 Living Room Sofas 
1 76 Breakfast tabte and chairs 
177 Barstools (6) 

















DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
rtl! .. j 
NO.I PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
I 179 library Chairs and Ottoman 
180· Oval Desk 6 of A 
181 Lamp in Shalom's room 
182 Sofa In Guest Silting room 
183 Small desk/table in Upstrs Sitting 
I 
184 Antique wing chalr 
185 Massage Chairs (2) 
186 Outdoor furniture 
187 Desktop Computer in bob's Office 
188 Laptop computer in Kitchen 
(including music and family photos) 
Art 
189 Bronze "Go for Broke", library 
190 Hat collection-5 
191 Peter Bean:i book 
192 
193 Trinh Nguyen Panels 
194 Inez Storer pieces 
195 Christiansen oil 
195 ·Fighting Lion 
197 Margeux Walter "Paperweight" 
198 Big Slot-Gonzales 
199 Cut Loose-Dan Snyder 
200 Crayons-Nathan Kane 
201 Chewed Ruler-Steinberg 
202 Portralt of Navajo Code Talker, 
Gorman bronze 
203 Ceramic and Paper Fans, Luce 
204; Giraffe by Dentzel c. 1890 
205 Robert Henri 
206 Charcoal-H. C. Davies 
207 Hamburger in Paradise-Schmdler 
208 Sitting Indian Woman, Gorman 
,-209 Silver Creek by Hugh Mossman 
210 Turbaned Woman, Oliviera 
210a Red Encaustlc. purchased from Gail 
Se\lern 
I~! H.C. Davies "Hans Hoffman" I 212 "Close Together" by Karel Appel 
213! Ruth Litol! PhOto Collages 
j 214! *Gran Peche" Gonzales 
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CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
MARKEl TO TO! 




$ 1,000 1,000 $ 1,000 Hutchins 
I X ! ' 
! 
I I l 
$ 6,750 6,750 I Bob's office·. insurance llst 
$ 500 500 $ 500 -





$ 2,500 2,500 I Aron's 
$ 1,500 1,500 $ 1,500 s 1,500 
$ 3,800 3,800 s 3.soo ! 
l - I 
$ 15,000 15,000 
$ 6,300 6,300 $ 6,300 
$ 8,000 8,000 $ 6,000 
$ 10,000 10.000 $ 10,000 recently purchased for 
S10,000.00 
$ 3,500 3.500 $ 3,500 
. X I 
l . I Louise -





i --. X I 
! 
$ 15,500 15,500 $ 15 500 ! Insurance List: TBA 




10.000 s X 
I TBA-Louise 
X 





. X see '" ·~ ·~~ List 
I X I TBA-Louise I 
l X TBA-louise!SIJi:di 
Page7 
~ :51< 











DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
•T'EM 
~ PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
I Appel Sculpture Fish 
I 217 Appel Painting "Anlmar 
218 "Mother' Gorman 
219 H.C. Davies "At the Openl" 
220 H.C. Davies "Rainy Day"' 
22t "Oven Day'' Gonzales 
222 Moon119ht Table, Steinberg 
223 Got Ya Covered, Pernie 
224 Large Photo "Film" collage. litoff 
225 Various Prints es per Hutchins 
Appraisal 
225 Under The Bed. Gahan Wilson 
1
227 In the Mirror, Tooker 
. 228
1 
Animation Cells bl/ Ron Searle, from 
Olck Deadeye 
229 Feltus "Study 11" 
230 Dai Chang PortfolirrUthos· 
231 Picasso Etching 
232 Various Etchings 
233 African, American Indian. Latin 
Ameliean art Collectlon 
I 234 Carousel Horse, Green & Gold 
235 carousel Horse, Whl!e/Lavender 
236 Appel Partners 
237 Robert's Art {Prices based on 
Robert's estimated values for 2004 
Idaho Trienniel}: 
238 Camp Hope 
239 White Hope 
240 White Flower 




245j Consignment From I.Wolk: 
246 Balance in Slack and White 
2471 
248 j · Art in and around Kantor Home:· 
I 
249 Craatlon 
250 Flower (at Mary's) 
251 Louise's Breakfast 
785058_7 
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CH'S EVALUATION ANO ALLOCATION I l ! rol ro: I 
MARKET 
EQUm'l 
WIFE! I I 
VALUE LIENS CJS HUSBAND REMARKS IExn#\ 
i To Josh I -~ 
To Shalom I 
. X 
. :lf V' I 
. Tx TBA-Louise 
. X TBA-Louise 
s 750 750 $ 750 Insurance List 
. X TBA-Louise 
X 
$ 2,500 2,500 I '"'"""' u,c·r~ I FIND 
$ 4,500 4,500 
'""""~ hs/COA-S~ FINO 
$ 2,000 
I 
2,000 l $ 2,000 Hutchins · : 
I 
$ 650 650 $ 650 Insurance list i ' 
$ 1,200 1,200 I per Suzy Locke. Sell 
. X ' I 
I X I ' 
I 




Is 7,000 7,000 Insurance List 
ii 7,000 7,000 Insurance List 
~. ~. 
I X 
I$ 50,000 includes value ot Item I 
I ' Nos. 238, 239.241. 242, I I 246 : I I 
' X 
X 








I I I 
I I . I i I I I 
. ,x I I 
! . X I i I 
X I 
~Sl< 




DATE OF MARRIAGE· 
PROPERTY 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
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CH'S EVALUATION ANO ALLOCATION 
MARKEl 
LIENS! 
I TO TO ! 
l WIFE 
"°· PROPERTY DESCRIPTION VALUE EQUITY CISI HUSBAND REMARKS Exhll I 2s2 Double Hearts Table X 
~ Hean on Kitchen glass bar 
. X 
Living Room Mobile . X I 
255 Elle . X 
256 Carpets: ' 
257 Heriz.Ubrary $ 29,000 29,000 lnsuran<:e List L:=J 
258 Entryway-Persian wool- $ 5,000 5,000 $ 5,000 Insurance List I I MalayerlSarouk Wool 8'6" x l 
12'6"Large blue and old rose rosette. I I I i rose fie!cl I I I 
259 Media Room-Large newer n,g ! TBA Terry Reid/Nancy ,-I Norris 
; r-260 Great room-Tibetan refugees- : TBA Terry Reid/Nancy 
)Norris 
261 Dining Room Rue I TBA Terry Heid/Nancy 
Norris 
1-- Persian Silk Rug jS 1,000 1.000 I ,nsurance Lisi i 262 
I 263! Belouctustan Wool rug, blue & $ 475 475 Insurance Lisl 
[264!brown 
. 64i Turkoman wool 37" x 4', old rose w/ I $ 800 800 Insurance List 
I 1!:llue lozenge I 
r 265j Persian wool 4'10" x 7'7" Deep blue I $ 2.500 2.500 
I 
Insurance list 
I Field i .. 
766 Persian Wool 5' x 7'3" BijarDeep I -S- 2.250 2,250- Insurance List; Library 
blue reciangular field witn red small I under desk? 
llorates repetitive 
I 
' ::wr Angolian Wool Mat 2' x 3'6" red s -2651 265 Insurance List 
serrated border wt 3 orange I I geometrics 
.. 268 Persian Kilim rug• 4'6" x 6'4" Rose & $ 1,800 1,800 I losuranee List I gold field w/ blue & ivory florlate 
I I 





blue field w/ vivid medallions 
i 
! I I 
270 Persian wool rug 4'4" x 6'2"Sky b1ue $ 950 950 I Insurance Us! I I cartouche w/ ornate old rose and I I I ivory medallion I I I 
271 Heri.: Rug Roumanar 7'3" x 18'2" $ 7,500 I 7,500 Insurance Gsf.:;n ! :storeroom, FIND 
272 
I i 
-Stark Carpet . I j Insurance List--in 
~273 
i storeroom. FIND 
Outdoor Furniture: . X X 
287 - --·-,--288 Other· - I l 
I 289 Jewelry in Sondra's possession $ 75,000 ,s,ooo Is 1x gifts 
' 
~ 290 . ' 294 Exclusive Resorts . X X I 
L:95 . I I /l I 
785058_7 \iJ--(s 
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A Wells Fargo Acct # ... 0590 (in 
Robert's name only) 

















B of A Visa #9719 (Sondra's) 
Delta Amex #3006 
American Express Ace:! # ... J..82002 
(in Bob's name) 
American Express Centurion Card 
(n Bob's name) Acct# .. H1004 
-8ii!l6 b9afl J0:14A-
Situs 3156A 
8 01 fl. Ei1J1.111;' bi11e. 
Attorneys Fees - Scot Ludwig 
Stevens Pierce & Associates 
Steve Severn 
US Bank 
Doctor. SF - Sondra 




AMOUNT TO EQUALIZE 




Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 
CH FILE NO.: 21579-001 
COMPLAINT FILED: 1125/2011 
CH'S EVALUATION ANO ALLOCATION 
MARKET TO w,:~\ 




$ 38,581 (38,581) $ {38]°81) as of 10110!11 
$ 40,000 (40,000) $ (40,000) 
$ 18,000 (18~000} $ {18,000) 
--· $ 4,000 (4,000} X 
$ 3,048 (3,048) X as ot 10.110111 
I 
Is 6,172 (6.172) x as of 9119111 Used to J I pay Sondra's attorney fees 
1 I ·-'---
$ 2.11>4 886 {.! H)4 8£1/iij I entity i 
$ 390.000 (390,000) personal , __ J --- ~oo, ,~ ,000,000:l I ·<!Ael e11 ilame 
. X i 
$ 7,500 (7,500) jX I expert 1ees 
! !X expert tees 
$ 25,000 (25,uuu. t= I I $ 1,000 (1,000) jX I 
. 1x I ' I . I 
96,436,396 64,912,641 31,523,755 75,564 40,408 
{35,156) 
(17,578) 17,578 
Proof $ 115,972 s 57,986 $ 57,986 
Page 10 4i20/2012 927 AM 
129 
2f J 5:28 
• • VLU,.,"-.IA,.;4'-. 
Attorneys at Law 
209 West Main Street 





Attorneys for Plaintiff 
N 70 
FILE 
DEC O 3 2013 
LLP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COl.JNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
vs. 













CASE NO. CV-201 l-0000525 
OBJECTION TO MOTION 
TO INCORPORATE 
4 
Comes Now Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorney record 
Scot M. Ludwig of Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion 
to Incorporate on the grounds and for the reasons that the intent of the Property Settlement 
Agreement (PSA) was to maintain the privacy the parties' agreement and further, no need for 
130 




~ day of December) 2013. 
By ___ ---,,."'-:,,t,P .......... -------------
Scot M, L g, 
Attorney or Plaintiff 
I hereby certify that on this?- day of December, 2013, I caused a true and conect copy of 
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated: 
Marty R Anderson 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & 
ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin Drive 
Box 50160 
Idaho Falls; Idaho 83404 
U.S. Mail 
_ Hand Delivery 






De '. 1 01 :06 LS AW No.7217 P.2 
West Main Street 





DEC 1 1 2013 
ISB 3571 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 













CASE NO. CV-2011-0000525 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF 
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO 
IN CORPORA TE 
YOU AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiffs Objection to 
Motion to Incorporate is hereby WITHDRA \l/N. 
DATED ThisJ1~y of December, 2013. 
By~__.....-=-.:e::--'6L:_,,,,___~~~~~-~~~ 
Scot g, 
Attorneys for ~ntiff 
-~.,..,~ OF WITHDRAW AL OBJECTION TX, MOTION - 1 
132 
D L 01 . (\ 6 '\l 
Marty R. Anderson 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
on thi~?ty 2013, I"""'""'"''"' 
served the following as '"""'""'"""· 
U.S. Mail 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & _ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Courier 
true 
ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin Drive ::.L. Facsimile Transmission 
P.O. Box 50160 / (208)525-5266 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Scot M. 
NOTICE OF MOTION TO 






2 -(!) -cc 
0 
Q 





Attorneys for Plaitltiff 
-L N . 
Fl 
DEC 1 9 2013 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STA TE Of IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAIN'E 
ROBERT ARON KA.NTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












NO CV-201 l-0000525 
MEMORANDUM RE; 
DATE OF INCORPORATION 
C 
' 
Plaintiff submits this Memorandum regarding the issue of the effective date of the 
incorporation of the Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) into a Supplemental Judgment. 
Defendant intends on arguing that the effective date of incorporation the PSA into a 
Supplemental Judgment should be the date she filed her Notice of Subtnission of the Property 
Settlement Agreement and Motion that it be Incorporated as a Supplemental Judgment of the Court 








not court shall be private the two parties. 
However) if either believes there 1s a need to seek court involvement with regard to any 
provision} that party may submit this agreement to the court and upon request the court shall-
incorporate this agreement as a supplemental judgment of the court." 
The language of this provision of the PSA is not ambiguous. It has one meaning and that 
meaning is that before the PSA becomes a Supplement Judgment of the Court two tJ1ings must occur: 
1) one of the parties to the PSA must submit the PSA to the court and request that the PSA become 
a Supplemental Judgment, and 2) the Court must formally incorporate the 
Juagment. 
into a Supplemental 
If a contract's terms are clear and unambiguotts, the contract's meaning and legal effect are 
questions oflaw to be deterrnined from the plain meaning of its own words. Sky Canyon Properties, 
LLC v. The Golf Club at Black Rock, LLC, 2013 Ida. Lexis 310. Only when a document is 
ambiguous is pawl evidence admissible to discover the drafter's intent Buku Props., LLC v. Clark, 
153 Idaho 828,832,291 P.3d 1027, 1032 (2012). A contract phrase is patently amb1guous when 
there are two different reasonable interpretations or the language is nonsensical. Id. 
As noted, the language of paragraph 24 of the PSA is not ambiguous. The language is not 
nonsensical and it 1s not subject to two different reasonable interpretations. Defendant has filed her 
submission and·· has asked the Court to incorporate the PSA into a Supplemental Judgment. 
Therefore, the first condition of incorporating the PSA into a Supplemental J udgrnent has been met 
However, the second condition of incorporation has not yet occurred, the Court has not incorporated 
PSA into a Supplemental Judgment. 





must state is 
on one or more claims in 
Obviously, the Court has yet to enter a Supplemental Judgment incorporating the terms of 
the PSA into it. Until that happens there has bee11 no formal incorporation into a Judgment. The 
Judgment has not been entered until the separate docrnnent required by Rule 54\a) has been filed by 
the Court orthe clerk's filing stamp has been placed on the Judgment. I.R.C.P. 58(a). TheJudgrnent 
does not become effective until it has been entered as required by Rule 58(a). 
T.rJs Court will be entering a Suppletnental Judgment incorporating the te1n1s of the 
the Supplemental Judgment. It has not yet entered said Supplemental Judgment and until it the 
PSA remains a contract, not an order of the Court 
DATED Thi~ of Decerhber, 2013. --.., _,.,,,,,.,r .. -·' 
LUDWIG • SHOUFL~;~MI 
Bv 
.S _c_o_t_M--.-L_u_d-,':.'.J-.~-.-.,,,,....-,-,,c..-.,-~-------
Attomeys fi 'Plain· f; 
• 3 
136 
1. ' 2 
Matty R. Anderson 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & 
ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 





_ Hand Delivery 
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+ + nu•~,_,.._,,.,.. 
at 
N 50 f\ L 
LLP 
West Main Street 





Jolynn Dr:-1ge, U.. District 
Court Bf:;ine County, Idaho 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 













NO. CV-201 l~i}000525 




COMES NOW the Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorneys, Scot 
M. Ludwig and Daniel A.-Miller of Ludwig Shoufkr Miller Johnson, LLP, and hereby moves this 
Court pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Parties' Property Settlement Agreement, to ~nter the Property 
Settiement Agreement as a Supplemental Judgment of this Court. 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT, RE: PROPERTY SETTLEMENT 
1 
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Agreement states: 
that not the court 
be kept private between the two parties. However, if either party believes there is a to 
seek court involvement with regard to any provision, that patty may submit this agreement 
to the court and upon request the court shall incorporate this agreement as a supplemental 
judgment of the court." 
The Property Settlement Agreement has already been submitted to Court 
incorporation into a Supplemental Judgment by the Defendant. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file. 
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Marty R Anderson 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & 
ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin·Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
MOTION FOR ENTRY 
AGREEMENT- 3 
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true correct 
_ U.S. Mail 
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140 
F I! C, 
MARTYR. ANDERSON, ESQ. 
Idaho State Bar #5962 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone: (208) 525-8792 
Facsimile: (208) 525-5266 
Attorney for Defendant, Sondra Kantor. 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 

















Case No. CV-2011-525 
RESPONSE BRIEF 
COMES NO-W, the Defendant, SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, by and 
through her counsel of record, Marty R. Anderson and the law fim1 of Thompson Smith 
Woolf & Anderson, and hereby submits the following memorandum of points and 
authorities in support of her position: 
1. On October 18, 2013, Sondra filed a Notice of Submission of the Property 
Settlement Agreement and Motion that it be Incorporated as a Supplemental Judgment 
a the PSA m 
RESPONSE BRIEF -1 
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DE 
pertinent pa..11, that: 
However, if either party believes there is a need to seek court involvement 
regard to any provision, that party may submit this agreement to the court and 
upon request the court shall incorporate this agreement as a supplemental 
judgment of the court. 
2. .t\rguably, ''upon request" of Sondra, the PSA was merged into a 
supplemental judgment of the divorce court in Blaine County Case No. CV-525-2011 on 
October 18, 2013. The Courts have no "roving power to rewrite contracts". City of 
Meridian v. Petra , 154 Idaho 425, 437, P.3d 244 13); Hill v. American 
Fami~v .Mut. Ins. Co., 150 Idaho 619, 631, 249 P.3d 812, 824 (2011) (Justice Eismann, 
dissent); Weinstein v. Prudential Property and Cas. liis. Co., 149 Idaho 299, 233 
P.3d 1221, 1268 (2010); Losee v. Idaho Co., 148 Idaho 21 223, 220 P.3d 575, 579 
(2009); Chandler v. Hayden~ 147 Idaho 765, 772, 215 P.3d 485, 492 (2009); Jesse v. 
Lindsley, 149 Idaho 70, 77, 233 P.3d l, 8 (2008); Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, 
LLC. 141 Idaho 185, 191, 108 P.3d 332, 338 (2005); Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, 
LLC, 140 Idaho 354, 362, 93 P.3d 685, 693 (2004); Smith v. Idaho State Univ. Fed. 
Credit Union, 114 Ida110 680, 684, 760 P.2d 23 (1988). 
3. The timing of the merger is critical as it turns out. Judge Elgee has a 
RESPONSE BRJEF -2 
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pending case that will be impacted in some fashion. Essentially, Judge Elgee has 
determined that he will retain jurisdiction of the matters before him up until the merger 
occurs and see those through to conclusion. ''Merger is the substitution of rights a:n.d 
duties under the judgment or the decree for those under the agreement or cause of action 
sued upon" Davidson v. Soelberg, 154 Idaho 227, 230, 296 P.3d 433, 436 (Ct.App.2013) 
(quoting Kimball v. Kimball, 83 Idaho 12, 15, 356 P.2d 919, 921 (1960)). The right to 
enforce the contract through a breach of contract action is supplanted by the divorce trial 
court's authority to enforce its order. Id. I.C. § 1-2201. In this case, that power falls to 
this court, as the trial court in Blaine County Case CV-2011-525 -now with 
Honorable Thomas Borreson presiding. I.C. §§ 1-2201, l-2210(l)(d), 1-22 IRCP 
82(c)(2)(C); Fifth Judicial District Administrative Order dated March 23, 2009 (Hon. 
Barry Wood). 
Sondra should not be prejudiced by the resulting delay in merging the PSA 
and entering the Supplemental Decree. In point of fact, Mr. Kantor's counsel indicated 
on the record at the December 6, 2013 hearing that if this Court dismissed this case, Mr. 
Kantor would stipulate to the merger. Thus, the original need for an "evidentiary 
hearing" was and is suspect. The plain language of Paragraph 24 says the court shall 
incorporate the PSA upon request if either party believes it necessary. It's hard to fathom 




5. The determination of when a jndgment should be entered "nunc pro tune" is 
a question of intent. Westmont Tractor Co. v. Estate of Westfall, 112 Idaho 7 714, 5 
P.2d 1023, 1025 (1987). \Vhile it may not be used to correct the mistake of a party, it 
used to correct a judicial oversight or mistake. Id.; Taylor v. Chamberlain, 154 
Idaho 695, 700, 302 P.3d 35, 40 (2013). Respectfully, the Supplemental Decree should 
have been entered upon Sondra's request due to the mandatory language in the PSA 
0;i.C!:-
DATED this _a;L day of December, 2013. 
BRIEF-4 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF 
& ANDERSON, PLLC 
By~~ 
~derson 
Attorneys for Defendant 
M 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a licensed attorney in Idaho, with my 
office in Idaho 
t'lf] 
that on the ...Li::::_ day of December, 2013, I served a true and 
correct copy of the following-described docmnent on the parties listed below, by mailing) 
with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
PARTIES SERVED: 




Facsimile: (208) 387-1999 
:MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
C Mailed C Hand Delivered pl Faxed 
Merlin 
Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone: (208) 525-8792 
Facsimile: (208) 525-5266 
Attorney for Defendant, Sondra Kantor. 
IN THE MAGISTRATE COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Defendant 
d)OII 
Case No. C~525 
SUPPLEMENTAL 
DECREE OF DIVORCE 
THIS MATTER came on regularly before the Court in chambers on the 
Defendant's Notice of Filing Agreement and lJotion to Incorporate previously filed on 
October 17, 2013. The Court, having reviewed the Property Settlement Agreement, and 
the record and file herein and good cause appearing therefore within the Court's 
discretion; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, as follows: 
1. That the parties previously entered into a Property Settlement Agreement on 
April 24, 2012, whereby the parties agreed to a divorce on the grounds of irreconcilable 
differences and settled all property and debt issues. Decree Divorce was 
subsequently """1"""_,.,,,(i on April 30, 2012 pursuant to the terms of the Property Settlement 
SUPPLEME1'ff AL DECREE OF DIVORCE - l 
-
party to the agreement needs to seek court involvement with regard to any provision, the 
party may submit the agreement to the Court and that the court shall incorporate the 
agreement as a supplemental judgment of the court. 
3. Upon the Defendant's request, the Property Settlement Agreement, which is 
marked Exhibit "A", is attached hereto and is incorporated by this reference is hereby 
merged into this Supplemental Decree of Divorce as thought set forth in full and is duly 
entered as a judgment of the Court. 
&.-
DATED this 2P day of December, 2013 nunc pro tune for October 18, 
2013. 
Honorable Thomas Borresen 
Magistrate Judge 
SUPPLEMENT AL DECREE OF DIVORCE -2 
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CERTIFICATE OF 
undersigned and Clerk 
Civil Procedure a true and correct 
foregoing was on this date served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out 
below their name, in a properly addressed envelope in the United States postage 
prepaid; by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission. 
'l/i rZke-.a--m bv-
DA TED this d&'. day Nm'@l+lber, 2013 
Marty R. Anderson, Esq. 
THOMPSON, SMITH, WOOLF 
& ANDERSON, PLLC 
3480 Merlin Drive 
PO Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-01 
Fax (208) 525-5266 
Scot M. Ludwig, Esq. 
LUDWIG SHOUFLER 
209 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECREE OF DIVORCE -3 




( ] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
~ail 
[ ] Facsiwjle 
[ J Hand Delivery 
[ J Courthouse Box 
148 
3480 Merlin Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone: (208) 525-8792 
Facsimile: (208) 525-5266 
Attorney for Defendant, Sondra Kantor. 
IN THE MAGISTRATE COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR, 
Defendant 
STATE OF FLORIDA 














Case No. CV-2011-525 
AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA LOUISE 
KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO INCORPOR.A TE AGREEMENT 
AS A SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT 
SONDRA KANTOR, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge of the facts contained 
herein. 
2. That I am the Defendant in the above entitled action. 
3. That on or about April 24, 2012, the Plaintiff and I entered into a Property 
Settlement Agreement resolving issues associated our 
4. is Property 
AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA. KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO INCOFJ'OMTE AGREEMEN 
SUPPLEMENT AL JUDGMENT - 1 
4079389341 RICOH BC -17-13 07:09 Pg' 2/2 
to 
seek court involvement with regard to any provision, the party may submit the agreement to 
court and that the court shall incorporate the agreement as a supplemental judgment of the court. 
6. A controversy presently exists between the Plaintiff and 1 with regard to certain 
provisions of the Agreement. 
7. l now seek, pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Agreement, that the Court incorporate 
the Agreement as a supplemental judgment. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFL\NT SA YETI! NAUGHT. ~ 
\/b~ . Jou 
Sondra Kantor 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 1D before me :his~ day ~==I~~ 
~~~-.._==>'--
Notary Public for Florida 
Commission Expires: tlO.~ t0111..Dfu 
.ff!~f~- DESIREE BERMUDel. 
f.: . ·~ MY COMMISSION # E.Bl92491 
EXPIRES _May 10, 2015 
Flo<~ScNioo,tool 
AFFIDAVIT OF SONDR...1\ KANTOR TN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO INCORPORATE AGREEMENT AS 





209 West Main Street 
Idaho 83702 
Facsimile. (208) 387-1999 
D Mailed 0 
c~~~------: ---- --~ ' ,, 
~ - ~ 
For Thompson, Smith, Woolf & Anderson 
AFFIDA\t1T OF S01\1DRA K.Al'-,'TOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO INCORPORP..TE AGREEMEN'T AS 
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PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this 24th day of April, and 
between Sondra Kantor, hereinafter referred to as "Sondra," and Robert Kantor, hereinafter 
referred to as "Robert." 
1. RECITALS: This Agreement is made with reference to the following fac!s: 
1.01 The parties hereto were married on the 8th day of June, 1968, in Houston, 
Texas, and ever since have been and stiU are Husband and Wife. 
1.02 The parties have three adult children. 
1.03 Unhappy differences have arisen between Robert and Sondra, as a result 
of which they have agreed to separate and enter into this Agreement. 
2. ROK4.N PARTNERS: The parties own an interest in Rokan ,_.,,,.,.,,,,,." an 
limited partnership. The parties agree that the ownership in Rokan Partners shall be as follows: 
• Rokan Corporation, a Delaware corporation: 6% 
• Robert: 44% 
• Sondra: 44% 
• Geoffrey F. Kantor: 2% 
• Aron B. Kantor: 2% 
• Joshua M. Kantor: 2% 
2.01 Rokan Corporation is the sole general partner of Rokan Partners. 
2.02 Robert is the president of Rokan Corporation. 
2.03 All stock in Rokan Corporation is owned by Century Trust (in a trust 
agreement dated January 1, 2006). 
2.04 Rokan Partners owns an interest in PK Ventures LLC reflected in the 
dated January 1, 2012. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, 1 
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Rokan sha!i own any interest in of the entities attached in the 
initials RP. 
2.06 lt is the intent and the agreement of the parties that except as specifica!ly 
provided herein, all interest in all other real estate including but not limited to 
syndications where the parties have direct or indirect ownership interest shall be assigned 
to Rokan Partners. 
2.07 Robert and Sondra shall not sell, trnnsfer, encumber, or in any way convey 
their interest in Rokan Partners unless both parties agree to the sale or conveyance. 
2.08 The parties shall make such changes to the Rokan Partners agreement 
necessary to ensure that no members can be admitted to Rokan Partners without 
nrrlTTP•n consent of both Robert and Sondra during their 
2.09 Other than ordinary and necessary expenses in connection with the assets 
of Rokan Partners, neither Robert nor Sondra shall receive directly or indirectly any 
compensation from Rokan Partners other than as stated in this agreement. Further, 
Robert and Sondra shall ensure that all documents reflect the fact that other than as stated 
in this Agreement, no one else shall directly or indirectly receive any payments from 
Rokan Partners. Robert may, under this Agreement, employ and pay such maintenance 
personnel and attorneys, accountants and bookkeepers as he deems necessary for 
operations of Rokan Partners. It is specifically provided that except as provided herein, 
no one shall employed by Rokan Partners without the written consent of Sondra, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, P. 2 
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and tax returns for Rokan Partners. Ayako shall continue to receive reasonable 
compensation for performing the services that have been performed in the past. A 
replacement for Ayako shall be a person agreed upon by Robert and Sondra. 
2.11 The management of Rokan Partners is by Rokan Corporation. Robert ls 
the president of Rokan Corporation and ls thus managing Rokan Partners. There shall be 
no other person or entity managing Rokan Partners without the written consent of Sondra 
and Robert. 
2.12 Except for what is reasonably necessary for operations of Rokan Partners, 
Robert shall cause Rokan Partners to distribute the available cash of Rokan Partners. The 
parties acknowiedge that there is a requirement for pro rata distributions to a!I "'"~T"" .. "' 
Notwithstanding, Robert agrees that each month available to be to 
or Sondra shall be distributed as follows: the first $6,000 available shall be distributed to 
Sondra, the next $6,000 available shall be distributed to Robert, the next $4,000 available 
shall be distributed to Sondra, the next $4,000 available shall be distributed to Robert and 
thereafter available cash shall be distributed equally to Robert and Sondra. Provided 
further, that if in a month Sondra has received more than Robert, the next month before 
going through the priority of distribution set forth herein, Robert shall receive the first 
amount to equalize the distribution from the prior month. Further notvvithstanding 
above provisions, Robert shall use best efforts to ensu;e that Sondra receives $6000 from 
Rokan Partners on the first day of each month beginning June 1, 2012. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, P. 3 
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to sale any asset Rokan Partners, Robert shall provide written 
notice to Sondra, as much in advance as possible under the circumstances, including all 
details of the proposed sale. 
2.14 When Robert (whenever a reference is made to Robert the parties 
understand and agree that the reference is to Robert acting in his individual capacity, his 
capacity as president of Rokan Corporation, or his capacity as a member or partner in any 
other entity where the parties directly or indirectly have some ownership interest) 
receives any financial reports on any of the entities, he shall forward those financial 
reports to Sondra. 
2.15 Anytime Ayako or any substitute bookkeeper prepares reports, monthly 
ledgers or general ledgers of Rokan Partners, those reports shall be forwarded to Sondra. 
2.16 The parties shall cause the first amendment and the second amendment to 
the Rokan Partners agreement to be signed. The form of the second amendment is 
attached to this Property Settlement Agreement. 
2.17 Attached hereto is a listing of known contingent liabilities. If Robert 
believes a contingent liability should be paid, Sondra shall not unreasonably deny consent 
to Rokan Partners making a deemed distribution to Robert and Sondra to pay said 
liability. Such deemed distribution shall not be considered a distribution for purposes of 
the distributions pursuant to 2.12. 
2.18 Rokan Partners shall continue to pay the parties' son Shalom's loan for 
graduate school. 
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that the parties' son Aaron owes Rokan 
$90,000. 
2.20 Coincident with the signing of this Agreement, Rokan Partners shall 
distribute $10,000 to Scot Ludwig and $10,000 to Cosho Humphrey to be applied on 
attorneys fees and cost of each party. Any remaining fees and cost shall be the obligation 
of the respective parties. 
3. PK VENTURES, LLC: 
3.01 Rokan Partners owns an interest in PK Ventures, LLC. 
3.02 Robert shall receive no compensation, directly or indirectly, from PK 
Ventures, Robert acknowledges that with regard to the operation PK Ventures, 
he has the same fiduciary obligation to Sondra that he owes with to Rokan 
Partners or any other entity in which the parties have a joint ownership 
4. CENTURY TRUST: 
4.01 Century Trust will receive funds through its ownership interest in Rokan 
Corporation. 
4.02 Any funds available for distribution from Century Trust to Robert (or his 
successor upon his death) shall be distributed equaliy to Robert (or his successor upon his 
death) and Sondra. There are presently 2 Genworth Term Life Insurance Policies in 
effect and held by Century Trust. Policy #5,984,615 shall be discontinued as of Robert's 
70th birthday. Policy #826603 l shall be continued, and the premiums shall be paid by 
Century Trust, for the 10 years following Robert's 70th Birthday. 
SETTLE.M.ENT AGREEMENT, P. 5 
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distributed from to Century Trust, in excess 
amount needed for payment of the premiums on the policy set forth above, may be 
distributed quarterly in equal amounts to Robert and Sondra. These amounts shall not be 
considered in the calculations set forth in Section 2. 12. 
4.04 Robert agrees that the Century Trust documents shall be amended to 
provide that the only trustees of Century Trust shall be Robert, Sondra, and their three 
children. The amendment to be signed by the parties, entitled First Amendment to the 
Century Trust, is attached hereto. Neither Robert nor Sondra shall have the power to 
make an appointment or give their interest in the Century Trust to anyone other than their 
children. 
5. REAL PROPERTY: The parties own real property located at 265 Golden Eagle 
5.01 real property shall be sold as soon as reasonably possible. 
5.02 Pending the sale or disposition of this real property, Robert shall maintain 
the property and pay all utilities provided to the property. Any capital improvements will 
be paid one by each party. Capital improvements will only be made if agreed upon 
by both parties in writing or ordered by the court. 
5.03 Each party shall provide to the other any information either party receives 
that may be relevant to the ownership, sale, rental or other disposition of said property. 
6. 
Sondra in 
US DIGITAL GAMING: All present or future interest of either Robert or 
Digital Gaming, Inc. (USDG), a Delaware corporation, shall be assigned to Rokan 
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shall be promptly provided with and informed of any information 
received Robert regarding USDG or our interest therein. 
7. KF.LLC: 
7.01 The parties own KF, LLC. 
7.02 Neither party shall receive directly or indirectly any compensation from 
KF, LLC except as stated herein. 
7.03 All funds available to be distributed from KF, LLC shall be divided 
equally between Robert and Sondra. 
8. KANTOR FAMILY. LLC: 
8.04 Robert and Sondra shall have an equal ownership interest m Kantor 
Family, LLC. 
8.05 Robert shall not 
Kantor Family, LLC. 
or indirectly any 
8.06 Any funds available to be distributed to Robert and/or Sondra from Kantor 
Family, LLC, shall be divided equally between Robert and Sondra. 
9. OTHER OWNERSHIP INTEREST: On the attached PDS under business 
interests, there are other entities in which Robert and Sondra personally own an interest. The 
parties shall each continue to own one half of the interest in the entities where there is an "X" 
under both the column entitled "To Husband" and the column entitled "To Wife''. To the extent 
either party receives financial information concerning these entities, or any other entity where the 
parties have on ownership interest (such as described in paragraphs 3, 6, 7, and 8 of this 
agreement), that party shall immediately forward the information to the other party. 
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HOUSEHOLD GOODS A1"1) FURNISHINGS AND OTHER TANGIBLE 
PERSONAL PROPERTY: 
10.01 On attached PDS, commencing at Item 119 is a listing of tangible 
personal property. 
10.02 Robert is awarded the items under the column entitled Husband" as 
indicated with an "X" or a dollar amount. 
10.03 Sondra is awarded the items under the column entitled "To Wife" as 
indicated with an "X" or a dollar amount. 
10.04 Where there is an item that does not include an allocation to Robert or 
Sondra, that item shall be sold in a manner agreed to by the parties in The first 
$35,156 of proceeds shall go to Sondra. The proceeds in excess of $35,156 
not at 
$35,156, Robert shall immediately pay to Sondra one half of the difference between 
the proceeds received and $35,156. For example, if the proceeds are only $30,156, 
Robert shall immediately pay to Sondra the sum of $2,500. 
10.05 Prior to a sale, either party may elect to take an item of personal property 
to be soid at a value agreed upon by the parties in writing. 
10.06 If an item of property is not listed on the attached PDS the parties shall 
either agree to a value and allocation or sell the item in the manner described in this 
paragraph 10. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, P. 8 
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1. EXCLUSIVE RESORTS: 
11.01 The parties have an ownership interest in Exclusive Resorts (held in the 
names of their children). 
11.02 Sondra shall be given the password to Exclusive Resorts. 
11.03 Robert shall use best efforts to sell Exclusive Resorts. net proceeds 
shall be paid one half to Robert and one half to Sondra. If Robert has a buyer for 
Exclusive Resorts, Sondra shall not unreasonably withhold consent to the sale. 
12. 2011 TAX RETURNS: The parties shall file married filing joint tax returns 
13. MEADOWS STORE ROOM: Sondra shall be given a key to and be allowed to 
use the Meadows store room. 
room that is not listed on 
the extent the parties have any property in the Meadows store 
attached PDS, those items shall equally divided between 
and Sondra. 
I4. VALLEY CLUB MEMBERSHIP: The Valley Club membership owned by 
Robert and Sondra is up for sale. Upon sale, the parties shall each receive one half of the net 
proceeds. Pending the sale, Robert shall be obligated to make the required minimum payments 
and any payment for his use of said membership. 
15. AIRLINE MILES: rne parties agree that as of January l, 2011 the mileage or 
points balances on Robert's credit cards were as follows: 
• American Express Centurion Acct # ... 6-81004 - 610,234; 
• Delta Sky Miles Amex Acct # ... 8-3002 - l 0,800; 
• Wells Fargo Visa Acct # .. .4652 - 390,46 l 
Total: 1,011,495 points 
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1, l, Sondra 71,000 miles in Delta Miles Accounts. 
Robert shall to Sondra one-half of the difference, which is 470,248 (1,011,495 less 
71,000 = 940,495 divided by 2 and rounded up). 
16. ROKAN 'VE1\1TURES: 
16.01 Rokan Partners owns 25% ofRokan Ventures. 
16.02 Any new commercial real estate syndications or other commercial real 
estate activities that Robert intends to, or does, become involved in shall be done in 
Rokan VentUies provided that any activity that Rokan Ventures declines shall not be 
done in Rokan Ventures. 
16.03 To the extent agreed upon with the other members of Rokan Ventures, 
Robert may receive a salary or guaranteed payment from Rokan Ventures. salary or 
guaranteed payment in excess of $60,000 paid or payable to Robert by Rokan Ventures 
shall be paid to Rokan Partners and become an asset of Rokan Partners. 
17. PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY ROBERT: Robert shall pay the following debts: 
17.01 The debts described as Items A, B, C, E, F, and Pon the attached PDS. 
17.02 One half of the contingent liabilities including attorney fees related to the 
contingent liabilities. 
18. 
17.03 Any other debts incurred by him. 
PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY SONDRA: Sondra shall pay the following debts: 
18.01 The debts described as Items D, Q, T, V and W on the attached PDS. 
18.02 One half of the contingent liabilities including attorney fees related to the 
contingent liabilities. 
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debts 
19. JOINT DEBTS: The debt described as Item U on the attached shal I be paid 
Rokan Partners. Payments on this joint debt shall be a deemed distribution to Robert and 
Sondra and such deemed distributions shall not be considered a distribution 
distributions pursuant to 2.12. 
20. DONOR ADVISED FUND: Robert shall make arrangements so 
designate $1,000 per year from Donor Advised Fund to a qualified charity. 
purposes the 
Sondra can 
21. ROBERT'S AMERICAN EXPRESS CE1\1TURI0N CARD: shall 
have a gold card that is associated with Robert's American Express Centurion card so long as 
Robert maintains his membership and Sondra shall be solely reasonable for 
makes. 
22. to the 
each of the parties hereto may in any dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, 
or personal; and the parties hereto, each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the 
respective heirs, legal representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waives 
any right of election which he or she may have regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
take against any last will and testament of the other, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country. 
23. BINDL~G EFFECT: All of the provisions of this Agreement shall be binding 
upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, personal representatives and assigns. 
P. 1 
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'" 
AGREEMENT MAY BE SUBMITTED TO COURT: that 
this agreement shall not initially be submitted to the court but shall be kept private bet\veen the 
two parties. if either party believes there is a need to seek court involvement with 
regard to any provision, that party may submit this agreement to the court and 
court shall incorporate this agreement as a suppiemental judgment of the court. 
25. ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto agree to make, execute and 
deliver such deeds or other documents as may be requested by the other to carry out the 
performance of this Agreement. 
26. ADVICE OF COUNSEL: The parties hereto stipulate that he or she has been 
represented by counsel and is familiar with terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
27. SEPARt\TE PROPERTY/L~COME AFTER SIGNING OF AGREEMENT: 
The agree that from the 
Agreement, any property or income acquired or earned either party the 
separate property of the party who has acquired or earned it and the other party have no 
claim thq:reon. The parties agree that any income earned by either party the date of signing 
this Agreement shall be the separate property of the party earning the income, and any income on 
separate property shall be separate property from and after the date of signing this agreement. 
28. DEBTS AFTER SIGNING OF AGREEMENT: The parties hereto stipulate 
and agree that from and after the date of the signing of this Agreement, any debts incurred 
either party hereto shall be the separate debt of the party incurring the debt and shall not be a 
community debt. The parties hereto agree not to incur any debt for which the other party be 
liable, In the event shail obtain refinancing of any which Sondra has liability, 
PROPERTY AGREEMENT, P. 
SWW/rfl 2 l 579-001/765 l 76 4/20/2012 9:32 AM 
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From: 726 0454 Page· 415 Date 4/25/2012 :5 PM 
Sondra shaU co-operate in any manner needed to conclude such refinancing after review the 
refinancing documents and terms by her attorney and/or accountant 
29. :M1SCELLA1'{E0US PROVISIONS: 
28.01 The parties hereto both stipulate and agree that they have read and fuily 
understand this Agreement. 
28.02 The parties hereto agree that they have entered into this Agreement 
without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other like 
cause. 
:28.0.3 1f action is instituted to enforce any of the terms of this Agreement, then 
the losing party agrees to pay to the prevailii1g party all costs and attorneys' fees incurred 
in that 
of represents to the other that have made full 
disclosure of all community assets and community liabilities of which they ar.e aware. 
28.05 The parties hereto stipulate and agree that the division of community 
assets provided for in this Agreement is fair and equitabie. 
TN WITh'BSS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day 
", " ' . 
and year first 
SETTLEMENT.~~.,,y.;L,JT.~SkT 
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On this~ o~ , 2012, befoce me, the undersigned notary public in nnd 
for said State, personally apperedSONDRA LOUISE l<A,"l'TOR, known to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that 
sbe executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 





Notary Pub! ic for,,,,..::=:..:;_:::::.-.~='-A-.:..t:.::...1-...-==.-
Resid ing at ~~.<Q!~..t!___J,,~~,_..+-:::,,,..---
Commission expires .v .. ,J--44-t-..-->:::=-.!.b...c...---
On this'[/£;_ of~ , 2012, before me, the undersigned 11otary public in and 
State, personally appeared ROBERT ARON KANTORj known to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that 
he executed the same. 
WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above written. 
r 
Residing at~~~-_.__/..,'/)., ... ______ _ 
Commission expires »µ~;..: 
AGREEMENT, l>.14 
S\VW/rfl 21.579-00l/765176 4/20/2012 9;32 AM 




DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
PROPERTY DEBT 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 







' ---.-----.----.:.C.:..:H...;;'S..,..E::...V...;.A.;.:.;,L_U_A_Tl.,...O_N_A_N __ D_A~lcrl-O_CA_T_I_O_N __ __,\ \ 
l MARKET! 1 I ·,1 TO I Wl:~1 I I 
1 REAL PROPERTY: 
I VALUE\ LIENS EQ~ITY! CIS HUSBAND I REMARKS I E.xll ti\ NO. PROPERTY OESCR!PTION 
2 265 Golden Eagle Dr. S., Hailey, ID 
83333-5130 I I IC I I I \ 
$ 75,000 \ l "3 Mackey Cabin C 
I 4 INVESTMENT PROPERTY: \ 
0 H.etm Station, Ketchum, lD l $ 1,800,000 $ 1.077,737 722,253 100% ownership· PKV I 
I 6 US West (340 Lewis), Ketchum. ID S 2...,.2..,.0.,,..0,-=-00~0,..;l,..$=-::.-,7:-=5-=-5 . ..,,18=6+--,1,..,.444=,-=8,,.,14-+---+l-----l'-----il,-,1""0"'"0°_/•._o_w_ne_rs_h-ip_._P_K\i_t_-+------< 
7 The ivieadows1 Kt:tchurn, ID .. rnobUei $10 1822,709 : 5.500,000
1
. 5.322.709 !I ! 11 RP 1 





; 1Development Land), Ketchum, ID i [ j
1 I 9l Broaciford Road (Clear creek), • $ 350,000 S 400,000 {50,000} j \I KF, LLC I !Hailey, 10 I I 
,...• -,-o ... i T-h-e Ketchum Depot, Ketcnum, 1D s 1,ooo,o;-;;o-:-o·-t-i-.:$c-:-1.';::'21""2'"',1""3""9+--""'66==7""',8""6"'"i-+--1-----+----+=R"'P-------+-__; 
I 11 Enterprise Business Park, Flagstaff, s 1,750,000 I $ 1, 1os·-.s"'sc=2-:!1---,.64-3,...,4.,..4'""8-l---l------+ .. ! 1------1 RP 
! AZ ! I 
1,881,048 RP I 12 200 Partners, LLC (Staples), 1 $ 2,730,000 $ 846,9521 Wenatchee. WA 1 , , 
l--::i-:::3,~R~&-::R""(:-;:5-:40~N""'. 2""'0-:;d-:A-v-.e)-. ,-;:Ke:-:t-cu-m-,."'"1Do::+""'s-:,:--:,.2::;-;s""o-::.o""o-:::oh$-:::-90:::-:oc-:.o""oo-=+--=-3s,.,o""',,o"'o-=-0+1l--+-----+------+=RP-------··-
(R & R. LLC) 
141 Gateway, Wenatchee; WA S 350,00Ci $ 250.325 ! 99.675 I 
!(Gateway Properties, LLC (WA), I 
;....._1.,..5 ... s""'h""'u_ck.,..s.,,.A_u-.to.,,. •.,..s_oi,..se_,_10.,.,.. ___ -1,-_s _1_.o_o~o-,o-oo-1-_$_7_3_3.:..,8_8_7.j___2_as. m i 
1 16 CE, LLC (1221 Airport Way, Halley, I $ 500,000 I 500,000 I 
\ ID) I I 
17 ORE House, Ketchum. ID (ORE I $ 1,100.000 i S 247 .194 852,806 
House, LLC) 







I RP ;-=i 
20j Lot 7, Block 4, Hailey, ID (Lot 7, $ 200,000 200,000 i
1 
RP \ i 
i Block 4, LLCJ I i J 
1---,.2"'"1 ,-V.,-alley Center, Bellevue, ID (Valley $ 500,000 500.000 I RP I !I 
Center, LLC) j , 
22/ Broadway Bob, Boise, ID ! $ 1,062,483 S 490.346 572.137 ! I RP i 
ri -::2;:;3j-l ~"_,a::c::;;k-;C::;:e:;;-nt.:e:-r,i:Hi.:a:i:ile:::y-:, l;;,;D;-----t.:-$-:3~.0:;;:0;;;0:-;:,0;;;0;,0 h:$-3:;-,0;:;-;0:;;:0:-;,0;-;;0:;;-0+-----i-l--+----+-----+-:::R"'P,--------+--j 
\ 24, Friedman Park.Hailey, ID $1,100,000 $ 1,100,ooc+----.-1--+----+-----+-::R""P:---------l---l 
i--c!"::~-.,.--.::--,,--:-::,------+.,......,,..,,......,...,....,....-1-,-------l.----i 25 Americana, Boise, ID · $ 7,008,824 IS 4,289,006 2,719,StS RP 
! 26 311 Land. Ketchum. 10 $ 300,00D ' S 600.000 (300,000) l RP 
27 311 Building, Ketchum, ID $ 1,400,000 S 1,050,000 350,000 1 P 
I 28 RSK Annex, Boise. !D $ 1,000,000 $ 600,000 400,000 P 
29 Goodwill. Pocaielio. ID S 1,200,000 $ 878,000 ! 322,000 J ~F 
;,i:. 111 N. Main Stree:, Ha:ii::'.iley7 ii":""1D--+s;-;4-::,1F-so::-;,o:;;;o:;:-0+1 ;;:-S-;4-::.,-;:-;so~.o:;;;o:-;;-o+----. -+l-+----....L.----4~ RP ______ ..;...-__J 
31 St Lukes. Eloise ID ~?-< .,,,, '"" S 15.337,939 8,862,061 I RP 
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CH'S EVALUATION ANO ALLOCATION 
I MARKET! I 
NOi I PROPERTY DESCRIPTION VALUEI 
33 2Hl Capitol, Salem. OR I s 900,000 IS 
34 Boise Bend, Boise, ID $ 5,438,000 $ 
35 9390 Golden Trout St.. Boise, 1D 
36j 10699 W. Ustick Rd. Boise, 1D 
183717 I I 
37 I 
-3$ BUSINESSES: 
39 The Century Trust I 
40 KF. U.C 
41 SLK. U.C ! 
I 
42 S .. K Develoment. U.C {75% 
I 
l onwership by KF. LLC} 
43 Doubie Diamond Partners. LLC 
44j SC Ranch, LLC 
r==LLC I . 4 . on Park Associates, Ltd. I 
j 4 1.,C, LLC 
481 Kantor Family, LLC (CO) 
I I 
49 Spring Creek Investors. LLC I 
50 SVR-Management, LLC 
51 Rokan Property Services. LLC 
52 Mid Valley Water Company, LLC 
53 Mid Valley Sewer Company, LLC 
54 Bullion Square, LLC (ID} 
55 Sage Cliff, LLC {ID) 

















KFI. LLC - LIQUIDATED 
Rokan Corporation (6% interest in 
Rokan Partners) 
Rokan Partners 
Broadway Bob, LLC 
Highlands Station, LLC (ID} 
ISi Homes, LLC (LLC} 
ISi ld;,ho, LLC 
KWH Partnership 
M!P, LLC 
Rokan Oregon. LLC 
RVL. LLC 
































EQUITY CIS HUSBAND REMARKS 
50,000 RP 
2.495,000 I RP I 
I I RP 
I I RP LJ I I 
. X X 
i l gone 
I gone I i ! I 
. I I gone l 
l I gone I 1 
I I 1 gone I I I 
. RP 
. sold 
. \X X as divided 
. i gone 
I i gone I I 
l RP I 
. I RP i 
I I I I RF> ! 
I I ' . I RP I ' IX IX KF, LLC25% 
. I X X I ! 










I i RP I I 
. I ! i RP I 
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l CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION I ' 
ITEMI 1---M-,A-R_K_ET-,------,,------r--r,I: -- TO 1, TO' I II 
, WIFE 
NO, F'ROl'El'!'TY DESCR!P~T:.:IO:.N.:...._-4-__ '.;..VA:.:!.:.:U_Et---L:.IE .... N_S+---=E:.:Q:...U_ITY+-c_1s-il __ H_u_s_B_A_N_o+-! ----n;;:;----R_E_M_A_R_Ks ___ j-1 E_x_h-\# I
73 RV Hood Rlver, LLC (65% • I RP 1· 
ownership by Rokan Partners) l , 
74 Hood River Center, LLC (ID) I 751 John Alan Partners, 11, LLC 
76 Rokan Ventures. lLC 
77 200 Partners, LlC (ID) 
78 311 First Avenue Managers, LLC 
791 Medical Building Investment Group, 
I ILLC 
~ PK Ventures 
181 Eastman Investors, LP. X 
83 
I 84 RETIREMENT, BANK ACCOUNTS, 
r lNVESTMENTS, CASH AND LIFE: INSURANCE: 420 420 C 851 Zions Bank Acct # .. .4944 (in I rober.·s name only) 
I ! I 
I 
I 
4,755 4,755 C 
87 Wel!s Fargo Savings Acct $ 3,2751 3 2·,5 I C I i 
#1534032237 (in Robert·s name · ' I i 
~ I 
187a Wells Fargo Checking Acct# ... 1653 I ! l 
X 
RP 









as of 9i19/11. Rober. I 
stopped depos\ting nis 
Social Security checks h1o ·1· 
l\his accoJn\ atter 8/18110 
I 
, as of 9/15111 Only 
Robert's social secunly 
checks deposited to !his 
account 
las of 9/1311 i I 
I 
I I {in Robert's name only} • I I 
I 
88) Bank of America Checklng Acct I closed 
j#. .. 523$ (in Sondra's name only) l 




·# ... 5236 {in Sondra's name) I , 
90 BanK of Ameri::ca:-;:::C,:::-he~ck=in:::g•-;A:-::c::::c;:-t -+----t-----ti-----+! ""'C-lf-----+-,,x,-----,1,-a-s-o""f-,J-an_u_a_ry-2""0""'1"2---+-~ 
# .. .0,88 (in Sondra's name only) I \ \ 
91 Bank of America Savings Acct i cloSl.!'1 \ i 
ltt...0168 (In Sondra's name only) i 
__ 9.......,21B"'""a-nk· of the West, Acct#?? ) -
1 
C j X as ol January 2012 
931 0ppenheimerAcc!#G24·1647036 IS !.· . I c-11------,-1----+.C""l-os_e_,d,-------+---! 
l(KFI LCC • Robert Kantor Trustee - I I ·1 PAS Camblar) I I 
941 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1645840 1
1 
I I C !I Closed 




1 I I 
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CASE TITLE: 
CASE NO: 
DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
AND 
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CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
ITEM 
NO. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
00 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647051 $ 
(KFI LLC. Robert A Kantor Trustee· 
PAS Van Eck) 
97 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1B47069 $ 
{KF! LLC • Robert A Kantor Trustee • 
l Star-Schafer) 






(KFl LCC. Robert Kantor Trustee • 
PAS NFJ) 
991 Oppenheimer Acct #G24-1647093 l $ 
(KFI LCC • Robert K,mtorTrustee • 
STAR NEW PATH) 
1 OCl 
I 
Opperiheimer Acct #G24-1647101 $ 
(Kfl LCC - Robert Kantor Trustee· 
,PAS ACORN) I 
' Oppenheimer Acct'#G24·1647i 19 101 I$ (KFI LCC • Robert Kantor Trustee -
PAS GS) 
102 Schwab Account 
1 031 Schwab Acct #9164-9408 (in 
Joshua's Name) 
t 04 Schwab Acct #2224-6757 {in Aron's 
name) 
105j Schwab .A.cct #5136-7096 (in 
I Shalom's name) i 
106 Schwab Acct #5196-5397 (In 
Sondra's name) 
107 Schwab Acct #324D-1359 (in 
Sondra's name) 
108 first Colony Term Ufe Insurance 
Policy No. 5,984,615 (death benefit 
$2 5M} issued August 1, 2002 -
insured: Robert 
109/ Genworth Term U!e Insurance 
Policy #8266031 (Century Trust 
!Agreement otd 8/6/02} issued August1 
p11, 2003 (death benefit S1.5M) - ! 
Insured: Rebert I 
110 Air Miles - Delta 
111 American Express Centurion Ace! 
#1 M4095673S (American Express 
Acct#, 8-1004) Membership 
Rewards Points· Total: 409,238 
112 Wells Fargo Bank Acct #0291 
(Rokan Partners) 
3 · Weils Fargo Money Market Acct 
































\ TO TO 
I WIFE 




229 C I I Closed 
I I \ I 
I 
. C l \ Closed 
! I 




. JC \ . Closed 
I I 






2,936 nla of 9130/i i 
2,261 rua cit 913Cii1 i 
3,937 I rJa I as of 9/30111 
i 
- C $ 1 ,4341 as of 9130i11 
C 
I 1$ 2241 as of9/30/11 I 
C 
l i ! no cash value I I I le I no cash value . I 
C IX 
X )( I as of 111111. divide and 
transfer 
3i ,5771 I RP 
I I 
11,040 I ' I RP I 
IX 
I I 


























DATE OF MARRIAGE: 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
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CH FILE NO.: 21579-001 
COMPLAINT FILED: 1/25/2011 
CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
rr£J) i--.--MA-R_K_ET~, ----... 1-----,---!..--- TO ro1 I 
I I WIFE! uo., PROPERTY DESCRIPTION VALUE UENS EQUlTY CIS HUSBAND I REMARKS I Exh # 
i 't 5 Bank of the West Acct (i::..n..;;S:.:o.:..:nd:..,.r_a',...s-1,. __ ..:..:...::.::..:+---..:.;;.;:..;.;:+---.::.::..-1 ....... -4--....... --+.,.,x----1---------+--! 
name) ! 





1 i 9 2008 Red Jeep Cherokee. VIN S 21,000 21,000 ' C i X i info obtained from Idaho 
# ... 152175 !DMVWeb-site 
1-,1...,2-0.i-'1-2"'"00'"'7-G""'M..,,..,.C"'.:D,..e-n-a1""i,.,.V"'IN..,...,,#-... "'2"""56""5""'9..,4-f-,$,.....-=2"""4,""'0-=o"""o +-----if----:2"'4...,,000..,,.,,.._..
1
, ..,,C-+-:-:X----'------+..,.in'""fo.........,ob-,ta'"'in-e..,.d.,,.fr-0171-, """,ct..,.a_n_o-l:--1 
DMVWeb-srte 
12111979 Mercedes 450, VIN # ... 057978 l $ 8,000 I 8,000 IC sell to Rk;hard Baskin and 
I divide proceed equally l 
! 
I I I I I I I i I 
'1"221 I 
123 HOUSEHOLD GOODS & 
I 
I I I 
I Personal property I l 
FURNISHINGS: 
I 
appraisal by David l 
299 \ l I Hutct1i11s dated 7/5/i 1 I 124 Household: I I I I I 
1251 Bench, upho!styered Navajo rug- !$ 850 I 850 1s B50 I Hutchir,s I l !damaged I ' 1~ I 126 Chinese apothecary cabinet 1$ 1,BOO I 1,800 1s i.800 I Hutchins 127 Apache basket round 28")(7"deep 1$ 2,880 I 2.800 I · Hutchins I I l 
12$ Pine chesl, black knobs 6 drawer $ 550 550 Hutchins I 
I 
129 Oriental 4 door cabinet $ 950 I 950 l$ 950 Hutchins I 
130 Wood frame chair, woven seat & $ 185 185 Hutchins 
back jj; Wood desk with primitive lop $ 450 450 Huichlns 
132 Native American basket, round 17 I$ 650 650 i Hutchins · ! 112" X 10"deep I 
133 Pair of hammered brass & ceramic $ 600 600 J Hutchins 
lamps ! I 
134 Arner. lndlan basket 15x14" $ 22s ! 225 I liutchins I 
135 Amer. Indian basket 16x12" $ 450 450 Hutchins 
136 Pair of geese ceramic $ 300 ! 300 Hutchins ! 
~ 
Cabinet Pine 62)(18x78 $ 1,200 i 1.200 Hutchins 1 I I 
l Coffee table Guest sitting area s 285 285 i Hutchms ' I i 
139 Pine ciock s 200 200 $ 2001 1 Hu1chins 
140 Pine 5 drawer chest. wocc! kncbs $ 850 I 850 \ I 
I Hutchins 
I I i i I I 
! "141 Armoire,p1ne 1$ i,000 1.000 Huichins 
I 142 Kingbedfpine bedstead Shalom's $ ,.ooo I 1,000 I I Hutchins ! 1room 
I ' 
I 
I '143 Headboard Bed-Aron, Huntzinger $ 4.ooo I 4,000 x Sell 












Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 CH FILE NO.: 21579-001 
1/25/2011 DATE OF MARRIAGE· 
rrEM 
NO. PROPERTY Dt:SCRIPTION 
145 Partner's desk $ 
French Buffet $ 
Murano pedestal vases $ 







Vintage wood buffet $ 850 
.150 Steinway piano S 30,000 





1 :53 Huntzinger bed-masier bedroom 
replacement value 
....... 54 Oriental bedsland tabie-ieft-
1 :,: F ujia n Bedside table right 
i 1561 Upright piano 














CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION Jd1 ' 
l TO l TOI \ 
I i w1,el 
EQUIT) CIS HVSBANDI I REMARKS Exll # 
8.250 I I Insurance list: Hutchins ,1 
I 
I $1000 1 , 
3.000 I Hlltchins I 
250 Hutchins I I I • 3,100 Hutchins I 
850 I I Hutchlns 
30,000 l Hutchins-Sell 
' 
5001 Is 
500 I Hutchins said $500, found 
I one on!ine in UK for 750 !Pounds/$1200/$2.350 
I \ I Insurance fist I 
2,500 Insurance list-Ask Deanna! 
Melin I 
10.000 I 1 L.A. Design Concepts, I 1 Ironies rep . 
645 $ 645 I Hutchins 
450 I s 450 Hutchit'ls i 
450- sold 
2,000 $ 2.000 Hutchins valued at 
!s2 '"" at! .,u  '" IS7,000 on 4/13i91 
300 X Hutchins 
·I 
225 i 
. 1 58 Precor Stretch trainer I $ 300 i-,--5"'"9+-=-s-ar.,..b_e,..lls----------1-$---2·;;25;:-1-----+----:=·+--+------'>------+---------r-
1 "160, Tectrix exercise bike S 950 
161 Ab Scissor $ SO 
I 162 SST Stretch trainer $ 95 
1 163jVectraTotalGym $ 3,000 
164 Precor walker $ 1,200 , 
165 Prccor AMT Stepper S 4,500 
166 Fishing rod collection 
167 Fishing flies 
1 68 Gun coflecUon 






Blue Sofa a,nd CMlr (Movie Room) 
I i 731 Green Sofa (Upstairs Sitting Room) 
I 
I , 74 Living Room Suede Love Seat and , Chairs 
175 Living Room Sofas 
176 Breakfast table and chairs 
i 77 Barstools (6) 



























I I H 
X " 
I$ i,500 I " 
X . 
IX . 
' !X " 
' 
X ' " ! ! 
i i I 
! ' I I
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CV-2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 
CH FILE NO.: 21579-001 
COMPLAINT FILED: 1/2512011 
CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
I 
i 
l MIARKETI TO I TO\ I I rrl!:0'1 WiFEj 
NO.I PROPERTY DESCRIPTION I VALUE! LIENS EQUITY C/S HUSBAND ! REMARKS lexh#j 
I 1 79 Library Chairs and Ottoman I $ 500 I I 
1801 Oval Desk B of A $ 
1,000 1,000 $ 1,000 Hutchins ! i 
1 81 ( Lamp in Shalom's room I l X l 
~a In Guest Sitting room I I 
all desk/table in Upstrs Sitting I . 
ique wing chair $ 6,750 6.1so I Bob's office·. insurance !isl 
185 f~assage Chairs {2) '$ 50{) soo I $ 500 I -
! 1 BS Outdoor furniture I l X X I To be shared 
I 1 B7 Desktop Computer in bob's Office I I I I Ix t I ! I 
188 L.iptop computer in Kitchen I 
\ 
I I Ix I " and family photos) I \I•~·~~"'>! 
I I 
Art: . I 
189 Bronze "Go !or orm(e , library $ 2,500 2,500 Arons 
i 901 Hat collection-5 $ 1,500 i.500 $ 1,500 s 1,500 
191 Peter Beard book $ 3,800 I 3,800 s 3,800 
1921 i . I I I ' I 193j Trinh Nguyen Panels $ 15,000 15.000 I i l I 
I 194 Inez Storer pieces $ 6,300 6,300 $ 6,300 
~! :hris!iansen oil $ 8,000 8,000 $ 8,000 i 
1 
Fighting Lion $ 10.000 I 10.000 I$ 10.000 I receritly purchased !or l 
I I i $10,000.00 i 
I 197 Margeux Wallet ffPaperwelghl" $ 3,500 3,500 I IS '.l,500 l 
I 1 ss Big Slot-Gonzales I X I 
199 Cut Loose-Dan Snyder ' . 1 Louise I I 
200 Crayons-Nathan Kane . i Shalom I I 201 Chewed Ruler-Steinberg I X Louise I 
2021 Portrait of Navajo Code Talker, . I X Couisa I Gorman bronze I 
203i Ceramic and Paper Fans, Luce X 
204j Giraffe by Dentzel c. 1890 $ 15,500 l· 15,500 $ 15 500 I Insurance List: TBA 
I 2051 Robert Henri I$ 1,500 1.500 $ ,.soo I I Insurance list: TBA-Louise I I i I I ' 
206' Ch1m::oal·H. C. Davies I l I I 
207 Hamburger in Paradise-Schmdler $ 10,000 I 10.000 s jX i 
208 Sitting Indian Woman, Gorman I I TBA-Louise 
2091 Silver Creek by Hugh Mossman X ! l 
210 Turbaned Woman, Oliviera $ 18,000 I $ 15.000 i 
I 21 Dal Red Encaustlc, purchased from Gail 1x I 
,Severn I I I 
'211 H.C. Davies "Hans Hoffman" I - i X i 12121 "Close Together" by Karel Appel - X I 
i 213! Ruth Litoff Photo Collages i X See Insurance L!sl ·-· - I I 214j "Gran Peche" Gonzales I X TBA Louise 
215 1 nree c;_ .. _,, __ --~ X 1 ~ ·,:.,.,,4)\ 
785058_7 ~ 





DATE OF MARRLAGE • 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
cv.2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 




CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION i 
\ ! MARKE1i 
EQUITY! 
I TOI TO\ I '"'"' I Wl!'El I c1sJ I HUSSANOI PROPERTY DESCRlPTION I VALUE! LIENS REMARKS IEim# t.io. I I 
1 
-· 
216 Appel Sculpture Fish I I ! I ; i 
217 Appel Painting "/1.nimal" I i To Josh I i 
218 "Mother'' Gorman I I I I To Shalom i I I 
219 H.C. Davies "At the Opera" i . IX I 
220 H.C. Davies "Rainy Day' I . 1lf '/ 
221 "Oven Day'' Gonzales I - T~ 18A-Louise 
222 Moonlight Table. Steinberg - I 1x TBA-Louise 
223 Go! Ya Covered, Pemie s 750 750 $ 750 I Insurance List 
~ Large Photo 'Film" coif age. Utott I I . X I TBA-Louise 
Various Prints as per Hutchins . Ix ! 
Appraisal I I I 
226 Under The Bed. Gahan Wilson $ 2,500 2,500 I I I insurance List:TBA-Suzy \ 
I 1FIND I l 22.7\ ln the Mirror, Tooker $ 4,soo I 4.500 I 
\ 
I Insurance lis,:·reA-Suzy I 
I \FINO ~ 
, 2281 Animation Cells by Ron Searle, from $ 2.000 I 2,000 I s 2.000 I I Hutchms I 
I I Dick Deadeye I I i I ! 12291 Feltus "Study 11" '$ 650 650 j$ 650 Insurance list l I 
: 230 Dai Chang Portfolio-Lithos· $ 1,200 1,200 I per Suzy Locke • Sell I i 
231 j Picasso Etching . X i i 
232 Various Etchings i X ! I I 
I 
2331 African, American Indian. Latin 
I 
•x X I Find Appraiser-Insurance I 
American art Collection 
I 
lust she>ws $12535 total; I Hutchins shows i basket 
I as $2800 
I 
I 
I I I I 
f234 Carousel Horse, Greer. & Gold $ 7,000 7,000 I Insurance List I 
' 235 Carousel Horse. White/Lavender $ 7,000 7,000 I Insurance List 
~el Partners 
I '·-' I IX I ' 
237 Robert's Art {Prices based on 
I 
$ 50.000 I lncludes value of Item n 
Robert's estimated values for 2004 ' Nos. 238. 239. 2~ 1. 242. \ i 
Idaho Trienniel): 
I
I 246 I 
238 Camp Kope X I l 
239 White Hope X I I ! 
i 24G White Flower I i X 
241 12 Hearts . X 
I 242 1hulies I X I 
i 243 "L' I . 
l 244. ! X I 
245! Consignment From I.Wolk; I I 
I 246 Balance in Black and White I I ! I 
I 2471 I . I ! 
2481 Art in and around Kentor Home: I 
. 
I 
249 Crea\ion i ix 





DATE OF MARRIAGE· 
Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011-0000525 
6/8/1968 
CH FILE NO.: 21579-001 
COMPLAINT FILED: 1/25/2011 
i CH'S EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION 
fTEM l 
"°· PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
252 Double Hearts Table 
253 Heart. on Kil::hen glass bar 
254, Living Room Mobile 
255 Elle 
256 Carpets: 
I 257 Heriz-Library $ 
1258 Entryway-Persian wool- $ 
rvfalayer/Sarouk Wool 8'6' x 
I 12'6"Large blue and old rose rosette. ron~W I 
25SI Media Room-Large newer rug 
! 
2601 Great room.Tibetan refugees-
2611 Dining Room Rug I 
$ 12621 Persian Silk Rug • 
2631 Belouchistan Wool rug, blue & p; k ibrown I 
I 2641 Turkoman wooi 3'7" x 4', old rose wr $ 
I ,blue lozenge 
I 2G5j Persian wool 4'10" x 7'7" Deep blue $ 
i 1Field 
I 766! Persian Wools· x 7'3" BijarDeep s 
J !blue rectangular field with reef s.mali 
1 
i norates repetitive I 
! 2f.i71 Angolian Wool Mat 2' x 3'6" red $ 
geometrics 
!serrated borderw/ 3 orange 
.. 26/f Persian Kilim rug• 4'6" x 6'4" Rose & $ 
i gold field w! blue & lvoiy florlate I 
I i Caucasian wool rug 3'7" x 6'2" deep $ 
,blue field w/ vivid medalfions 
I 
I 2 rO 
I 
Persian wool rug 4'4" x 6'2"Sky biue $ 
cartouche wl ornate Did rose and 1 
ivory rnedaliion 




2731 Outdoor Furniture: 
~~87 
288 Other· 
I 2ss Jewelry in Sondra's possession 

































I TO TO\ ! 
I WIFE! 
EQUITY CIS HUSBAND REMARKS Exh II 
jX I 
. X 1-' 
X 
. X 
29,000 ...... _ .. __ List 
:-





I TBA Terry Reid/Nancy 
1Norris ·-\ TBA Terry Reid/Nancy 
\Norris 
I TBA Terry Reid/Nancy 
,_ __ 
. 
I !Norris ,_ 
1,000 lnsurance list 
475 ' i lnsura nee list I I I I 
800 I Insurance List I i I 
2.500 I Insurance list I 







1,800 Insurance List I 
,~,ra•~ l>sl-fl 1,500 
I I 
95D I l I Insurance List I I 
7,500 I i Insurance Llsl--in 
', ;storeroom, FIND 
. l I I Insurance List-,in 
I I I (oreroom. FIND 
. )( IX 
. I 
- I I 
75,000 s I 1x gifts I 
- I I . !X 1x I I 
-
\}-0.1f(_ 

































PROPERTY DESCRIPT!ON I 
I 
Liabilities 
Wells Fargo Acct # ... 0590 (in I 
Robert's name only) I 
B of A Amex-#854611632 (Sondra's) I 
I 
B of A Visa #9719 (Sondra's) 
Delta Amex #3006 I 
1 }•.merican Exprees Acct # ... 3-,,82002 
1 
(in Bob's name) 
American Express Centurion Card 
(n Bob's name) Acct#. 6-81004 
· -Si\ijS baafl 3024-A-
Situs 3156A 
B ef A equity biAe-· 
Attorneys Fees • Scot Luctwig 
Stevens Pierce & Associates 
Steve Severn 
US Bank 
Doctor - SF - Sondra 




AMOUNT TO EQUAUZE 




Robert Kantor v. Sondra Kantor 
CV-2011 ~0000525 CH FILE NO.: 21579-001 
6/8/1968 COMPLAINT FILED: 1125/201 
CH'S EVALUATION ANO ALLOCATION I l MARKET I 
EQIJITYI 
I TO I TOI I 
CIS
1 WIFE. I I VALUE LIENS HUSBAND REMARKS I Exh# 
- I 
- I 
$ 38,581 (38,581 $ (38,5.81) as of 10110111 
i 
$ 40,000 (40,000) $ {40,000) I 
$ 18,000 (18,000) \$ (18,000) 
$ 4,000 (4.000) I X 
, ___ 
I $ '} t'\JIC {3.048) 1 Ix of 10/~ o:; 1 ""1V""'l'V I 
I 
l $ 6,1721 (6,172) -----i-x as of 9/19111 Used to I ~ay Sondra's attorney fees 
I I I I I I 
1$ 2,H)4 88§ ! tJ 104 &Sal entity 
[S 390.ooo I (390,000)1 i persor,ai ,,_ ··-· 1~001 t~ ,000,000) I <lAe eA tleme 
i . X 
$ 7.500 I (7,500)! iX expert fees 
i IX expert fees ' $ 25,000 (25,DOO~ i 
$ 1,0CH.l j (1,000) IX 
I 
I . !X I ! I i 
! - I ! ' 96,436,395 64,912.641 I 31,523,755 75.564 I 40.408 I 
I . {35,156) 
(17,578) 17.578 




Idaho State Bar #5962 
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF 
ANDERSON WILKINSON & BIRCH, 
3480 Merlin Drive 
P.O. Box 50160 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone: (208) 525-8792 
Facsimile: (:208) 525-5266 
Attorneys for Defendant, Sondra Kantor. 
LED A.M A'JJ P.M. 
8 2014 
Jolynn Drege, 'iatrict 
Court B;a/ne CoLJnty, Idaho 
IN THE MAGISTRATE COURT OF THE FIFTH ffiDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
ROBERT ARON KANTOR, 
COUNTY OF BLAINE 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2011-525 
vs. AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA KANTOR 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
SONDRA AND MOTION ENTRY 
Defendant. 
STATE ARIZONA ) 
: ss. 
County of Pima ) 
SONDRA KANTOR, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge of the facts 
contained herein. 
2. That I am the Defendant in the above entitled action. 
3. I make Affidavit in support my Motion Contempt 
OF SONDRA KANTOR IN 





our agreement was merged into a Supplemental Decree dated 
December 26, 2013 nunc tune for October 18, 201 
5. I know Bob is aware of the Supplemental Decree as it was litigated us 
through our counsel as to the date of entry. The been the subject a 
lawsuit in Blaine County Case No. CV-2012-734. We have discussed its terms 
correspondence, e-mails, depositions, settlement conferences and hearings. 
6. I have had a number of post-divorce issues with Bob. I have ~-·~"u,_, 
resolve this matter through counsel before filing this motion. At my 
to 
attorney, Marty Anderson, sent Bob's attorney, Scot Ludwig, a letter approximately one 
7. I would like the Court to hold Robert in contempt, both 
civilly. 
8. The first issue is payment of credit card debt. Under Paragraph l l the 
PSA, Bob is supposed to pay certain credit card debts. Under the PSA, Bob is supposed 
to pay the "debts described as Items A, B, C, E, F, and Pon the attached PDS". p. 
10, i 7.01. 
9. Item B on the Property and Debt Schedule is a credit card debt 
administered by Bank of America pertaining to an American Express Card, No. 
1632. C on Property and Debt Schedule is a credit card debt administered 
America pertaining to a Card, Acct. XX-971 Bob has not made the 
are 
1 o. September 1 I were 
Elgee the Blaine County CV-2012-734 case. that hearing, we took a 
break and discussed a potential resolution of various matters including, without 
linritation, payment toward the credit card debt and resolution of omitted property items. 
Pursuant to our discussion, we entered into a written agreement, a true and correct copy 
of which is marked Exhibit "A", attached hereto and incorporated this reference. 
11. Paragraph 5 of the September 12, 2013 agreement states, in pertinent part: 
"Bob shall apply his $25,000 distribution above described to the Credit Card 
obligation he has in the Property Settlement Agreement. Bob shall select how to 
these funds to the Credit Card obligations." 
noway I agree to accept amount as payment in for the credit 
card debt nor does the September 12, 2013 agreement reflect that was the case. It says 
"apply . . . the Credit Card obligation." (Emphasis added). 
13. Marked as Exhibit "B", attached hereto and incorporated by this reference 
are true and correct copies of the monthly billing statements together with e-mails sent 
from me to Bob (through Al LaPeter) regarding the monthly credit card bills. 
14. The Visa account was paid off in October 2013 by Bob with a portion of 
the $25,000 payment from Bob referenced in the September 12, 2013 agreement. 




5. make a payment on the Card in October 20 3 
amount $13,400. However, I have made payments on this accou.l1.t, as follows: 
a. September 5, 2013 $ 669 
b. October 8, 2013 $ 629 
C. November 5, 2013 $ 423 
d. December 9, 2013 $ 363 
e. January 7, 2014 $ 366 
f. Februm 10, 2014 $ 368 
Subtotal $2,818 
16. I would like reimbursed for my payments m the amount of $2,818 
(American Express) and $654 (Visa) for a total (to date) reimbursement of $3,472, which 
I am asking the Court to award to me a judgment in that amount together with 
prejudgment interest thereon. 
17. Additionally, I believe Bob should be contempt for each of the 
missed payments in November 2013, December 2013 and January 2014. These missed 
payments are indefensible and provable by me. It is clear that he is disregarding his 
obligation to pay. I do not believe he will pay without the Court's intervention. In the 
alternative, I ask that the Court issue a civil sanction of a daily fine or jail until Bob reimburses 
me for these credit card payments. 
18. Paragraph 14 of the PSA now merged into the Supplemental Decree required the 
Valley Club membership owned by Bob and I was to be sold. Bob was to make any required 
II'jnimum payments and charges for his membership or use un,,vV,. He sold this membership last 
year on 3. true and correct 1S 
AFFIDAVIT SONDR..<\ 
MOTION FOR ENTRY JUDGMENT 
lS 
all dues on the Golden Eagle asked 
attorney to disclose the details of the transaction and explain how I was responsible for the 
offsets. I have received no response. I am asking the Court to hold Bob in contempt 
failure to deliver to me one half of the net proceeds as set forth in Paragraph 14 of the PSA. I am 
also asking for a money judgment in the amount of $8,000 related to the sale together with 
prejudgment interest thereon, or, in the alternative, that the Court issue a civil sanction of a daily 
fine or until Bob pays me my of the proceeds with interest. 
Paragraph 2.12 of the PSA now merged into the Supplemental Decree governs 
monthly distributions from Rokan Pai-tners. This week, I learned that Bob had unilaterally 
reduced my monthly distribution to pay insurance and homeowner association dues 
Golden Eagle house that he is occupying. true and correct copy of the e-mail and 
checks is marked Exhibit "D", are attached hereto and are incorporated by this reference. 
Paragraph 5 of the PSA deals with the Golden Eagle home and does not obligate me to pay these 
expenses. In addition, I no longer own my half of the Golden Eagle property and am not 
othenvise responsible for t.11ese payments. Bob has no right to reduce my monthly draw, and I 
am asking the Court to hold him in contempt for doing so as to the February 2014 payment I am 
also asking for a monetary judgment in the amount of $3,812.38 together with prejudgment 
interest thereon or, in the alternative, that the Court issue a civil sanction of a daily fine or jail 
until Bob pays me my remaining balance with interest. 
180 
Sondra Kantor j 
SlJBSCRIBED SWORN before me this lilh day ofF e~j' 
No Pubhc for i\rizoria 
Residing in P\% Co unt:«1 
Commission Expires: I 
JI.JOY SCHAEFER I 
Notary Public • Arlll.ina I 
Pima County · 
.. My Comm. Exoires Feb 17 . .?I) n ! ...._ __ _ 
181 
am a i UX,I l:S.CCU UlC.VLU'-' y 
and that on the Kday of February, 2014, I 
copy of the following-described document on the parties listed 
a true and 
with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
PARTIES SERVED: 
Scot M. Ludwig, Esq. 
LUDWIG SHOUFLER 
209 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999 
AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA KJ\NTOR IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR COI\1TEMPT 
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._:{:Jg_ .. G,ir.V_ ... .... a h.L~q-a.:t-i~.iJ:Yi>'=' 
.. g/;. 
Marty R. Anderson 
From: Al LaPeter [alfredlapeter@gmail.com] 
Sent: February 13, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: 
Attachments: 
Here · the Sept billing. 
---------- Forwarded message----------
From: AI LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Sep 5, 2013 at 5:42 PM 
Subject: Credit card bill sept 
Bob bill Sept 201 
To: robert kantor <rakantor(@gmail.com>, Laura Boyd <itsnotiowa(@vahoo.com>, 
<twinks. idaho@grnail.com> 
Hi Bob, 








Mell billing inquiries to; 
Bs.nk of America, 
P.O. Bo::982235 
El Pa.so, TX 79008-~ 
Mall payments to: 
Bttnk of America. 
P .0. Box 851001 












Bank of America. 
SONDRA F KANTOR 
Account Number: 4313 0705 3686 9719 
August. 3 - September 3, 2013 
----·-/ D ( 9 
Tota! Minimum Payment Due ....... .. ................... .... .. .... ............ ........ $340.00 
P8ym&nt Due Date .... .... ..... .... .. .. ..... ... .. ..... ............ .. .. .... .... .... .. ...... 10/1/13 
Late Psym•nt Wsming: If Wft do not receive your Total Minimum Pll}'!Tlent ·by 
the date listed abov9, you may have to pay a 'late fee or up to !ilfi.00 and 
your APRs may be increased up to the Penalty APR of 29.99%. 
Total Minimum Payment Waming, If you make only th& T otai Minimum 
Payment each period, you will pey more in interest and it will take you longer 
to pay off your balance. for example; · 












Paymc.nts and Other Oradtta 
PAYMENT· ELECTRONIC .. 2523 
lnt.TMt OhargMf 
Interest Charged on Purchases 
Interest Charged on Balance Transfers 
Interest Charged on Dir Oep&Chk CashAdv 
ccrnlm1td on ,,.lit ~ ... 
~~~t~~:,n •. - ,~,')"""'I 
Previous 6atance .......... .. ..... ..... $12.201.17 
Payments and Other Credits .. , ..... ... ... -694 .00 
Purchases and Adjustments ...... .. ... . .. .. .... 0.00 
F- -Ohargad .................................................... 0.00 
Int.rest Charged .......................................... 225.20 l 
New Balance Tot.el ..... ..... ......... ... $11.732 .37 
Total Credit Line .... ...... ............ .. .. $15,000.00 
Tot.el Credit Available ............ ... ...... $3,267 .63 
Cash Credit Line .. .... ........ ............. $4,600.00 I 
Portion of Credit Available 
for Cash ............. ..... .. ............ .. ..... $3,267.63 
Statement Closing Date ...... ..... ..... ..... 9/ 3/13 
Days in Billing Cycle ... ................. .. ... ... ..... . 32 
ACCOllnl 







· BANK OF AMERICA 
P 0. BOX 851001 
DALLAS, TX 75285-1001 
SONDRAF KANTOR 
PO B0Xl738 
KETCHUM ID 83340-1738 
/\ccount Number: 431.3 0705 3686 9719 
N&w Balance Total ........................... ...... ........ ...... ... ... ... $11,732.3 7 
Total Minimum Payment Due .... ..................................... .. ...... 340.00 
Payment Due Date ......... .. ..... ........ .. .... .. .. .............. ... .. .. 10/01/13 
Enter payment amount · $ 
0 Cllock tJsro tor B . chentie of mellifl/l ttddtts>,;:s or phona nuf/'lbef&. 
Pfe;;sc prov;cJs el1 co=dons on the rol'?ll'S8 side. 




4313 0706 3686 9'/'1$1 
3 - Sept.emoor 3. 2013 
3of 4 
lnter&st Charged on Bank Cash l\dvaf!CE!s: 
TOTAL ltm:REST FOR THIS PERIOD 
Total iriteresl.charged in 2013 ,.r 
Your Annual Pen»ntage Rat;, (APR) is the annual inter&s:t rat& on Your account. 
Annual Promotional Promotional F>romotional 





APR Type Definitions: Daily Interest Rate Type: I/• Vansble Rate {rote may vary) 
~:tCl'IRD CASH ~S 
.00 SASE i!JIB:l!IZD THIS MONTH 
.00 BONUS THIS MONl"H 
.00 UDE'!tMED THIS M:Om."R 
. 00 TOTAL AVAILABLE 







BotterMoneyHa.bits.com · KnO'l\'ing how to ir..a.nage your money better ha.s Dll\'llr been more important.. Now you ran t.a.ke sdnrntage of tree:, unbiMed, 










U.S.TRUST. Bank of America Accolades" American Expresse Card 
Bank of America Privat2 Wealth Management 
A.ccount lnfDrmatlon: 
www.oonlmfamerica..com 
Mall blllinC lnqulrfer; to: 
Bani:: of America 
P.O. Box 98:2235 
ET Pe.so, TX 79998-2%35 
Mall paymentir to: 
B11,.nk of America 
P.O. Box 851001 










SONORA f KANTOR 
Account Number; 3747 200188 81632 
August 3 · Sept.ember 3, 2013 
Total Minimum Payment Du& .... .......................................... , ..... ....... $669.00 
Payment Due Date .. ....... ... .-......................... ... ....... .. ........ ...... ..... .. . 10/1/13 
I !.ate Payment Warninc: lfwe do not receive your Total Minimum Payment by the date listed ebolr&. you may haV& to pay a late fH of up to $35.00. 
I Total Minimum f>ayment Wamln&: If you make only the Total Minimum 
I Payment each period, you will pay more in interest and it will take you longer 
to pay off your balance. For example: 












Payments and other Cr.dlte 
PAYMENT . ELECTRONIC 6273 
lntel'Nt Char&ed 
Interest Charged on Purchases 
inte1'$St Charged on Balance Transfers 
int1trest Charged on Dir Dep&Chk CashAdv 
Conl'.lnUtd on N.<t ..... ... 
Payments and Other Credits .. .... ..... -1,352.00 
Purchases and Adjustments .......... ....... ... 0.00 
F- ·Oha,Ced ............... ........ - ...................... .. ... 0.00 
lnte!Mt Oharg&d .................... - ....... ... .......... 344.70 
New Balance Total ..... ... .............. $32.842.69 
I 
Total Credit Llne .......................... $50,000.00 
Total Credit Available ............ ....... $17.157 .31 
Cash Credit Line ......................... $35.000.00 
Portion of Credit Available 
for Cash ...... .. ........ ........... ....... ... $1 7 .157.31 
Statement Closing Date .... ............ ..... 9/3/13 
Days in Billi~ Cycle ... ............... ... ............. 32 
Accoum 







.BANK OF AMERICA : 
P.O. B0X851001 
DALLAS, TX.75285-1001 
SONDRA F KANTOR 
PO BOX 1738 
KETCHUM ID 83340-1738 
l\ccount Number: 3747 200188 81.632 
New .Balance Tota!. ............................. ...... ..... ............... :$32,842.69 
ToLal 'Minimum Payment Oue .......... .......... ........ .. .... ............... 669.00 
Payment Due Date ......... .. ...... ..... . .......... .. .................... 10/01/13 
E.nter payment amount · $ 
O Cfr9Ck hero tor a ch11ngr, of m11f!!rrt add,,.!ss or phone n11mtms. 
PlflfJ/16 p,r:,tl/do all COfT'GClions en ·tJrc lll?l'tll.se sido. 






August 3. September 3, 2013 
Page of 4 
lnt.reet Charged 
Interest Charg&d on Bank Cash Advances 
TOTAL l!ffl!REST FOR THIS PERIOD 
America Ac1:o!c10e:s 111 




Your Annual Pll!'t»ntage Rm (APR} is the annual interest rat& on your account. 
Diroot Deposit and Check cash 
A.d\l'anoes 
WORLDPOINTS 
Annual Promotional Promotional Promotlr:mal 




0 5.1\Slll POINTS ~ 

















As of October 20~ mereha.11.dise will no looger be ava.ihi.ble M a redemption option. You'll still be 11,ble to use yuur card to purelutse merelutndise at any 
retailer, earn points on tlutt tmns!letion, and redeem points for cash to offset your purelutse, or gift ce.rds or !..."R.vel. ln addition, cruise redemptions will be 
Wl&V&ilabJe, HO'\Vll\·er, w-e're upda.tlng: our tnwe! rewards redemption wobsite to l!lMll it simpler i.ud ea.sier ud yau will lutve greater travel select.ion. Sign in at 
www.lmnkofamerica.com to access your account, and select ~Rewards" to learn more. 
Bett.erMoneyHabits.oom · Knowing how to mana.ge your money better luts ne-.--er been more important. Now you can ta.hi advantage offree, unbii>Sed, 
fin11,J1cial education and tools by visiting our new website BetterM.oneyrlabit!>.oom (currently ava.ila.ble in English only!. 
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I ) 1 / 
Al laPeter <aWred lap,er@gmail.co m> 
and Sept BiHing 
2 messages 
Al LaPeter <alfred!apeter@gmaJl.com> Sun, Oct 6i 2013 at 3:53 PM 
To: robert kantor <rakantor@gmaU.com>, laura Boyd <itsnotio'N'a@yahoo.com>, Twinks -<twinks.ida~o@gmail.com> 
I 
Bob and Laura, I 
Attached is the Oct and Sept . Credit card bills. I emailed you on 9-5-1 ~ the Sept 
statement with $1019 due. We have not yet received the Sept. paymen{ The Oct 
amount due is $943. With both months there is currently due $1962. Please 
Thanks, 
Al LaPeter 
~ Bob CC Bill Oct 2013.pdf 
7340K 
I 
Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmail.com> Sun. Nov 10,/12013 at 11 :34 AM 
To: robert kantor <rakantor@gmail.com>, Laura Boyd <itsnotiowa@yahoo.com>, Dennis Wilkinson 
<dennis@eastidaholaw.net>, Aaron Woolf <aaron@eastidaholaw.net>, TWinks <tvvinksJdaho@gmail.com> 
Attached is the Nov. 2013 credit card bill due in the amount $423. Al o 
is the Sept and Oct bills still not paid in the amount of $!962. Total no due 
$2385. Please remit ASAP as we need to go Christmas shopping and I am sure 
you understand. r 
Al LaPeter I 
~~~ I 
Al LaPeter I 
I




4lii'I Bob CC BIii Oct. 2013.pdf 
:!:I 7340K I 






Visa Signature • 
Aocountl!IWTMtloll: 
www.ba.nlw!amerlca.oom 
Mall bllltn, lnqulrt.. to: 
Bank at America 
P .0. Bax 982235 
El Paao. 'IX~ 
Mal! pllymlntt. lD: 
Bank of America 
P.O. l3or 851001. 






SONORA F KANTOR 
Account Number: 4313 0705 3686 Si7j,O 
September 4. Ocmtier'.2 , 2013 
New Balance Total ... .. ... .. ....... ... ........ .... ............. ... ..... ... .. ... .... . ;$11,593.M Previous Balance . .. ...... .. ... ...... . . $11,732.37 
Current Pa;fflent Due ........ ... .......... ........ ... ........... ... .. .. .. .. ... ......... ~ Payments and Other Cmdits ...... ..... ... -340.00 
/ ~ Purdlase&and Aqjustmenta .................... 0.00 
Total Minimum Payment Due ••• ., ........ ........ .............. ........... ... ·t :.:. .... $314.oo_ L--' !).F'Mll·Chlll'J8d •• ___ .. "' ___ ........... _.»M ... .o.oo 
Payment Due Date .. ............... ........................................ .... .... ~ ll'ltetect Che"9Cf .. ------·--....200.94 
Late P«Yffl81'1tWllllilllC: lfw..,do not receive )Our Total Minimum Payment by 
the dam listsd above, you may haw to .?&Ya late 199 of up to ~ and 
toUr APRs may be inc:Ria88d up to the ·Penalty APR of 29.~. 
Tcul Mlnll'MIITI Paynwnt Wflffllng: If you make. only the Total Minimum 
Payment each period, you will pay more in interest and it wm take j'DU IOfV!r 
to pay off' your balance. For exampe: 
:i ,:..~ •'1\ I ! lat • ;. :• . 
~ • 11-... 1•, •..:: • •• 





"''"';:0:,"\ • ·-·';!, • -· .. • ~ 
f.J" .. - _::.,,. .:.,," ... ~- """'• • ¥ • ~-.,.. 
27years $32,193.53 
I $16,979.32 
i <&Mnss = $16.214.21} 
36months 




~ms end ot• cnidlbs 
PA'1MENT • ELECTRONIC 5044 
New Balance Totlll ...................... $11,593.31 
Tatal Credit Une .......................... $15,000.00 
Tat.al Creoh Awilable ..................... $3,406.69 
caeti Credit Line ........................... $4,500.00 
Portion of Credit Availeble 
for Cash ....................................... $3,406.69 
Statement Closing Date .................. .10/2/.13 
Days in Billir« ~ .................................. 29 
Al;;;;cunt 




BANK OF AMERICA 
P.O. BOX851001 
DALLAS, TX~1001 
SONORA F KANTOR 
PO B0X1738 
KETCHUM ID 83340-1738 
Aocount Number: 4313 0705 8686 9719 
New Balance Tot:BI · ..... ...... . , ..................................... .. ..... $11,593.31 
Tat:al Minimum Pl!yment Due ..... .. ..... .... ... .. ... .... .... .. .... ...... .... ;314.00 
Payment Due·Date ............................................ , .......... 11/0l/13 
Er1ter paymerrtamoont $ 
D Cti8Ck l/6r8 tor II chans, Of mtllll~ 8di:J!es6 Of pl/one nmTlbt!Jr6. 
Plse!!JS providti all '10miGtians on tm;, - !Iicfe. 










4313 0705 3686 mu 
September 4- Oolr!ber 2, 2013 
~3.af4 
hltlnist Che!pd 
lrrterest Chzlrl9d on Purt:Mses 
ll1temst Charged oo Balanae Trarnmm, 
Interest ~ oo Dir Oep&Chk CashAdv 
Interest Charged on Bank Cash Advances 
'"'1'AI. INTEREST FOR THIS PERIOD 
Total fees charged in 2013 
! Total interest charged in 2013 







:u, • .2,nv 
~QRD .C'ASB RE&RDS 
.co 1BASJ11 ~ nu MOm'S 
.00 BOlmS 'rEIS Mml'i'B 
.oo ~ '.1:m:S ~ 
• 00 "1'0'1'.M, ... ~
V:Sn' ~a\.COW~ 
...-....."S>.. 











~.cam• Knowing hmvto ~YIJlll'molll!f bettsr> haa Df!\111!' been llUlffl im.portAllt. Nm,you ea!! tAirie r.dwmtap <>!free, mtbiased, 
~~and tools by vimtmg Gar .I.WW~ '.Better~.com.(CUI'ffllt.lv available in English~). 
Go Pa.periealll Yoo eim find, view, and~ printable PDFa dyoor ata~ta and eligible doouments-All in one place. Tr, gn Jl&Pffl.'M'llll!, tmroll in Onfure 






. ~u· r, ~ rrR"' ''Y/"\T • . s. l us . . 
Aocountlnfmnatton: 
www.banlwfamerlca.com 
Mail bltDni tnqulrtea to: 
Bank at America 
PI:), Bax 982285 
E!Pa.ao,TX~ 
Mall payments to: 
Barut of Amerlc& 
SONDRA F KANTOR 
kcount Number: 3747 2001as W.&U 
Seflmmber 4. October 2, 2013 
Bank of America Ac:co!adcst~ 
American Express~; Card 
Previous BGlanoe ... ... .... ... .. ..... ... $32,842.69 
Pa)'nlentll and Other credits .. ...... ,. .... -669.00 
Purchase& and Adjootments .................... 0.00 
F- cthuled-.. -.. ----·-.. --·-·-.....0.00 
lntefliat CherpiL._. _______ 308.13 
PD. B01t 851001 
.Dallas. TX 7~1001. 1.111.e Pcyrnent Watnlni: lfwe do not receive )'OUT Total Minimum PS)'ITlent by ttie det& listsd above, you mar nave to pay e lat& fee of up m SM.DO. 
I New Balance Total ...................... $82,481.82 
CUlltomer S.rvloo: 
1.BO(M78.8030 
Tctal Minimum Payment Wamlng: If you make only the Tata! Minimum 
Paymerrt each period, )'OU will pey more in immest and It will take you iol'l!er 
to pay ot'fyoor balance. For exa"'.'P'e: 
Total Credit Une .......................... $50,000.00 










Cash Cll!dit Une ......................... $35,000.00 
Portion of Credit A.-ailable 
for Cash ..................................... $1 7 ,518.18 
St:ateml!l'lt Closing Date .................. .10/2/13 
Day& in Billing Cycle ........ ... .. .................... .29 
11' you wwk:l like lnfilrmation ebout aedlt cooneelina serw:es, call 
1-866-3006238. 
~ ~ A&count 
Ds1B lmt;q1(Jon NumbSr Mmibt!V Amount 
Paymentl and otl!W' Cnldlla 
09/05 PA't'MENT ·.B..ECTRONIC 3320 -669.00 
lnlarelt Charted 
10/02 Interest Charged on Purchasas 188;81 
~ICll\nut!NPllt,. .. 
03 032qe1a2ooab29aaoaobb9DOaaoa37~72001aaa1b32 
BANK OF AMERICA 
P.O. BOX 851001 
DALLAS, TX 75286-1001 
SONDRA F KANTOR 
P0SOX1738 
KETCHUM ID 83340-1'738 
Account Number: 3747 200188 81532 
New Balance Total ...................... ............. .......... .......... . $32,481.82 
Total Minimum~ Due ................................................. 629.00 
Paymsrrt: Due Dats ....................................................... ii/01/13 
Enmr payment amount • $ 
D CMcJr ~ 1"r s c/Jsllft' or 111111~ tKklmM o, p/l0!14 1111m~n;. 
Pf9stls prr,'Mie till camJ11fiollga1 t11fl- g/dg_ 




Bank cf America Accoiadcs(~ 








September 4- Ool:ober 2, 2013 
Page 3 of4 
Interest Chmged on Balance Transfen!l 
Interest Chl!lrged 011 Dir Dep&Chk GashAdv 
Interest Charged on Bank casti Advances 
'ffll'AI. UffElU!ST FOR THl8 l"ffll0D 
Total lnmrest charged in 2013 
Your Annual F'v~ RfStll!I (Al"R) Is ttie annual irnerest rate on yoor account. 
m::mLOJJ!Olll"J"S 
Annual Promotional Promotional Pmmotlonal 




ti BIISS PO:tm.'S ~ 





S<i~ to Chl!lf'IM by 
IMIINl«II: ~n 
Rate Typtt 
$ o.oo • o.oo --------$12,~l!!I.OT $119.32 
o.oo .$ 0.00 
As of October 001.3,~ will no lw:iger be &Yaila.ble a. a. mlem.ptioo option. You'll 8iill be able to use your cs.Id w ~ ~ at amy 
ret.a.iler, earn poims Oil th&t transaation, aud l'l'ldeem polnta for ca&h t.o offset )'OUl' ]l1ll'clwle, or gm e&t'd& ar '11:Sffli. In addition, Cl'lllll6 redemptions will be 
1ml"il'8ilablc. ~. we're upda,tmg Olll'lra'iel. rewards redemplion webmlll to Illlltke it 11lmpler aad eaaier &l1d you will haw~ travel~ Sign in at 
www~ to &coe11&1ffll!' &0001llli;, and select~· to Isam more. , 
~'l:I&b!lill.eom • Km.lwil:lghowto manage your money better has never been more import.imt. NOW';you am ~ lllhantage of free, ll!lbiaeied, 
~edooatitmandtoalBbyv!sitlngourntlW~ l!etmMoru,yH&hlt.a..oom(oummtJ,yav&il&hhlmEngliahottly}. 
~ .l.>&ped.eul Yon am find. view; and down.load printable l'D.Fs afyour s~ ami eligible dooumenta-all in one pl-. To~ paperWt!!!, enroll in Online 







Al LaPeter [alfredlapeter@gmail.com] 
Sunday, November 10, 2013 1 :35 AM 
robert kantor; Laura Boyd; Dennis Wilkinson; Aaron 
Fwd: Oct and Credit Card Billing 
Bob CC Bill Oct. 3.pdf; Bob CC bill Nov. 2-13.pdf 
Dear Robert and Laura, 
Twinks 
Attached is the Nov. 2013 credit card bill due in the amount of $423. Also 
attached is the Sept. and Oct. bills still not paid in the amount of $!962. 
Total now due is $2385. Please remit i\.SAP as we need to go Christmas 
shopping and I am sure you understand. 
Al LaPeter 
---------- Forwarded message----------
From: Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Oct 6, 2013 at 3:53 PM 
Subject: Oct and Sept Credit Card Billing 
To: robert kantor <rakantor@gmail.com>, Laura Boyd <itsnotiowa@yahoo.com>, Twin.ks 
<twinks.idaho/mgmail.com> 
Bob and Laura, 
Attached is the Oct. and Sept . Credit card bills. I emailed you on 9-5-13 
the Sept. statement with $1019 due. We have not yet received the Sept. 
payment. The Oct. amount due is $943. With both months there is 




No virus found in this message. 
'-'U'"''"'"''A• by - Vl\\'W.avg.com 
Version: 2012.0.2242 i Virus Database: - Release Date: l lil0/13 
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Mall billing Inquiries to: 
Bank of America 
P.O. Box 002.235 
El Pe.so, TX 79998-2235 
Mall payments to: 
Bank of America 
P.O. Box 851001 




SONDRA F l<ANTOR 
Account Number: 4313 0705 3686 9719 
October 3 - November 2, 2013 
I Pnymont lnforin:rtion 
New Balance Total ................ .. ...... ... : .... .... .... ....... .......... ..... ...... .... .. $47.08 
Current Payment Due ........................................... ........ ... .............. .. $47 .08 
Total Minimum Payment Due .......... ..... .. ...... ...... .......... .. .... ... ..... ....... $47 .08 
Payment Due Date ......... ... .... ............... ......... .... ............. .... ........... 12/1/13 
Late Payment Warning: If we do not receive your Total Minimum Payment by 
the date listed above, you may have to pay a late fee of up to $35.00 and 
your APRs may be increased up to the Penalty APR of 29.99%. 
Total Minimum Payment Warning: If you make only the Total Minimum 
Payment each period, you will pay more in interest and it will take you longer 
to pay off your balance. For example: 
If you would like information about credit counseling services, call 
1-866-300-5238. 
Account Summ:uy · ·,; 
Previous Balance ................ .... .. $11,593.31 
Payments and Other Credits ........ . - 11,914.00 
Purchases and Adjustments ................ 291.84 
Fees Charged ........... ; ........................................ 0.00 
Interest Charged ............................................ 75.93 
New Balance Total .......... ................... $47.08 
Total Credit Line .. ............. ... ........ $15:ooo.oo 
Total Credit Available ................ ... $14,952.92 
Cash Credit Line ............... ....... .. .. . $4,500,00 
Portion of Credit Available 
for Cash ........ ...... .................... .... . $4,500.00 
Statement Closing Date ................... 11/ 2/13 
Days in Billing Cycle .................. .. ... ..... ...... 31 






A,sting R"farence Account 
Dste o,,sctiption Number Number Amount Total 
Payments and Other Credits · 
10/08 PAYMENT - ELECTRONIC 2899 -314.00 
10/15 PAYMENT· THANK YOU 5864 - 11,600.00 
-$1.1,914.00 
Purchases and Adjustments 
10/25 ATKINSONS MARKET - KETCHUM ID 3420 9719 30.01 
10/25 ID LIQUOR STORE #209 KETCHUM ID 0136 9719 6.68 
continued on next paar, .. . 
03 0000470800004708011600000004313070536869719 
BANK OF AMERICA 
P.O. BOX851001 
DALLAS, TX 752~1001 
SONDRA F KANTOR .,,, · •· · 
PO BOX 1738 
KETCHUM ID 83340-1738 
Account Number: 4313 0705 3686 9719 
New Balance Total .......................... ......... ..... .. ............. .. ... ... $47.08 
Total Minimum Payment Due ................................. ........... .... .. .4 7 .08 
Payment Due Date .............. ....................... .. _ .... ............ 12/01/13 
Eow,-ot,mooot f f-q ~-cg] 
0 Check here for a chanl{e of mailing address or phons numbers. 
Please provide all corrections on t/Je reverse side. 
~ii this coupon elong with your ch.ck peyeble to: Bank of America 
198 
- - -"""I,,.__,, ______ "\,°" 
CUSTOMER TIPS FOR DISPUTED ITEMS 
every effort to 
easily resoive your dispute, The 
receipt or tliUing statement 
• Has a credit posti!d to your acc111111t? 
Please allow up tc 30 days from the date on your credit voucher or acknowledgemem lette1 
for the merchant credit to post 
• Is the charge or amount 11nfamif1ar? 
Check with other persons authorized to use the account to make sure they did not make 
the charge. It is possible that the merchants' billing names and store names are different or 
amounts can easily be confused with similar cr.arges or include tips, 
One way to check for the credits or to view transaction details is to look at your account 
statements oniine. If you are not enrolled in Online Banking, it is easy to enroll using the web 
address on the front of your statement or give us a calL 
Please remember: If you find an error on your bill, you most notify us no later than 
60 days after we sent your first statement on which the error or problem appeaffif 
to preserve y011T bi!fing rights. 
PAYING INTEREST 
We will not charge Interest on Purchases on the next statement if you pay the New Balance 
Total in full by the Payment Due Date, and you had paid In full by the previous Payment Due Date. 
We will begin charging interest on Balance Transfers and Cash Advances on the transaction date. 
CALCULATION OF BALANCES SUBJECT TO INTEREST RATE . 
Average Daily Balance Method (including new Purchases): 
We calculate separate Balances Subject to an Interest Rate for Purchases and for each 
Introductory or Promotional Offer balance consisting of Purchases. We do this by: (1) calculating 
a daily balance for each day in the billing cycle: (2) adding all the daily balances together: and (3) 
dividing the sum of the daily balances by the number of days in the billing cycle. 
To calculate the daily balance for each day in this statement's billing cyde, we: (1) take the 
beginning balance; (2i add an amount equal to the applicable Daily ~riodic Rate multiplied by 
the previous day's daily balance: (3) add new Purchases, new Account Fees, and new Transaction 
Fees; and (4l subtract applicable payments and credits, If any dally balance Is less than zero we 
treat it as zero 
Average Balance Method (including new Balance Transfers and new Cash Advances): 
We calculate separate Balances Subject to an interest Rate for Balance Transfers. Cash 
Advances, and for each lntroductof}I or Promotional Offer balance consisting of Balance Transfers 
or Cash Advances. We do this by: (1) calculatmg a daily balance for each da-1 in this statement's 
billing cyde; (2) calculating a daiiy balance for each day prior to this statement's billing cyde 
that had a 'Pre-Cycle balance· -a Pre-Cycle balance is a Balance Transfer or a Cash Advance 
with a transaction date prior to this statement's billing cycle but with a posting date within this 
statement's bill!ng cyde; (3) adding all the daily balances together; and (4) dividing the sum of 
the daily balances by the number of days in this statement's billing cycle. 
To calculate the daily balance for each day in this statement's billing cycle. we: (1) take the 
beginning balance; (2) add an amount equal to the applicable Daily Periodic Rate multiplied by the 
previous day's daily balance; (3) add new Balance Transfers, new Cash Advances and Transaction 
Fees; and (4) subtract applieable payments and credits. If any daily balance is less than zero we 
treat it as zero. 
To calculate a daily balance for each day prior to this statement's billing cycle that had a 
Pre-Cycle balance: (1) we take the beginning balance attributable solely to Pre-Cyde balance 
(which will be zero on the transaction date of the first Pre-Cycle balance); (2) add an amount 
equal to the applicable Daily Periodic Rate multiplied by the previous day's dally balance; (3) and 
add only the applicable Pre-Cycle balances and their related Transaction Fees. We exclude from 
th is calculation all transactions posted in previous billing cycles. 
PAYMENTS 
We credit mailed payments as of the date received, If the payment is: (1) received by 5 p.m. 
local time at the address shown on the remittance slip on the front of your monthly statement; 
(2) paid with a check drawn in US. do!lars on a U.S, financial institution or a U.S. dollar money 
order; and (3) sent in the return envelope with only the remittance portion of your statement 
accompanying it Payments received by mail after 5 p.m. local time at the remittance address 
on any day including the Payment Due Date, but that otherwise meet the above requirements. 
will be credited as of the next day, Payments made online or by phone will be credited as of the 
date of receipt if made by 5 p.m Central. Credit for any other payments may be delayed up to 
five days, 
No payment shall operate as an accord and satisfaction without the prior written approval of 
one ofour Senior Officers. '· ' 
We process most payment checks electrorncaliy by using the information found on your 
checl<. Each chedi authorizes us to create a one-time electronic funds transfer (or process it as 
a check or 'paper draft). Funds may be withdrawn from your account as soon as t'ie same day 
we receive your payment Checks are not returned to you. For more information or to stop the 
electronic funds transfers, call us at the number iisted on the frnn,, 
If you have authorized us to pay your credit card bill automatically from your savings or 
checking account with us, you can stop the payment on any amount you think is wrong. To stop 
payment, your letter must reach us at least three business days before the automatic payment is 
scheduled to occur, 
For prompt service, please have the merchant reference number(s) available 
for the charge(s) in question. 
MALL 
Attn: Billing inquiries PO Box !182235, El Paso, TX 79998 
When writing, please indude Your Name, Account Number, the Disputed 
Amount. Merchant Name, Transaction Date, and reference number of 
the disputed item and specific details regarding your dispute, inducting dates 
of contact with the merchant and the merer.ant's response in each instance. 
Please include all supporting documentation, inciuding sales and credit 
vouchers, contract and postage return receipts as proof of any returns. 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE COMPUTATION 
lmerest Charges accrue and are compounded on a daily basis. To determine the Interest 
Charges we multiply each Balance Subject to Interest Rate by its applicable Daily Periodic Rate 
and that result is multiplied by the number of days in the billing cycle, To determine the total 
Interest Charge for the billing cycle, we add the Periodic Rate Interest Charges together. A Daily 
Periodic Rate is calculated by dividing an Annual Percentage Rate by 365, 
HOW WE ALLOCATE YOUR PAYMENTS 
Payments are allocated ro posted balances. If your acm.m, has balances with different APRs, 
we will allocate the amount of your payment equal to the Total Minimum Payment Duet~ the 
lowest APR balances first (including transactions made after this statement). Payment amounts 
in excess of your Total Minimum Payment Due will be applied to balances with higher APRs 
before balances with lower APRs. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT PAYMENTS BY PHONE 
When using the optional Pay-by-Phone service, you authorize us to initiate an eiearonic 
payment from your account at the financial institution you designate. You must authorize the 
amount and timing of each payment For your protection. we will ask for security information, A 
fee may apply for expedited service, To cancel, cal! us before the scheduled payment date, Same-
day payments cannot be edited or canceled, 
YOUR CREDIT LINES 
The Total Credit Line is the amount of credit available for the account: however, only a 
portion of that is available for Bank Cash Advances, The Cash Credit Line is that amoum you have 
available for Bank Cash Advances. Generally, Bank Cash Advances consist of ATM Cash Advances, 
Over the Cwnter (OTC) Cash Advances. same-Dav Online Cash Advances, Overdraft Protection 
Cash Advances, Cash Equivalents, Returned Payments, and applicable transaction fees. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
.. Promotior.al Rate End Date: This date is based on a future statement closing date. 
If you change your payment due date, th!s date could change. Transactions must meet offer 
conditions In order to qualify for the promotional rate. 
For the complete terms and conditions of your account. consult your Credit Card Agreement 
FIA Card Services is a tradename of FIA Card Services. NA This account 
is issued and administered by FIA Card Services, NA 
If your billing address or contact lnformatloo has thanged, or If your address Is 













~ trs. ±~Rust ·-~--······ 
Bank of America Prr,ate W~°.lth Manageme~t 
ACQounf:tnformation: 
wv:.w .blffikoranienca.:c:oin 
.. Mail billing inq~ines le; 
flank of Amerifa ··· ..... 
P.CL Bm: [)82235 ..• 
.. E!Paso; TX 799~8-22.15 
·SONORA FKANTOR > 
Account Number; 3747200188 81532 
. October 3 ·~· November 2. 2013 . --~ 
~- ,.,,...... . . ······- .... ~ 
Bank of AmeritaAtcoladesi:, :----
Americ~n Express® Card 
P;~~ious Balance . 
Payments and Othej-Credit.s .. .. . -14.029:00. 
.·, -:·~:.1::~g:t(t~~p.::~_-_ :·:::::.,.:: :.:·.·.::::~·.: 
l11terest:Charg~tl::: ···--·--·:;: . ......... .... ............ 238. 70 
. Custom·er Service::· .. 
· t.800A78.5m6 
late. ~ayriient V'lamfrig: If wet'lo not receive your Total Minimum Paymifrifby . ··· 
'tne'. 'date -iisted above, you may nave' to pay a.late fee ofup to $35.00 , i~ -
. ,., .. ,---~·: rota, M_inl:~im ~ii~enf"W~~i~ii'-i"f yoiJ _·n,ake·: only the .. f~ota1 -Miri.frnu~ : · .:" .. Total Credttline 
. Payment each. period; youv;ill pay'inore in inti rest and it \\ill take you longer . 
I 
Total Credit.Available ... : .. ,, .... .... , $31.308.48_ 
to pay'offyour balance: Fo(example: . Cash Credit Line .. .. .. ....... .. .. . : .... .. $35 .000.00 
1
_ . -
. . :;:·· .. · .• f:ay_rnents ~nd qtl'l~r-Cred/ts 
. io;os:: '·::::: ··:".= .PAYMENT , ELECTRON(G '' 
;oiia -- ~- · 10/f~;::~·/{f }~A~~~r.ftH~:~·~ou.~ :: ,.:-• .. ,, 
·);,,::-= • ' 
P~rtion:cir'Credit Available · · · • 
. . : .. -for Cash,·.: ... ... , ....... ... ... ........... :$31:308:48 
• .Staternerifctos!ng Date 
~ : ::·.:: 'l)~ys in;Billing Cyc'.~ . . ,:.., 
c .. . 1.l./2/13 
.... .. ... ,, .·: ::::· .. 31·,. 
Tot/JI 
. -629.00 . 
·· .:;::: r3.49?:o_._9,_~-- - · . 
.,.> ···· ···· · c::si:i.029'.oo 
" ~ .. , ... 
03 01·8691~2000;423000134 oo oopooo 37 472001s881b32 
BANK OF AMERICA 
P.O. BOX 851001 
DALLAS, TX 75285-1001 
111 lllfl I I Ill II• 11Jl1l1111•1111111111, 11111ll1111l!ll11l 1l ll11111 
BS 1106 ·· VN 945 000 1 
SONDRA F KANTOR 
·po BOX 1738 
KETCHUM ID 83340-1738 
0028 2 #il!Ol SP 0 . 38.4 
1111! 11 .,m _. ,u 1 •1 •'llh lj I 1ll 11ll 11111 lp11 l•11 Ill l111I IIPll'I 
Account Number: 3747 200188 81632 
New Balance Total. ............ .... ....... .. .... .... ... .... ...... .... .... . $18 .. 691.52 
Totai Minirt1urn Payment Due , ...... .. ... ......... ... .. .. .... .... ... .. , .. .. ... 423 .00 
Payrnent Due Date ............. .. .. ... .. ... .................... .. .... .. .. 12/01/13 
Check here for a change of m11//iag a::k/tess or pt)orie numDer.s. 
Pl6ese ;.,:v';'rde· ell. cbrr-ections on tl'Je ren:1rse . side. 




October.3 -November 2; 2013 
Page 3 of4 
Interest Charged oo Purchases. 
Interest Charged on Balance Transfers 
Interest Charged .cin nir. Dep&Chk 
Interest Charged on Bank Cash Advances · 
TOTA!. JNTEREST FOR THIS PERIOD -
American Express® Card 
Promotional Promotional. 







Beti;Mbn;y.Iiabits.~J; lfuowiri!rh~~ to manage·;,:;;irrnoney tktt;i-'bns never"i;;n::moriimportant. Nim you cantakeadvintaii:, ;lf frill', unhia.secl, fin;;.11cia] 
ednclhlion·ai_1<.Liool~~Y;:¥isitin1J: our 111:1i~eh3:i!e-J:l~EMO!l!'J}!abits:oo!ll:f ~(UTtlll~Ya~ailab_lP ir. E.111;Ushon!y), 
Go Paperlt>as!You can find, vfo.'\\·, a,nd download printahl~ PDFs of your staiement!i and eligible document.a-all in one.place. To go paperless, enroll in Online 
Hanking al, www.hankofamerica.com/onlinebanking. Find the green leaf icon and dick "Go Paperless", 




Al LaPeter [alfredlapeter@gmail.com] 
Friday, December 06, 2013 5:07 PM 
robert kantor; Laura R !l.nr1,.,,c:c,.,,n, 
Credit card bills still due 
Dec 201 
Bob and ~aura, 
Scot 
Attached· Dec. 2013 credit card bll that you owe pursuant the 
PSA. Past due amount are $2385 (email sent last month) and the current 
bill is $363. Total due to date $2748. Please remit to Sandy. Also Sandy is 




U.S. 'TRUST . . _, 
· Oaok u f Ainri.:::a r nv8.W \·J~ltt- .va~~J::!~~1a,,1 
Account !~ 
www.~ 
Mall bllUn, lnqulrlols to; 
B&nk a! America 
p A Bm: 882:lS5 
ElPaao,TX~ 
Msfl paym.nta to: 
Banko! America 
p .D. llo.r 851.001 






SONDRA F KANTOR 
Account Number: 3747 2001B8 81632 
November 3 • December 2, 201.3 
New Balance Tob!l ................................................................... $18,449.69 
Current Payment Due ............................................ ., ....................... $363.00 
Total Minimum· Payment Due ••••••.•••••.•••.••••.•••...•.•••.••.•.•••••.•••••.• •• .... $363.00 
Pa;,nent Due Date ...... ............ ... ...... ....... ..... .. .. ...... ..... .................... .1/.1/14 
i Lete Payment Waml~: lfwe dooot reoeive your TotBI Minimum Payment by 
I the date listed above, you may have to pay a late fee Of up to $36.00 and ;our APRs may be incmased up tn th$ P&natty APR of 29.~. 
Teal Minimum Payment Wl!fflln,c: tf yoo make only the Tot.al Minimum 
Payment each period, you will pay more in interest and it will take you lol'Q:!r 
to-peyoffyoor balance. For example: 







{SavingB = $14,275.03} 




Payments and other CNclltll 
PA"t'MENT - B.ECTRONIC 9489 
1k of America Accolades« 
Am f-'r ican .Express .. , C ird 
Previous Balance ................ .. .... $18,691.52 
Payment& and Other Credits ... . ...... .. .. -423 .00 
Purchaees and Adjustments .................... 0 .00 
.F- ctrarxed ··-.. ·-·-.. ·-····-·-·--····..000 
lnt..t Che!lvd------···---·-.1SU7 
New B81anoe Tot!ll ........... ........... $18,449.69 
Total Credit Une ......................... .$50,000.00 
Tata! Credit Available ....... ............ $31,550.31 
cash Credit Line ......................... $35,000.00 
Portion of Credit Available 
for cash ..................................... $31,550.31 
Statement Closing Date ......... .......... 12/2/.13 
Days in Billing C)'cle ....... ..... . ...... ..... ........ .. 30 
k«xlnt 




BANK OF AMERICA 
P.O. BOX 651001 
OALI.AS, TX 75285-100! 
SONDRA F KANTOR 
PO BOX 1738 
KETCHUM 10 83340-1738 
Account Number: 3747 200188 8.1632 
New Balance Tatal ........................................................ e.- · 
Total Minimum Payment. Due ............................................ ' •.• _.363.00 
PaymentDoo Date ....................................................... 0 • il1tt 
E11ter payment amount $ 
O Cl1«Jlr flM1 t'tJf II Cl/tJftfl!!J of mall/~ lldr1r8u or piJor/6 r,(J!'llDtJIB. 
Pl9Hss pmvfds BU com,afiaM on th9 IDM!ni!I Bide. 






3747 200188 ~ 
Nawmber 3 - Oeoember 2, 20:13 
Flage3of4 
ll'lt«allt ~Id 
lnmrest Charged on Purahases 
lrrtereist Charged oo Balance Transfers 
Interest Ctuqed oo Dir Oep&Chk CasMdv 
int.e!'est Charged on Bank Casl'l Advances 
TOT'Al. llfl"ERl!ST.f"OR THIS PERIOD 
Total interest charged !n 2013 
Your Annual ~• Ratti {APR) is die annual il'ttemst rate on your account. 
Anna Pmmot.lcnal Pmmctlcnal Promot.lonlll 




0 BI\A POnr.1.'S ~ 





















~ -Knowing b.mvto mM1Bge,onr moot11 betmr- bas m:ver been more imponant Nfflf':,oo can tl1Jle ~ of free. unbiased, lirumcial 
edooiuion and t.ool11 byvlllitmg Oil!' mlll7'Rbl!lll'l B~Habita.oom . (C!ll'l'el1t\r available in Engliah only). 
Go F~l You cim find, view, and dawnJ.ood prinlable PDF& of,onr smimnmllli &!Id eligible doowneimM'IJl in one piaoe. To go pap::rless,enroll in Online 
&nki:ng at www~onlinfllMmling:. Find the green le&f loon &nd cook ·Go P&pllrie111t'. · 





Al LaPeter [alfredlapeter@gmail.com] 
Monday, January 06, 2014 11 :58 AM 
robert kantor; Laura R. '-'"',.,"'""'""" Sondra 
Credit Card 
bill 
Hi Bob and Laura, 
Scot 
I trust you had a great Holiday Season. We also had a great Holidays in 
Tucson and we don't miss the cold at all. Attached is the latest credit card 
bill that you are obligated to pay pursuant to the divorce decree. The 
current amount due is $366.00 and the P"A..ST DUE amount is $2748.00. 




PS- I see the Notice of Default for our home at 265 S. Golden Eagle 
was recorded the end of December 2013. I hope can clear -up this 
matter shortly- let me know. 
I would hate to see a foreclosure and huge deficiency judgement 
against you and Sandy!! 
That could possibly start to bring down the Kantor House of Cards. 
205 
- - - ·-- ........ "' 
. U_J : ~ · . 
·-U.S. TRU$1i,~ : Bank of America Accblades® 
Bank o f America Priv;/UJ 1 eal;h :~ anage~ent . 
' American Express~ Card 
f 
i ~ J, ' 
. t·· SONDRA F IWJTOR 
i j . : Accour.t Number. 3 7 4 7 200188 81632_ 
, i December 3 • January 2. 2014 
~ t ; : f . . 
Account lnfonnatiori J ! 
'--- k. . ~. WW\V.,mn ·o,a.mcnt'a.com i 
. " Mail billing lnqu!ries,to:: l 
Bank of America · i I 
P O B OOZ/..'>r ii . • • 0:( , 0 , ji 
El Paso, TX 70096-2235 , l 
. tt' 
Mall payments to: ! ! 
Bank of Ameri~ 
P.O. Box 651001 












03 ,1 1 
' 
I r! 
Current Pryment Due .... ..... ..... ......... .... ......................... ....... .... .. .. .. $366.00 
iota.I.Minimum Payment Due ......... ... ..... .. .... ................ .. .. ... ...... ... ... $366.00 
Payitjent Due Date ... .... ............................ ..... ..... ...................... ....... 2/ 1/14 · 
Late'Payment Warning: If we do not receive your Total Minfmum Payment by 
the date listed above. you may have to pay a late. fee of up to $35,00 and 
you(APRs may be increased up to the Penalty APR of 29.99%. 
Total Minimum Payment Warning: If you make only the Total Minimum 
Payment each period, you will pay more in interest and it will take you longer 
to pay off,your balance. For example : 







(Savings= $14,116 .29) 
!fyou would like information about credit counseling services. call 
1-866-3005238. 
Oesciip1,on i . ,, . .. 
' Payments and Other Credits · 
PAYMENT;. ELECTRONIC 




Previous Balance . ........ ... ...... .... $18.449.69 I Payments and q ther Credits .. .. ..... .. ... -363.00 
Purchases and Adjustments .... ........ ; .. .. ... 0.00 
Fees Chargeo ... f ..................... : ......................... 0.00 
Interest Charg~ .......................................... .185.81 
New Balance Jqtal ... ... .. ... ... ........ $18,272.50 
i ; 
j Total Credit unf ........... ,. .. ........... $50,000.00 
Total Credit Available ................... $31.727.50 
Cash Credit Un} ..................... ... $35,000.00 
Portion of Credit Available · 
for Cash ......... J... ................... ..... $31 . 727 .50 
Statement c10Jng Date .. ................... 1i 2/14 










: !182 72Jooao36b0000036 30000003 7 4 7200188816 32 d . 
;; 
BANK QF i MERiCA Account Number: 3 7 4 7 200188 8i6l2 
P.O. BOX:851001 ' · ' 
DALDXS, TX 175285-:10011 
.. U' 'i_ 1,.. " ' 
d 
" tr 
,:s2 t..02 22so,: 
' New Balance Total .............. ............................. ,i.. ......... $18 .. 272 .50 
Total Minimum Payment Due .............................. , .................. 366.00 
Payment Due Date ................ ......... ... ...... .. ..... f ............. 02i01/ 14 
Enter payment amount $ 
D Check here for il chilr,;{e or mailin:t address or phone nun•t,ers. 
Please iXOVJde all com,ct1ons on !/le rei-,s>rse side. , 
Mal! this coupon alone wijh your cheek peyebl& to: Bank c!t America 
o ? • goo • a a a u; :1 211• 
206 
· U. S. TRu$] ~ 1 
Bao> " ,m""' p,;,,\, ,;+.,•1t : .~ 200188 8160, 
Bank of America Acc9lades® 














i !; ' 




lnte~est d1arged. on Purchases 
Interest Charged on Balance Transfers· 
Interest Charged on Dir Oep&Chk GashAdv 
Interest Charged on Bank Cash Advances 
TOTAL INTEREST FOR THIS PERIOD 
te (APR) is the annual interest rate on your account. 
























:, Subject to 
i Interest 
! Rate 
~18,246.98 -------------------'--B, l:3 n c e .Transfer_s ____ ~ _____ 1_1_._9_9_t_v ____ _ 
D:ti:,ect Depos1 t and Check Cash 11 : 9 ~ %V 
' i.&ranoes; ' 
. :si~ Cash Advances 16. 99%-V 
v~ Vartable Ra,e (rate may ~ary) 
POINTS EARNED 
59,002 TOTAL AVAILM!I.E POINTS 
$ 0 . 00 
$ 0 . 00 
I 




i 1 , I 
Go Paperlcss!Yo~tarl uri 
Banking at \'\"\\'\v,banki>fa' 
11iei\~ a.no. dm~. load ptinfable PDFs of your s!Atements and eli:;ibie documents·!>ll in one plnce. To go paperlT s, enroll in 0 11 iinc 











$ 0 . 00 




Al LaPeter [alfredlapeter@gmail.com] 
""'"''u"""· February 11, 2014 11 :02 AM 
Laura Boyd; R Ltnni:,~<::nn Sondra Kantor 
Credit Billing 
201 
Bob and Laura, 
Attached is .the Feb. Credit Card bill showing that you own an addition 
$368. Past due is now $3,114.00 for a Grand total of $3,482. Please remit. 






Bank of America Ac;colades® 
American Express® Card 
Bank cf America Private Wealth Management 
Account Information: 
www.hankofamerica.c-0m 
Mall billing inquiries to: 
Bank of America 
P.O. Box 982235 
Et Paw, TX 79008·2235 
Mail payments to: 
Bank of America 
P.O. Box &11.001 






SONDRA F KANTOR 
Account Number: 3747 200188 81632 
ianuary 3 · February 3, 2014 
New Balance Tota! .............. .. ..................... . ............................. $18,096.17 
Current Payment Due ................. .................................................... $368.00 
I Total Minimum Payment Due .......................................................... $368.00 Payment Due Date ................................ ........... .. ............... .......... .. .. 3/1/14 
Lata Payme,nt Warning: If we do not receive your Total Minimum Payment by 
the date listed above, you may have to pay a late fee of up to $35.00 and 
your APRs may be increased up to the Penalty APR of 29.99'.l6. 
Total Minimum Payment Warning: ff you make only the Total Minimum 
Payment each period. you will pay more in interest and it will take you longer 
to pay off your balance. For example: 







(Savmg.s = $13.962.91) 
If you would like information about credit counseling services. call 
1-86&300.5238. . 
Oescrtpt!M 
Payments and Other Credits 




Previous Batarke ...................... $18.272.50 
PaymentsandiOther Credits ........... .,-366.00 
Purchases and Adjustments ........ ............ 0.00 
Fees Charged .L ................................................ 0.00 
Interest Charg~ .......................................... 189.67 
New Balance 10,al ...................... $18.096.17 
l 
Total Credit Li?e .......................... $50,000.00 
Total Credit A11i!ilable ................... $31.903.83 
Cash Credit Ube ......................... $35,000.00 
Portion of Credit Available 
for Cash ....... .L .......................... $31.903.83 
Statement C!o~ng Date ..................... 2/3/14 








BANK OF AMERICA 
P.O. BOX 851001 
DALLAS, TX 75285-1001 
SONDRA F KANTOR· 
PO BOX 1738 
KETCHUM 10 83340-1738 
Account Number: 37 4 7 200188 81632 
New Balance Total. .......................................... J .......... $18,096.17 
Tota! Minimum Pavment Due ............................. L ................ 368.00 
Payment Due Date .............. ,. ......................... !. ............ 03/01/14 
Enter payment amount $ 
Check hera tor a chenge of maiiil7$ add!'11SS or Dhone nt1mPflrs. 
P/aese orovide all corrections on the revarse s1ae. 
Mai! this coupon along wi'th your check payable to: Senk<'! America 
209 









3747 200188 8i632 
January 3 · February 3. 2014 
Page of 4 
Interest Charged 
Interest Charged on Purchases 
interest Charged on Balance Transfers 
Interest Charged on Dir Dep&Chk Cash.Adv 
Interest Charged on Bank Cash'.Advances 
TOTAL INTEREST l'OR THIS PERIOD 
I Total interest charged in 2014 
Your Annual Percentage Rate (APR) is the annual interest rate on your account. 
Annual Promotional 
Percentage Transaction 
Purchases -------------Ba 1 an c e Transfers 
·--·--·.--···--·-,--






APR Type Definitions: Daily Interest Rate Type:- V= Variable Rate (rate may vary; 
WORLOPOINTS 
America Accolades® 
















0 BASE POINTS :EARNED 
59,002 TOTAL AVAILABLE POINTS 
Go Pat""J:J(,ss! You can find, view, and dmmloa.d printabie PDFs of your st.atcmcnts and digihle docnmenis-all in onc pla<'.'e. To go paperless, em'OJ! in Onlinf 









TH,E VALLEY CLUB 






Amanda Seaward, The Valley Club 
9/24/2013 
Sale of Valley Club Membership 
, . Your membership at The Valley aub has successfully sold. Proceeds from the sale are enclosed with this 
.. notice. Your proceeds reflect the sales price less the applicable transfer fee (20% if you joined before 
. August 15, 2002, 30% if you joined after that date), any outstanding balance on your account as of the 
date of sale, and any unbilled or outstandina capital assessments (details of these charges are attached). 
If you have any ·questions regarding this tra;sactlon please contact Amanda Seaward at 208· 788-5400, 
amanda@thevalleydub.org. · .. ~~- ~~ '" 
:;we ho~ you have fond memories of your time at the Club. If there is anything you feel we should be 
doing differently to encourage member retention please forward your thoughts to 
rnernbertnput@thevalleyclub.org 
i 






Balance on Account 
. Proceeds to Seller 
Club Retained Equity 
~er Exit Strategy: 
"1 ···.,: 
















robert kantor [rakantor@gmaiLcom] 
February 1 , 2014 3:36 PM 
.... u ..... , .... Marty R Anderson 
Credit Card Billing 
WFB Rokan 4021 
Yesterday I heard from the Bank of America through Shawnee Lewis. Although she previously told me 
everything they needed had been submitted by me, she now asked for a signed tax return for 2012, copies 
two months bank statements for Rokan Partners and Kantor Family, the lease agreement for 520 9th in Boise 
and a signed P &L by me. 
She said after I sent these in, it would be less than 30 days until we had a decision. 
Also, I am sending Sondra a WFB Cashiers check from Rokan Partners account and a copy of a similar check 
given to me- both in the amount of$2,187.62. 
These checks represent our monthly $6,000 distribution for February from Rokan Partners. However, I had 
Rokan Partners pay two obligations of Sondra and myself in February that will be recorded on the Rokan 
Partners books as part of the February distribution: one in the amount of $4,624.75 to AIG insurance on the 
Golden Eagle house. The insurance is a requirement of the BofA Loan on which we share liability. 
The second amount was a payment to Golden Eagle Home Owners in the amount of $3100. We had deferred 
several payments and, had we not paid this now, would have incurred approximately a $1500 penalty. 
By copy of this email, I am sending Marty this information as well. 
Bob 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter(@gmail.com> 
11, 2014 at 11 AM 
Subject: February Credit Card Billing 
To: robert kantor <rakantor(@gmail.com>, Laura Boyd <itsnotiowa(a),yahoo.com>, "Marty R. Anderson" 
<marty(@easti~aholaw.net>, Sondra Kantor <sondrakantor@.hotmail.com> 
Hi Bob:and Laura, 
Attached is the Feb. Credit Card bill showing that you own an addition 
$368. Past due is now $3,114.00 for a Grand total of $3,482. Please remit. 
What is the status of the loan modification with Bank of America? 
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Purchaser: ROKAN PARTNERS,,. LTO l'AR'IHER$ 
Purchaser At:coont: 3376615!1291 
Openitor I.O~ u298722 ldho02114 
CASHIER'S CHECK 
PAYTOTHEORDEROF ***SONDRA KANTOR*** 
***Two thousand one hundred eighty-seven do/Jars and 62 cents*** 
WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A. 
411 NMAINST . 
KETCHUM, IO 83340 
FOR INQUIRIES CALL (480) 394-3122 
Fl3004 ...... 11632605 
j 
i 
O •Q002(16~ 1i•24:' C 
! Offic!h~U # ·, 12t~si . 




NOTICE T9 PURCHASER-IF THIS INSTRUMENT IS Los.T, . . . 
STOLEN OR DESTROYED, YOU MAY REQUEST CANCEUATION 
AND REISSUANCE. AS A CONDITION TO CANCEUATION AND 
REISSUANCE, WELLS FARGO & COMPANY MAY IMPOSE A 
FEE AND REQUIRE AN INDEMNITY AGREEMENT AND BONO, 
Purchaser Copy 
',CAStfl~R'S CHECK 
: .. • 
• 
***SONDRA KAN~PR *** 
I ***Two thousand one hundred eight 
l
! . ·- ".:.~: : > ~ .J 
ven dollars and 62 cents*** 
...... . ,,~. 
SERIAL#: 0265100376 
ACCOU"!"f#:. ~617511586 
February 07, 2014 
. ·--·--------
**$2 187. 62** 
. 1 • " . 
VOID IF OVER US$ 2,121.62 
NON-NEGOTIABLE 
0265100378 
February 01; 2014 
**$2, 187. 62** 
i WELLS FA~Gb;13ANI(. N.A. VOID IF OVER US$ 2,187.112 
I' 4111-1 MAIN ST"· ~ --7' • KETCHl,IM,lb~ • . A~ l FOR !NOOIRfi!!I Ci\Ll(4l!C) 311«!122 . c;r-












View Check https://lmage.wellsfurgo.comlimageman/display.do?sessionld=4f42f .. 
View Check Copy 
.. 
·-·- ----
~ Equal Houolng Lander 
O 1995- 2014 Wells Fafllo. All rlghta reasrved. 
l ofl 2/11/2014 2:59 PM 
